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o I would like to join in the discussion about

Norman Mailer's obsession with waste prod
ucts. The tragedy is that Mailer has used his own
experiences and generalized them. He doesn't
In keeping with Instdurdtion's policy of anonym
The Gary Hart phenomenon is a mark of just
know his findings apply only to his group -- and
ity, most communicants will be identified by the
how debased and dishonest American ~Iitical
if anyone points this out, that person is stamped
life has be<:ome. Realizing that Democratic vot
first thret> digits of their zip codes.
as an anti-Semite. Have you read Mailer on sex?
ers were seeking an alternative to the under
He's awful. He thinks the bedroom is a bat
The Negro problem in complacent Orange
whelming Mr. Monda Ie, Hart started to run
tlefield. Yet the critics have praised his sexual
County, California, is not yet a major problem.
simultaneously to both the left and the right of
writings. He couldn't turn on a faucet, much
Oh, there are a few blacks who lie in wait
the former vice-president. To the left he was the
less a real woman.
around white schools and drag Majority girls
baby-boom trendy liberal, spiritual heir to
403
into the bushes, but generally speaking, most of
Clean Gene and st. George, while to the more
the crime is committed by Mexicans. But the
conservative Democrats he offered himself as a
I liked Nobull's recent article about the
marauders are starting to "case the territory."
legitimate alternative to the futile Glenn candi
Flashman books (Jan. 1984). As for how author
In their inimitable style, they-call it" 'rauding."
dacy. With his vague call for new ideas, he
George Fraser treats Jews, well, I've read only
926
could get away with this flanking operation. Yet
the first two books, and they have several un
it was completely dishonest. Gary Hart is a
favorable references. In his first adventure, for
Went to the hairdresser and learned that my
McGovernite liberal and always has been since
example, Flashy doublecrosses a French Jew,
regular girl is out on maternity leave. "Yes,"
he became involved in politics. As such, he is
Bernier, who is depicted with none of the usual
fluttered her substitute joyfully, "she's half
slightly to the left of a Humphreyite New Deal
flattery. And when Flashman returns home, he
Puerto Rican and half Portuguese and hubby is
Democrat like Mondale. Hart's foreign and de
finds his father has gambled disastrously in buy
Japanese, so we're gonna have ourselves a real
fense postures clearly reveal the McGovernite
ing railway shares, or as he puts it, "We're in
United Nations baby." The news will not be
brand of spiritual sympathy for Moscow, and
Queer Street, Harry .... A year ago I was a
greeted quite so enthusiastically by the Jap
his domestic record is one of complete accord
ruined man, up to my neck with the Jews, ready
anese community, the majority of whom are
with the demands of minority racism. This lat
to be sold up." The few pages of Flash for Free
still advocates of racial purity.
ter aspect be<:ame progressively more conspic
dom that I've read concern the "cocky little
968
uous as he pandered to minority groups in suc
sheeny, D'israeli," whom Flashy could never
cessive big-state primaries. A powerful factor in
stomach: "He was apathetic, really, trying to
Hart's appeal is what the media call his "Ken
behave like the Young Idea when he was well
nedyesque good looks," but what should more
I have seen the Revised Wechsler Adult Intel
into greasy middle age, with his lovelock and
accurately be termed the Aesthetic Prop. Hart
ligence Scale. The exam is composed of several
fancy vest, like a Punjabi whoremaster. They
sports a Nordic-Alpine visage with a hint of the
parts, one of which is General Information,
were saying that he had spent longer 'arriving'
craggy West, and with this asset he subcon
designed to tap the subject's fund of informa
at Westminster than a one-legged Irish peer
sciously appeals to Majority members, and
tion -- not his level of education. In the original
with the gout ••. ." And so on.
quite possibly to more than a few minorityites
exam there was the question, "Longfellow was
English subscriber
who, for all their surface hatred of racism,
a famous man; what was he?" Who takes the
make an association on a deeper level between
In liberal-minority America, a woman hangs
place of Longfellow in the Revised Wechsler?
his looks and an underlying Northern European
her head in shame as she apologetically admits
Not only does Martin Luther King Jr. have a
integrity. As Hart's actual policies are the same
that she is "just a housewife," while other wo
place on the new test, but you will also find
old brand of left-liberal snake oil which has
men beam with defiant pride as they declare
Louie (not Louis) Armstrong. I noted one other
slowly been poisoning us for the better part of
themselves to be lesbians, Marxists, miscege
change: the question, "Who was President of
this century, we find that, once again, Nordi
natresses and sexually promiscuous "non-par
the U.S. during the Civil War?" That's what I
cism is being used to destroy Nordicism.
call rubbing it in.
ents."
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o We must fall on our knees in prayerful thank
fulness to Rev. Jackson for finally coming right
out and stating what must be the reductio ad
absurdum of contemporary American racial
politicking: to wit, all whites who don't vote for
him are racists. This was his angry response to
the fact that in the Democratic primaries very
few whites were voting for him. With this state
ment, Jackson clearly shows us that there are no
longer any effective limits to which minority
racists will not go in their political blackmail. If
merely not voting for Jackson is now defined as
racism, then everything is racism. Perhaps one
day not voting for a Negro presidential candi
date will be legally defined as racism, and
therefore a capital crime.
899
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o Gaddafi's latest foray in London again points
up the folly of exchanging ambassadors with
most of the world's non-nations. Ambassador
ships should be earned and only exist between
civilized countries. With all others a teletype in
one foreign office and one in that foreign coun
try, to be serviced by a Swiss maintenance com
pany, should be sufficient.
917

r

In 1982, Time-Life Books published The
Home Front: Germany. It included four photo~

D

graphs of Berlin Jews in 1939. These photos
were taken by a Jewish photographer for a Jew
ish newspaper and stand in sharp contrast to
the descriptive text which accompanies them.
In the first picture we see Jewish children with
their music teacher, being instructed on the
instruments of a symphony orchestra. In an~
other we observe a Hanukkah scene. A third
picture shows Jewish runners at a track meet.
One of the runners is wearing a Star of David on
his track suit -- because (as the photo caption
informs us) it was the insignia of the athletic
association to which he belonged. A fourth pic
ture shows Jewesses leaning from the window
of a first-class railway coach. It seems they'd
been sponsored for emigration to Palestine by
the Zionist organization to which they be
longed. Could the Reich Press Office have
somehow contrived for the elements of these
photos to pre-exist? It seems doubtful. These
people existed and were photographed. None
had a hollow or haunted look. They were all
well dressed and well fed. So maybe we should
stop taking words for reality, and start relying
on the evidence that comes through our senses.
113

D There's something about the whole venture
of Instau ration that smacks of the tragic nobility
of the famous image with which Spengler con
cluded his book, Man and Technics: the Roman
soldier buried at Pompeii while still at his post,
because he had not been relieved. Though the
viewpoint of Instauration may be utterly swept
away by the powerful forces which oppose it, it
will always stand as both a testament and an act
of both duty and conscience in the midst of a
tragic and darkening time.
508

D Do give my best regards to Cholly, and tell
him he always writes best when he puts most of
his own experience in. He is a man of consider
able drive and can hit the nail right on the head
when he has a real enemy in his sights. He
should not, however, depart too much from the
reality he knows. The point that the most Nord
ic are also the most corrupt has now been
made. What I should like to see is another arti
cle like the iguana one, which shows consider
able knowledge of female psychology.
British subscriber

D It is important to keep in mind the fact that
the various constituencies of the liberal-minor
ity coalition -- homosexuals, blacks, leftists,
feminists, Hispanics, Jews, unassimilable eth
nics, et al. -- offer up what might be called
ideologies of the periphery. By their very nature
none of these groups has any unifying vision of
what American society should be. On the sup
erficial level they present their non-negotiable
demands to society for tolerance, while on a
deeper level they can settle for nothing less
than the destruction of that society and its re
placement by one which permanently exalts
their particular group. Their success can only
serve to further expose the inescapable fragility
of that peripheral coalition which never had
anything in common except its inexhaustible
hatred. The signs of the incipient unraveling of
these tenuous alliances are all about us and they
can only increase as the Majority continues to
sicken and recede. Our contemporary society
of brotherhood, tolerance and human rights
can best be seen as an interlude between the
period of unquestioned Majorty preeminence
and complete social, racial and political disin
tegration and chaos. No society can exist in any
real and sustained manner without a unifying
ethic, and that ethic can only be provided by
the spiritual hegemony of the population. The
ever more tenuous liberal-minority coalition
could never in a million years present such an
ethic, only demands against it.
607

D I thought that the John Nobull piece on how

D The latest Viennese witz runs as follows:

D It's no wonder that Michael Jackson is a pop
culture super-hero. With his bleached-out skin
and his nose job, he no longer seems quite
black, but neither is he quite white. Similarly,
his androgynous image is neither quite male nor
quite female. Thus, he provides the perfect il
lustration of one of the main tenets of the mod
ern creed -- that racial and sexual differences
are meaningless.
781

Q. Who will be the next President of the
United States?
A. His name will be Sonnenschein.
Q. Why?
A. Weil nach dem Reagan kommt der Son
nenschein.
Austrian subscriber

D Cover picture of Dr. Hug not bad; his ideas
foul! But I wouldn't mind at all a big bear hug
like that coming from Instauration's editor!
038
D Consider the rugged and virile good looks of
Australian film star Mel Gibson, or the almost
ethereal presences of the British Olympic
champion ice-dancing team of Torvill and
Dean. This is the aesthetic ideal that "they"
want to mix with the blood of Bengalis, Chinese
and Jamaicans and so destroy forever. May
"they" rot for an eternity in a particularly hot
place for their role in perpetrating this supreme
crime.
085

to face our predicament (Dec. 1983) was very
inspiring. If any more Best of Instauration col
lections are published, I nominate that item for
inclusion.
605

D Let us cease mincing words and acknowl
edge a fact of enormous importance: the aver
age city of our country is an ecosystem hostile
to the Majority life form. What would be the
probability of a middle-class Majority couple
having a large family and having their children
have large Majority families in cities like New
York, Chicago, Los Angeles and Detroit (shud
der!)? Such a family would be so unique it
would be suitable for stuffing and display at the
Smithsonian.
334
D

Your magazine makes much of objective
reasons for believing that whites, particularly
Nordics, are superior to the black and brown
races. Why do you not examine the objective
reasons for believing that the Japanese are the
most intelligent and productive race? More
over, the Japanese are proud, and do not wish
to mix with foreigners. I believe that they would
gladly rule the world, if they could. This is said
not out of admiration, but fear! In the long run,
the Japanese -- and the Chinese -- are probably
a much more serious threat to the white race
than any other group.
Nordic expatriate

D Remember the media encomia when Israel
returned the Sinai to EgypH What a magnani
mous yet painful gesture this was. Not only did
Israel abandon its settlements, but gave back a
huge chunk of territory to boot. How sincerely
the Israelis wanted peace! In effect, the event
forged a whole new code of morality. Hence
forth a bank robber who steals $1 million and
gives back $800,000 must be regarded as a
saint. What is more, the robber who returned
part of the loot did so because a third party
promised to give him $2 million (U.S. aid to
Israel in the Camp David Accords).
449

D

The election of Chicago Mayor Harold
Washington is something of a turning point in
our national life. Prior to Washington, Negro
political figures with a national reputation were
generally spiffed-up high yallers, carefully sani
tized for white liberal consumption -- sort of
political Sidney Poitiers. For all their rhetoric,
there remained a hint of Uncle Tom in them.
Former Massachusetts Senator Edward Brooke
and Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley come to
mind, and the new mayor of Philadelphia, Wil
son Goode, springs from this tradition. With the
advent of Washington, a bridge has been cros
sed. The mayor of Chicago is an unapologetic
black racist and a crook; he exudes the now
faint, but nevertheless unmistakable scent of
the brutal corruption of African and Haitian
political chicanery. The farcical but deadly
brand of politics practiced by Bokassa, Amin
and Duvalier is slowly finding its equivalent on
the North American continent. Washington
half-heartedly mouths the rainbow coalition
rhetoric, but it finds no resonance in his soul.
It's just a shell game he stages for an apprecia
tive media. We should welcome this new chap
ter in our politics, as Washington, and the
Washingtons to follow, will inevitably spark a
powerful racial polarization in a way that Tom
steins like Bradley never would. And racial pol
arization, working as it does to forestall mulat
tofication, is just what we should want.
618

D The first time I saw actress Jane Alexander
(now starring in the anti-nuke soap opera, Tes
tament, directed by Lynne Littman -- hmmm
....) was on Broadway in 1969 when she
played one of Jack Johnson's white mistresses in
the minority-truckling play, The Great White
Hope. Starring as Johnson was James Earl Jones,
who was particularly well suited to the part, as
he was married to a white woman at the time.
(He has since divorced her and married another
white woman.) It's funny how we Instauration
ists can hold grudges, because I've disliked Ms.
Alexander and everything she's been in ever
since. I guess I just can't forgive racial treason,
even if it's only a part in a play.
104
D What William F. Buckley and others of his ilk
have done, in large part out of cowardice in the
face of the"Jewish-oriented" media, but also as
a sort of underhanded strategy, is to enter into a
Faustian bargain. They will obediently refrain
from consideration of the Jewish Question and
operate as Zionist fellow travelers, in return for
American Jewry's gradual movement towards a
much more "conservative" political posture on
both foreign and domestic issues. The thinking
here is that Jewry's economic and cultural tri
umph here in America will now inevitably cast
them in the role of money-grubbing reaction
aries, thus making them allies of the narrowly
materialistic Majority conservatives. Buckley
and George Will can never see that the differ
ence between Louis Rukeyser and an Abbie
Hoffman -- the Stock Exchange expert and the
Marxist hippie -- is only subcutaneous. Indeed,
Jerry Rubin has shown us how these "oppo_
sites" can be brought together within the same
person.
774
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o Majority activists who vent crude and taste
o

The Buffalo Public Schools are being
swamped by newly hired black "engineers"
who have the responsibility of maintaining the
physical structures and the associated heating
and lighting facilities. It is an integrated work
crew with just enough white technicians
around to solve the problems that develop. On
one occasion, a black engineer and his white
underling were surveying a low-voltage electri
cal malfunction. There were minor sparks ob
served. The white worker took off the loose
parts by hand, shifted them slightly and then
retightened the fastenings. The black was as
tonished and had difficulty believing that tiny
sparks produced by low-current, low-voltage
situations were not hazardous. His comment
was: "You ain't goin' to get me to touch no
sparks. I's afraid I would tum white an' then I
couldn' get a job."
142

o I was just watching a 1960 Alfred Hitchcock
rerun, with a Simon Wiesenthal look-alike and
a pretty Nordic lass cast as father and daughter.
How much miscegenation over the years has
been caused indirectly by the fanciful casting
choices of movie and TV directors? And could it
be that gene mixers often have such large
broods because, whether consciously or un
consciously, they keep trying to produce just
one offspring who looks more like the Nordic
parent?
223
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In his short lifetime Howard P. Lovecraft
produced a relatively small quantity of horror
fiction which today, half a century later, truly
qualifies as first-rate escapist fare. Some may
argue that too much real horror exists in our
integrated and subjugated land for Lovecraft's
work to have any real appeal, but the weary
Instaurationist craving diversionary reading
could do worse. HPL wrote a number of short
stories, some novelettes, and several novels, the
latter unfortunately not attaining the quality of
his other work. 5hort stories such as "In the
Vault," "Pickman's Model" and "The Outsid
er" are outstanding and represent Lovecraft at
his best. It has been said that if "The Outsider"
had been offered as an unpublished manuscript
of Poe none would have challenged it. Love
craft's masterpiece, however, and the story
which evoked the greatest response among his
contemporary readers, was the novelette, liThe
Whisperer in Darkness," a genuinely chilling
tale. In another story, "Herbert West -- Reani
mator," Lovecraft makes his feelings very clear
concerning Negroes. An excellent sampling of
HPL's work can be found in the collection, The
Dunwich Horror and Others.
161

o

As tempting as it may sometimes become, we
should strive to prevent Majority activism from
becoming an exercise in crude racial invective.
I think of this particularly in regard to the prob
lem of Mexican illegal aliens. While we must
oppose this dangerous influx wholeheartedly,
we must understand it in its proper context, and
not allow our response to degenerate into
clowning and gratuitously violent counter
attacks on iIIegals, attacks which culture dis
torters will surely use against us with telling
effect. This influx is an economic one; the iIIe
gals are literally running away from starvation.
The Mexican peasant is an essentially conserva
tive and religious person. Unlike the Negro or
the Jew, he bears no inherent and ali-consum
ing cultural hatred of the Majority. However,
make no mistake about it; the liberal-minority
coalition will enthusiastically use these Mexi.
can iIIegals against us, and an angry and mili
tant Hispanic affirmative action class -- poverty
pimps and so on -- will emerge to try to enlist
them into the service of domestic anarchy.
121

o

The review of The Homosexual Network
(March 1984) was a good example of what
I nstau ration does so well: taking a standard con
servative analysis of a situation and going that
extra, strictly forbidden mile with it.
445

o I prefer the Hindu approach to religion. The

When watchin' de Olympics, remember
Jesse Owens. His feets be livin' fo'evah.
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priest carefully observes the boy's characteris
tics and, when he comes of age, assigns him his
own personal deity. I've known some Instaura
tionists who needed Apollo to guide them,
some for whom Dionysus was more fitting, and
even a few who "needed Jesus as their savior!'
Others of us should probably stick to lithe god
within," as William Gayley Simpson preaches.
304

less anti-Semitic comments should realize they
are making the work of the culture-distorters
just that much easier. The ADL will print, and
reprint, lengthy excerpts from various racialist
periodicals containing vulgar and blatant anti
Semitic passages, as this will cause both an
ingathering among Jews and a sympathetic re
sponse among Gentiles, who will automatically
equate this kind of thing with the Six Million.
Those who provide our enemies with this sort of
ammunition are only saving them work. But the
ADL and similar organizations will never re
print articles from Instauration, as a non-Jew
who read them might actually begin to think.
121

o

The following cities now have black police
chiefs: New York City, Houston, Chicago, De
troit, Charleston, Atlanta, Long Beach, Newark,
Gainesville, Washington.
801

o

When I was in Chicago some dozen years
ago, our firm was expected to honor invitations
to year-end banquets from organizations we
dealt with from time to time. One of these
favored clients would always send an invitation
to a shop steward's banquet of a very large
union whose membership was mostly black.
Our office drew lots and I lost. In the sea of
black union stewards at the banquet the small
proportion of whites were seated at the front
tables near the stage. Top union officials spared
no expense for these black frontline union
stewards: best champagne, best wine and best
food and lots of it, and to go with all this, the
very tops in entertainment in the person of
none other than Richard Pryor. When he got
started on his usual fare of filth and obscenities,
there arose among the blacks first a rumbling
and then an audible grumbling followed by a
mass exodus. The blacks, some of whom had
brought their families, wouldn't sit still for all
the unspeakable filtb, and they expressed their
disapproval as they stomped out of the large
banquet room. But Richard didn't lose all his
audience. We whites sat glued to our chairs and
drowned out the noise behind with our guffaw
ing, applause and cheers.
327

o In Chinese martial arts is the rather fantastic
concept of the "vibrating palm," wherein a
master with countless years of disciplined train
ing can deal his opponent a blow which, though
it may hardly even hurt when first received,
supposedly sets off a series of internal disrup
tions which will cause the recipient to keel over
dead many days, weeks, months or even years
later. Although I'm in no position to comment
on the veracity of this idea, I believe that it is
most applicable to American history, for the
Civil War was the "vibrating palm" which
brought us to the point of keeling over dead as
we approach the 21st century. In the treatment
of the Reconstruction South we catch the first
whiff of an attitude that would, some 80 years
later, result in the "stinking horror of Nurem
berg," just as the hate-religion of the Abolition
ists paralleled the anti-German hate-religion of
modem times.
330

o

British film director Richard Attenborough
and South African journalist Donald Woods
capture perfectly the revolting decadence of
the Anglo-Saxon liberal. Both have become
famous by their obsequious celebration of alien
leaders of the Outer Revolt against the white
West; Attenborough for St. Gandhi, Woods for
St. Biko. Rottenborough collects his <>scars and
Woods receives moral exultation and prestige
within the "intellectual" establishment for
thrusting their respective knives into the grave
ly wounded body of the West. If and when the
time comes for a large-scale "settling of ac
counts," I should not envy Sir Dickie or Donald.
The erstwhile praise they once received from
renegadish tongues will do them precious little
good then.
244

o

The biochemist who advises us (April 1984)
on the staleness of our food and its harmful
effects has a significant flaw in his argument. A
Hong Kong housewife hardly shops twice a day,
if my many observations of that city are correct.
Typically she slaves in a sweatshop for 72 hours
a week to make ends meet. If she cares about
the freshness of her food, there is precious little
she can do about it. Hong Kong has practically
no agriculture and all (or most) of the "fresh"
produce arrives by means of the original slow
boat from China -- a junk or williwaw. The
exception is rice, which doesn't go "stale"
since it is a grain, and fresh fish. Perhaps some
Instaurationist could enlighten us with some
statistical information on average life expec
tancy of a person in Hong Kong and, let's say,
Kansas City? I would also be interested in know
ing how the health of an Eskimo compares to
that of a Hong Kongese. The former exists most
lyon fatty meat, frozen and reheated several
times, and practically no fresh fruit or vege
tables. Yet I understand Eskimos are a healthy,
long-lived lot.
077

o If we can't get an all-white America, maybe
we can at least get an all-white television net
work!
943

o These days the last place on earth that the
Majority member should be is in the liberal
minority coalition, for if that coalition should
triumph completely he will go the way of the
Kulak in Bolshevik Russia. Yet it is in that coali
tion he often finds himself by virtue of his wil
ling or unwilling allegiance to Big Labor and its
venomous bosses like William Winpisinger and
Lane Kirkland. Conservatism with its ever faith
ful allegiance to 19th-century economics, plays
an integral role in helping to keep him there,
voting for Mondale and forking over loot to the
AFt-ClO's Committee on Political Education,
while a part of his soul screams out that he does
not belong to the same "interest sphere" of
Chicago Mayor Harold Washington. To liberate
the Majority workingman from the clutches of
the Kirklands, Jackie Pressers, Mondales, Mafi
osi and the whole sorry mess that is the Ameri
can labor establishment should be one of our
most important goals.
144

o In a March 25 speech delivered before an
Albany, New York, B'nai B'rith meeting, Carl
McCall, a prominent black racist in New York
State politics who was a candidate for lieuten
ant governor in 1982 and who has since been
appointed to the post of State Commissioner for
Human Rights by the minority-pandering ad
ministration of Governor Cuomo, called for re
newed cooperation between the black and Jew
ish communities. This was obviously another
one of those periodic "fence-building" opera
tions conducted in the aftermath of those
equally periodic ruptures, in this case caused by
Jesse Jackson's "Hymietown" remarks. In order
to stop blacks and Jews from hating each other
and get them back to hating the Majority,
McCall drew a parallel between the position of
the blacks, who have no governors or U.S. sena
tors, and the Jews, who currently have no Su
preme Court justices or Cabinet members
(Weinberger is only Y4 Jewish). What McCall is
implying here is that Jews and blacks have
something in common -- an exclusion from the
corridors of power by a prejudiced Majority.
Since McCall brought up the issue of congres
sional representation, did he stop and reflect on
how vastly overrepresented Jews are in Con
gress, to say nothing of all the other critical
power junctures of American life? Instead, he
brings up two issues which currently offend
Jewish sensibilities: the temporary disappear
ance of the Jewish seat on the Supreme Court
and the dearth of Jews in the Reagan Cabinet.
Since McCall holds to the idea that Thurgood
Marshall's seat should be henceforth passed on
only to other Negroes, we see that he is, in
effect, demanding that two of the nine seats on
the Supreme Court be reserved in perpetuity
for a Negro and a Jew, respectively. One won
ders how a longtime player of the proportional
representation/racial quota game like McCall
feels about less than 3% of the U.S. population
laying permanent claim to 11 % of the Supreme
Court membership. Yet this is the position he
endorsed.
578

o I agree with John Nobull on Handel and Bach
(April 1984). Naturally, their music made their
reputations, but a friendly hand doesn't hurt, as
shown by the following remarks on a Handel
masterpiece:
Judas Maccabaeus was sung six times
during its first season, a total of about
fifty-five times -- with Handel himself
conducting thirty-three of them -- before
the composer's death twelve years later.
Some part of its popularity grew from the
fervor with which it was received by Jew
ish Londoners: it was one of the first im
portant stage presentations in England of
a Jewish national hero in an entirely fav
orable light. Quick to understand, Han
del soon began to compose a sequel to
Judas Maccabaeus, one of the heroes this
time being Judas Maccabaeus's brother
and successor, Jonathan; this became the
oratorio Alexander Balus. And Alexander
Balus, along with Judas Maccabaeus,
was chiefly responsible for the last and
longest of Handel's rises to financial suc
cess and fame; an ascent that this time
was to lead to his apotheosis as a British
national institution. [Notes to Judas Mac
cabaeus album, Westminster Records]
302

o Every once in a while one sees public opinion
polls that reveal a certain, usually substantial
percentage of Americans is interested in mov
ing to Australia. Somehow I strongly suspect
that those polls have relatively little to do with
Australia and a very great deal to do with the
changing racial composition of America. Nine
ty percent or more of those who responded
positively about a move to Australia are prob
ably really interested in moving to a white
America.
119

MARV

o

After hearing tons of hype about Michael
Jackson and "Thriller," I finally rented his
"Making of Thriller" video for a day ($1.50). It
was a $1 million production, directed by John
Landis, an ectomorphic Jewish gentleman.
Sometime following the destruction of Vic
Morrow and some Vietnamese child extras on
the Twi Iight Zone set, Johnny did a fairly in
teresting story based on Michael Jackson's
"Thriller." The special effects and make-up art
istry were the brainchildren of Majority techni
cians. The backup dancing was provided by
Negroes, jaded Majority females, starry-eyed
prima donnas and the usual retinue of faggots.
The head choreographer was a swishy-looking
mulatto. Jackson's screams when he is turning
into a cat monster sound like a 10-year-old girl
wailing over the schoolyard bully tugging at her
hair. An androgynous black with an Aryanizing
nose job is now the heartthrob of millions of
teenage Majority girls. "Thriller" is a racial
chiller and fit for the mindlessness of a beer
swiller. Vincent Price's "rap" helped to make
this crossover into the Majority psyche less
emetic.
208

Only a very insensitive person would call
the Big Apple, where I happen to live,
the Big Bagel.
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D I am concerned about the attitudes of John
Nobull and various Safety Valve correspon
dents concerning the contemporary music cul
ture. They will have absolutely no truck with it,
and Nobull prides himself in declaring that it
will never be played in his home -- denying his
own children the least chance to make peace
with peer pressure. This is the same arrogant
attitude that "conservatives" have always dis
played toward "fads" that "couldn't last"; mo
tion pictures, radio, television, rock music in
the 50s and 60s, music videos and many other
devices and trends that have proven most use
ful to our enemies in shaping the world we now
inhabit. While classical music might be super
ior to this newest noise, the fact is that at least
two generations now claim this as "their" own
music. We only make ourselves appear as buf
foons and cranks to issue such supercilious,
blanket criticism of something so precious to
them -- something that we at the same time
pride ourselves in our ignorance of. This music
is very important to them, yet it means rela
tively little in the scheme of things. Our total
and (to them) irrational condemnation of their
music makes them automatically tune out our
warnings against miscegenation, homosexual
ity, liberalism and minority domination. 00 we
really think we can repeatedly tell a whole gen
eration that it is ignorant, foolish and totally
degenerate, and at the same time expect it to
follow us because we have The Answer? That's
just not the way human nature works.
223

D In his book,

The Africans, otherwise ortho
dox liberal reporter David Lamb of the Los An
geles Times notes the usually negative reactions
of most black nations that are assigned a black
American ambassador. One thinks of Jimmy
Carter with a big stupid grin on his face as he
proudly appoints a Negro envoy to Upper Vol
ta. However, in Upper Volta this is seen as a sort
of snub; a statement of sorts that the U.S. does
not take it seriously enough to appoint a "real"
ambassador. While domestically we're made to
see our society as a multiracial one, the Third
World still perceives us as we once perceived
ourselves -- as a white nation.
773

Your constant reference to Nordics and the
Nordic spirit seems to miss the whole point of
Norse mythology. All your cures for the white
race and the preservation of the Nordic tradi
tion and spirit can only succeed in destroying it.
How can I say that? Tell me what is the one
great premise of Norse mythology! That Odin
had the right but not the might. The whole point
was that man was to serve gods who were fight
ing with their backs against the wall. All would
be smashed by the Realpolitik of the stupid
giants and misshapen trolls. All this attempt to
save ourselves is doomed to failure. The Nordic
spirit demands something above itself, a
righteousness. Nordics must serve and do
something just for the sake or worth of the thing
itself, and not for anything it would give them.
748
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D Are you familiar with the Mexican saying,
"Poor Mexico, so far from God and so close to
the United States"? A righteous inversion of
that would be, "Poor America, so far from God
and so close to Mexico." That would make a
nice bumper sticker.
926
D In your review of The Homosexual Network
(March 1984) you briefly touched on a very
important point, and one of the most hateful of
all aspects of our latter-day culture. You com
pared the moral blackmail practiced by lesbi
ans at Sarah Lawrence to that practiced on
Ma jority women by minority males all across
America. This is so true, for the fact is that the
ground has been cut right out from under Ma
jority women who -- miraculously -- still pos
sess sound racially exclusive instincts in spite of
the incessant propaganda barrage of the mis
cegenation mob. For despite the moral idiocy of
pro-race-mixing "feminism" and liberalism in
general, Majority women have a powerful in
stinct against racial promiscuity; much strong
er than that in men. A woman considering a
relationship with a man instinctively thinks of
him as a potential father and the rot of liberal
ism nothwithstanding, most women do not nat
urally envision bearing children of mixed race.
Indeed, part of the subconscious impulse to
ward having children consists of the urge to
replic:;ate one's self and, in effect, to parent
one's self. Racial hybridity runs totally contrary
to instinct here. Weighing against this powerful
force, of course, is the incessant pressure from
minority males. How many of us have known
white women who recounted instances of har
assment by Negroes, who were quick to pull the
"You're prejudiced!" routine at any sign of re
sistance? Obviously this is going on constantly,
and not just by Negroes (although they may be
the most blatant). Other nonwhites, including
Third World "students" in American univer
sities, have joined in the open season liberalism
has proclaimed on Majority women. I will fore
go mentioning what has been termed "shikse
madness" on the part of Jewish men. Women
respond to the strength of a man's desire for
them, and there can be no question as to the
strength of the desire on the part of the minority
male for the Majority female. I believe it is this
factor which plays a decisive role in committing
many Majority women to mixed marriages.
641

D The figure of 620,000 Southeast Asian ref
ugees resettled in the U.S. since 1975 is a re
markable one. Stop and consider that the entire
population of South Vietnam in 1975 was ap
proximately 20 million. Thus 3% of the total
population was relocated to the U.S. That
would compare with the relocating of 7 million
people out of the U.S. (Any suggestions?) While
surely it could be argued that we owed sanc
tuary to a small number of top South Vietnam
ese government officials, most of whom prob
ably would have been tortured or killed if they
had remained, it was preposterous to take in
3% of the entire population.
955

For a year I attended a small, independent
Protestant church congregation. The pastor
was kicked out of the Seventh Day Adventists,
who, vegetarianism aside, are a bunch of theo
logically reactionary cranks. The only thing
ever worthwhile to spring from SDAers are soy
bean hotdogs. I eat them all the time. Swallow
ing their religion is another matter.
Anyway, Brother Ray Greenley started his
Hope Community Church a couple of years
ago. I was most intrigued by his unemployed
people's emotional support group, Third Base.
Out of gratitude for this, I began attending his
church services. The sermons were the usual
Christian stuff: many allusions to Biblical par
ables, the line about putting your faith on Uncle
Jeez and all will be swell. That, plus some posi
tivist thought from TV evangelist Bob Schuler
and the positive-thinking of Norman Vincent
Peale. Certainly, I needed some positivism in
my life. The missing item was racial identity. It
is hard to keep from being depressed by keeping
busy and positive while your people are going
to hell in a hand basket. Believing in Uncle Jeez
in a vacuum of Bible study sessions just won't
cut it. The clincher was seeing a white with his
Indian (Asian) wife and his hybrid brood, and
the Asian Indian and his alabaster wife with
their mongrel family. The black parishioner
who sold products for Amway always came
alone, and I wondered why. It took him some
time to work up the nerve to bring his honky
wife and three mulatto chilluns. I gave him an
especially cold shoulder and made it my last
visit to Brother Ray's church. It seems all Prot
estant churches these days leave the Majority
member in the lurch. Finally I met Brother Ray
and let the verboten feelings all hang out. Bro'
put on the morally offended routine, but he
finally left me with his understanding, "I'm OK,
you're OK" Christian veneer. He seemed a bit
taken aback that I actually wanted a racial hav
en in my spiritual life. Even though he mouths
the equalitarian, we're-all-human line, his own
wife is a Majorityess who bore him two beauti
ful Nordic girls. Our race is truly sick when you
have to be ashamed to tell a member of your
own race that you are proud of your racial
heritage and that you want to stick to promot
ing the interests of your own people before
bothering with other humanoids. You actually
have to apologize while relating this to a man
who is a Nordic and has a Nordic family. The
hypocrisy of white renegades is scandalous.
They have this weird view that WASPs will eter
nally remain in control of our nation and cul
ture, that the minority presence is just a sort of
spice and seasoning in an essentially Nordic
cake. In fact, the cake is quite marbly, with an
ever growing proportion of devil's food.
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D

I have had two occupations in the last 14
years, both of which have rewarded me with
intimate contact with the American Negro. I
honestly say that every stereotype I ever heard
about them is true. Being of pure Southern lin
eage, I presume that at least some of my an
cestors were party to the peculiar institution.
Nevertheless, I have never understood how
they, or anyone else, would have wanted to
own them.
365

The tall and the short of it

ANATOMY IS DESTINY
In the 10ng7"running Broadway musical A Chorus Line,
Chinese-American actress Janet Wong played the young
woman who sang, "Four foot ten, four foot ten. That's the
story of my life." And it really was her life's story. On
arriving in New York from Berkeley in her early twenties,
Wong had her hair cut short. In a pastry shop one day, a
saleswoman leaned over the counter and cooed, "Can I
help you, little boy?" Wong stalked out. Her life's ambition
was to look "glamorous" -- until she realized the word
only applied to tall people. On the other hand, "Iooking
young and short means you can get away with things -
faux pas and what not .... It works. But it's real demean
ing." When Wong went to India with a dance company,
she experienced what she called IIa gut reaction of rei ief"
at finally being surrounded by people her own size. At one
point, the Indians made an unflattering hubbub around a
tall American woman and Wong thought, "At last, she's
getting hers."
The Janet Wong story is one of hundreds told by Ralph
Keyes in his 1980 book The Height of Your Life (Little,
Brown). This is no mindless collection of anecdotes about
tall and short people, but an unusually penetrating study of
one important factor in the equation which reads "Anat
omy equals Destiny." Even old believers in co~stitutional
psychology will be amazed to learn how many of their
life's experiences derive from height, even when taken in
isolation from weight, race, facial structure and other vari
ables. And, as the 5' 7'12" Keyes insists in his closing pages,
"None of this will [change] soon." Indeed, he makes a
strong case that most of the relationships between stature
and behavior can never change.
A hidden theme in The Height of Your Life, and the
reason for opening this article with Janet Wong, is racial
differences. Despite her IIfour foot ten" song, Wong is
actually five feet tall, which is perfectly normal for a Mon
goloid woman. (Even American women averaged only 5'
3.6" in 1976, while American men averaged 5' 9".) Yet
Wong indicated to Keyes she was "abnormal." If there is
anything abnormal about her, it is rather her residence in a
white country. She felt an elemental relief at both the
stature and the skin color of the Indian multitude. Since
lazy human nature almost always seeks a reduction in
tension, Wong can be expected to favor the increased
immigration of short and dark people to the United States.
Such immigration is obviously in her best immediate in
terest. Had she lived in Kansas rather than California or
New York, her desire for more short, dark immigrants
would likely be all the greater, though she would probably
keep it well hidden.
Harvard paleontologist Stephen Jay Gould, whom Keyes

also interviewed, offered the same picture. "Thank God for
Marvin Ackerman," said Gould, remembering the only
boy in class who was shorter than he. Quite obviously,
Gould would have enjoyed having some more stubby little
Marvin Ackermans around -- and fewer future Gary Coop
ers.
All of this has a powerful and direct bearing on the racial
crisis which is engulfing America today. In every city and
town there are boys and girls exactly like Janet Wong and
Stephen Jay Gould. Many of them experience a profound
pain daily because they are shorter, darker, homelier or
less athletic than most of their classmates. Even if the latter
don't pick on them, they pick on themselves. Their IQs
usually have little bearing on their predicament. "Thank
God for Marvin Ackerman," they sigh by the millions.
Thank God for the Mexican kids who moved in and di
rected the Majority's fire away from me, sighs the dark
Italian boy. Thank God thatthe families of Glen Adams and
Wayne Scott left for the suburbs, breathes the immigrant's
son -- now I'll have a shot at dating lovely Jenny Hansen.
Anyone who supposed that the attitudes of most adults
toward the immigrant tide transforming America originate
largely in abstract ratiocination rather than in such every
day "gut reactions" has his head in the clouds. Ralph
Keyes's enormously entertaining book will help bring them
back to earth with its overwhelming case for the behavioral
and psychological impact of a single bodily variable.
The Height of Your Life will make painful reading for
some short people. Although Keyes's evidence suggests
that tall and short people are functionally equal, with
smallness actually an advantage in times of famine, the
social status equation reads very differently. In most times
and places known to science, bigger has meant better. This
is usually as true for women as for men. One recent survey
fou nd that 58 of 101 American women wanted to be taller,
and only one (who was 5' 11 %") wished to be shorter. The
problems that tall girls have with their height are mostly
age-related and vanish during their twenties. As the sociol
ogist James Coleman observes, "height brings acknowl
edgement, deference and power" -- th i ngs women seek
almost as much as men.
Should short Instaurationists throw in with the "Short
Libbers"? The movement does exist, as Keyes points out:
Spring 1970 -- at California's Villa Park High School,
Tony Horn and friends sit down on the gym floor to protest
preference shown tails in choosing teams; Short Power Day
is proclaimed.
Fall 1971 -- 5' 4" sociologist Dr. Saul Feldman gives
paper on liThe Presentation of Shortness in Everyday Life
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Height and Heightism in American Society" to the Ameri
can Sociological Association; charges "American society is
a society with a heightist premise: to be tall is to be good
and to be short is to be stigmatized. "
W in ter 1971 -- At New College in Sarasota, Florida, 4'
10%" sophomore Wendell Wagner posts a list of Short
Demands; included are : lower library shelves, admissions
quotas favoring small applicants, required cou rses on the
history of tall oppression, a Mickey Rooney Film Festival.
Spring 1972 -- 5' 5" Assistant U.S. Treasury Secretary
Edwin S. Cohen claims tails have unfair economic advan
tage; he proposes a tax brea k for those under 5' 6" . [W hy
not under 5' 5" ?j
W inter 1978 -- 5' 2" Edmund A. Szymczyk su General
M otors, his employer, for $600,000 ; he alleges jokes by
'coworkers about his shortness and Polishness have hurt his
job performance, lost him promotion , and cost him peace
of mind.

There is usually a tongue-in-cheek component to such
demands, but it rarely overrides their essential seriousness.
The Short Libbers (and their Fat Libber, Plain Libber and
Old Libber allies) have had a certain impact. Executive
recruiter Robert Half reports that he is no longer asked to
send "only" candidates six feet and over for certain high
vi sibility jobs. He once was.
One of the strictest taboos remaining in our wide-open
society is the one d ictati ng that men be at least as tall as
their dates and spouses.
In a study of dating attractiveness, a team of social scientists
once assigned University of Mi nnesota freshmen dates by
computer on a purely ra ndom basis, with a single excep
ti o n. Whenever a taller wom an w as randomly assi gned to a
shorter man, her IBM card was deliberately shuffled back
into the deck. Though the re-earchers gave no expla nation
for their only departure from chance, the taller woman
shorter man taboo obviously was too big to buck.

Many vertica lly mismatched couples, though deeply in
love, have given up in despair over the "hoots, whistles,
jeers, howls, and insinuating remarks that are their con
stant lot in public." Does this mean it is time to break down
the old height taboo, to encourage short Nordic men to
date tall Nordic women? Absolutely not! Doing so would
only add new fuel to the present racial bonfire. On page
150, Keyes offers a list of 124 famous couples who have
defied the height taboo in recent years, in luding:
Richard Ben-Veniste and Mary Travers, Dustin and Anne
Byrne Hoffman, King Hu ein and Lisa Halaby, Henry and
N an y Kissinger, Gu ru Maharaj Ji and Marolyn Johnson,
N orman M ailer and N orris Church, Marvi n and Jeanne
M andel, Prince Ra in i r and Grace Kell y, Ron Samuel and
Lynda ("Wonder Woman " ) Carter, Pau l Simon and Shelley
Duvall, Arthur and A lexandra Schlesinger, Jerry Sti ller and
Anne Meara.

The hort man in such cou plings is often, perhaps usu
ally, a racial minori ty member. The tall woman is generally
a fu 1/- or part-Nord ic. Apart from aesthetic and other con
siderations, a major breakdow n of the height taboo for
couples would sign ificantly increase the amount of interra
cial mating. Given (a) that Nordics are among the talle t
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When the camera clicks, King Hussein must stand and Queen
Noor (Lisa Halaby) must sit.

people on earth, (b) that men of many short races are crazy
about Nordic women, and (c) that stature is now serving
Nordic women better as a barrier than race, it would be
madness to bring the height taboo crashing down. So,
naturally, that is just what the Hollywood establishment is
trying to do.
Alan Ladd, at 5' 4" (he claimed 5' 10"), was once one of
the few short leading men in the movies, and was a stun
ning physical specimen. His breakthrough came in This
Gun for Hire (1942) when he was cast opposite the lovely
five-foot-tall Veronica Lake. They soon became the coun
try's favorite love team, surrounded on film by other short
Nordics. Dustin Hoffman is an entirely different sort of lead
actor. "With his short stature, hook nose, beady eyes,
unkempt hair, he looks like a loser," according to Parade .
In Hoffman's wake came AI Pacino, Ri hard Dreyfus , and
a phone-booth full of other saw ed-off, darki h male leads.
By the late 1970s, Lee M ajor ' agent wa peddling him
around Hollywood as the "on ly" young lead ing man left
who was overix feet tall! (The aging Robert Redford is a
su rprisi ng 5' 9JA", and Nick Nolte had not yet burst on the
scene.)
While the statu s of Nordic actors has plummeted, that of
Nord ic actre e -- the taller, the better -- remains high.
Diane Keaton, Candice Bergen, Jill Clayburgh, Meryl
Streep and many others have created "a casting director' s
nightmare" with t h ei~ stature, w rites Keyes. Maybe so, but

one of them." The simple equation never leaves us.
the Woody Aliens and Dudley Moores are delighted to be
working alongside (and "under") them.
Those who work with growth-deficient adu Its say that no
Alas for the image manipulators, their message is not
matter how long one's done this work, the urge to pat a
percolating down (or rather up) to the folks in Peoria. Keyes
smaller
head or to pull a little body onto one's lap never
surveyed 70 women at one Middle American college ("so
dies. John Money, much of whose career has been devoted
phisticated but not avant-garde") and found only two who
to working with those of unusually short stature, has sug
would go out with a man shorter than themselves. Among
gested that such an urge could be innate -- that it could be
the reasons given:

based on the parenting instincts smaller people trigger in
taller people. Money explained, "It is well known to animal
Men shorter than I am make me feel too dominant. I am a
ethologists that the perceptual appearance of the young of
dominant person, so I feel the men need the height to
many species triggers various innate releasing mechanisms
equalize my personality. (A 5' 2/1 coed)
of parental behavior in adults of the species. In humans,
A man who is shorter than I am seems somehow less
there seems to be an analogous mechanism with respect to
superior. (5' 3")
the size of another member of the species." ...
I would hate feeling bigger or taller than my mate be
If smaller people are going around triggering parent
cause I'd feel domineering or something. (5' 4Y2")
feelings in taller people, this puts everyone in a bind. Look
I would feel the urge to dominate him. (5' 4")
i ng down at a man with a mustache cou Id be unconsciously
I don't want to be overpowering. (5' 6/1)
arousing an instinct to treat that person as a child, even as
I hate having guys look up to me. I feel very uncomfort
the conscious rnind says, "Ridiculous!" When a smaller
able and overpowering. (5' 8")
person behaves in a childlike manner, this eases the conflict
of signals. But if such a person acts grown-up, the paradox is
Though many women today want to narrow the gender
enhanced and liable to get us frustrated. Should we respond
"power gap," very few wish to eliminate it. Most want to
to instinct or reason?
The confusion of signals may be a particu lar problem for
be fairly dominant themselves, and to use that dominance
a woman confronting a man shorter than herself. I've long
to help snare a yet more dominant mate, and then to
been puzzled not by the condescension so much as the
exercise a dominance with him as a team -- but this set of
actual hostility, the real anger women can exhibit toward
goals, when pursued simultaneously by so many women,
men shorter than themselves ....
inevitably creates many losers at both the upper end of the
If what is really going on in such cases is a confusion of
female power spectrum and the lower end of the male
parenting and mating signals, angry frustration is an under
spectrum -- for the simple reason that many high-domi
standable response.

nance males are still quite content with a lower-domi
nance mate.
Keyes provides a chart of six "Size-suited Styles." The
The romantic situation is closely analagous to that pre
tallest style is dubbed "remote," and suits men between 6'
vailing in the job market, where:
9" and 7 feet tall, and women about half a foot shorter:
(1) A feminist minority agitates for up to 50% of the

openings in medical schools, law schools, etc.
(2) The feminists agitate for equal pay for women in the
prestigious jobs.
(3) The ordinary women who supposedly "benefit" from
this agitation go right on seeking men with better jobs and
higher salaries than their own.
(4) They obviously cannot find such men in the required
numbers.
(5) Upon reaching their thirties, they desperately realize
that they would rather have a stable family life than a
high-paying job.

Ifthis dismal scenario is not yet entirely familiar, it isonly
because of its newness. The female allotments at the best
professional schools are still rocketing upward from one
year to the next.

Differing Attitudes
"A basic tenet of the psychology of perception is that
size is associated with value," Keyes writes. "Whatever
our mind judges important our eye will judge large. And
power is among our ultimate values." As children, we
experience "big and strong" as practically a single word.
"No world is more height-obsessed than the child's world.
There, everything is sorted basically by size: little kids, big
kids, grownups." Earlier yet, as babies, we are controlled
utterly by giants. Their big bodies are "very strong -- every

"Life grim up here; concern about being a goon; privacy
impossible; flashes of bitterness."
The second tallest style is the one with the most ad
vantages. Suited to men between 6' 2" and 6' 8", and
women between 5' 9" and 6' 3", it is labelled "imperi
ou s" : "Aware of height, sensitive abouttallness, but from a
commanding position. ('We must be responsive to the
feelings of smaller people.')"
Keyes then categorizes and comments on four more
height ranges:

Height Range: 5' 9" to 6' 1"
Hypernormal; minimal height awareness; little conscious
ness of others' sensitivity on subject ("What's all the fuss
about?")
I n a word: oblivious
Example: Gerald Ford
Height Range: 5' 5" to 5' 8"
Ultra-height conscious; sensitive about own size but more
sensitive about others'; nervous humor common (liMy
height doesn't bother me; yours does.")
In a word: fidgety
Examples: Woody Allen, Alfred Hitchcock, Pierre Trudeau
Height Range: 5' 1" to 5' 4"
On the charts, barely; hard to get the joke at this level;
denial common ("I haven't got any height problem!")
In a word: feisty
Example: Mickey Rooney
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• A speech professor in West Virginia found that his
Height Range: 4' 9" to 5' 0"
students "can regularly guess within an inch the height of a
Off the charts; resignation common; sometimes cheerful ("I
speaker they've heard on tape but never seen."
was going to thank all the little people until I remembered-
• Certain tall men appear short because they "act
I am the Iittle people. ")
short./I Frank Perdue, the TV chicken salesman, with his
In a word: bittersweet
high voice and sheepish expression, is really six feet tall. So
Example: Paul Williams
are sportscaster Howard Cosell, with his petty mouthings,
and baseball manager Billy Martin, with his small head and
The sobering thing about Keyes's book is his repeated
scrappy, defensive conduct. Their height surprises many of
insistence on the futility of adopting an inappropriate
those who meet them for the first time.
height style. Many examples could be given:
• Napoleon, at 5' 7", was above the average height for a
Frenchman of his day, and well above the average for'a
One question I often hear -- usually from people of
Corsican. He appeared small because he was surrounded
average size or taller -- is: Why don't smaller people just
by the generally tall members of the French upper class.
ignore their height and be happy? Unfortunately, this is
• Some of the gender differences discovered by science
seldom a real option -- at least not a good one. Because a
are due at least partly to average size differences between
smaller person who ignores his height is perceived in quite
the sexes. Over 90% of American women, but only 25% of
a different light from a larger one who does the same thing.
American men, are under 5' 7", and "in many ways the
What looks like quiet strength in the six-foot-four-plus body
social profiles of women in general and of smaller men are
of a Gary Cooper or a Clint Eastwood can look like a coma
equ ivalent." Both groups tend to have comparatively low
in one shorter. Since we assume big people to be powerful,
self-esteem; to be discounted when assertive ("one as
for them to just sit qu ietly is to be perceived as strong. Since
'bitchy,' the other as 'Napoleonic' "); to be rewarded for
we assume small people to be weak, for them to just sit
submissive behavior ("whether 'feminine' or 'mascot
quietly is to be perceived as impotent .... Like most pe0
ish' "); and both "sit on a whole lot of unexpressed rage."
ple, a short person wants to have his presence noticed. The
• Psychiatrist Hugo Beigel found that men with a great
smalls' options for accomplishing this are fairly limited: be
need for dominance are more likely to choose shorter
funny or be feisty.
women. Conversely, those women who are frustrated by
The paradox in being tall is that precisely because every
the traditional female role tend to seek a less-than-average
one assumes them to be extra powerful, tails are never
height ~ifference, while those who enjoy submissiveness
supposed to exercise any power directly. Short people can
seek taller husbands.
be as fesity as they like. Who cares? But if a tall person starts
acting up, the existing trickle of fear in his presence may
Anatomy is destiny. No one could possibly read Ralph
turn into a flood of terror. The tall man is painfully aware of
Keyes'
lively treatise on height and hide this reality from
this danger -- because he's never allowed to forget it. From
himself. If, in a later book, Keyes were to add to height the
the time he first begins to shoot up over the heads of his
factors of body build, eye color, personal beauty, physi
playmates, a tall boy gets constant messages subtle and
overt that he has to restrain himslf: he must learn to hold
ognomy and internal organs, sex and race, he would pro
things in and never lose control, because if he did he might
duce a masterpiece.
hurt someone. Small people, the tall columnist Russell
Baker once noted, are allowed all the mal ice they wish, but
"malice toward none is the dreary birthright of the lengthy
Correction
frame."
It had to come
The Height of Your Ufe recounts the "wonderfully abra
sooner or later. If

sive, paranoid essay" by Albert Payson Terhune entitled
Time and Newsweek
can ru n the wrong
"Troubles of a Big Guy," and it never skimps in elucidating
pictures once in a
the severe social handicaps which short people inevitably
blue moon, so can In
face. The economist John Kenneth Galbraith, who stands
stauration, In the
6' B", is quoted ascallingthe bias in favor of size one ofthe
June issue the photo
captioned John
"most blatant and forgiven prejudices." He recalls how
McGuffey was really
another tall man, Charles de Gaulle, once approached him
that of Ma jor General
and asked why he had been conversing with such a short
Irvin McDowell, who
man -- heedless of the fact that the man was Mikoyan, the
lost the First Battle of
Manassas for Abe
Soviet trade commissar. The liberal Galbraith was not
Lincoln. The picture
shocked by the heightist "prejudice," but agreed with de
of the man whose
Gaulle that the tall are more visible, for which reason their
reader was re~pon
sible for educating
behavior is better and they are more trustworthy. De
millions of Ameri
Gaulle concluded, "It is important that we be merciless
cans in the good old
with those who are too smaiL" (Galbraith might have
days before schools
added that the clear light eyes and "open" countenances
became blackboard
jungles was on the
The real McGuffey
which characterize the Nordic race add greatly to its mem
opposite side of the
bers' visibility and trustworthiness, but here he opted for
photo of General McDowell. The printer unfortunately made a
discretion.)
wrong choice, Here is the picture that should have appeared.
Keyes makes several other interesting points on height:
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Two governments are twice as bad as one

THE GROTESQUE POLITICAL
STRUCTURE OF THE USSR
No country figures more prominently in world news
than the Soviet Union. Yet no country, at least in the eyes of
the Westerners, has a more ununderstandable, cumber
some and downright mysterious government apparatus.
We hear fairly often about the Politburo, less often about
the Presidium, and very little about the Council of Nation
alities and the Council of the Union. Few of us have any
idea of the functions of these state bodies, not to mention
how they interact with the Communist Party apparatus.
Although it's starting from the wrong end, the USSR
being very much an authoritarian state, let's begin at the
bottom of this governmental pyramid -- with the Supreme
Soviet. In the 1984 elections (there is one every five years)
to this body, which consists of the Council of the Union
and the Council of Nationalities, 184,029,412 voters
(99.99% of the total registered voters) elected 1,499 dep
uties (750 to the Council of the Union and 749 to the
Council of Nationalities). There were 109,072 votes
against the candidates for the Council of the Union and
113,126 votes against candidates for the Council of Na
tionalities. While apportionment of the deputies of the
Council ofthe Union is based on population, the 15 Union
Republics provided 32 deputies each to the Council of
Nationalities, the 20 Autonomous Republics 11 deputies
each, the 8 Autonomous Provinces (including the Jewish
province in Siberia) 5 deputies each, and the 10 Autono
mous regions 1 each.
In discussing Union Republics, itshould be remembered
that the Russian Republic, which has more than 50% of the
Soviet Union's population, contains nearly three-quarters
of the territory of the USSR, and is nearly twice the size of
the continental U.s. Of the total of 1,499 deputies to the
Supreme Soviet (one candidate died during the election),
527 or 35.2% were workers, 242 (16.1 %) collective farm
ers, 1,071 (71.4%) Communist Party members, and 492
(32.8%) women. Practically all the candidates were select
ed by the Communist Party, and they all ran unopposed.
There was no rival candidate to vote for and writing in
someone else's name voided the ballot. If the voter did not
approve of the candidate, all he could do was cross out his
name.
The Council of the Union and the Council of Nationali
ties often meet in joint session. Their main function, de
spite the huge power granted to them by the Soviet Con
stitution, is to rubber-stamp laws and policies prepared by
the higher-ups. Deputies of the Supreme Soviet, it should
be noted, have outside jobs and only devote a few days a
year to their legislative functions.

The Supreme Soviet chooses (always under the direction
and prodding of the Communist Party) the Council of
Ministers (over 100 members), whose chairman is the offi
cial head of the Soviet government. The Presidium of the
Council of Ministers, which is vaguely equivalent to the
Cabinet of a Western state, usually has about 20 members
and this body performs the executive functions of the
Soviet state apparatus. The chairman of the Council of
Ministers is a member of the Politburo, the highest-ranking
Communist Party body. In addition to its executive func
tion, the Presidium often acts as a legislature because the
Supreme Soviet generally meets but twice a year and then
only for two or three days. The Presidium, which meets
once a month, may issue edicts that have the force of law
until the next session of the Supreme Soviet.
The judiciary in the USSR is headed by a Supreme Court
of some 35 members. It does not have the power to declare
laws unconstitutional and its decisions set no legal prece
dents. It does, however, publish "guiding explanations,"
which do have some effect in shaping lower court deci
sions. The Russian equivalent of the u.s. Department of
Justice is the USSR Procurator General, appointed by the
Supreme Soviet for a five-year term. His office has control
of all state attorneys, thus removing them from regional
and local pressures and influences.
In a sense, all the government bodies described above
represent a shadow government. The real governing power
resides in the Communist Party, which at present has 17,
480,000 members (9-10% of the adult population). At the
grass roots level is the PPO, the Primary Party Organiza
tion. There are about 400,000 of these of various sizes.
Every five years there is a Party Congress. At the most
recent one, in 1981, more than 5,000 Party functionaries
attended.
The Congress's main responsibility is to approve a slate
of names for the Communist Central Committee, which in
turn chooses the members of the Politburo and the Sec
retariat. The Central Committee (319 full members, 151
candidate members in 1981) meets only two days a year.
The duty of the Politburo is to direct Party business be
tween Central Committee meetings. The Secretariat is pri
marily responsible for selecting cadres to carry out the
Party's directives. There is no set number of members for
the Politburo and Secretariat. Until recently the Politburo
has usually had up to 15 full members and five to eight
candidates. Only one woman has ever served on it, and
about 75% of the members are or have been Russians. In
recent decades, the other members, with one or two exINSTAURATION·· AUGUST 1984·- PAGE 11

ceptions, have been Slavs (Ukrainians and Byelo-Rus
sians). Since the expulsion of Kaganovich in 1957, no one
on the Politburo has been an admitted oreasily identifiable
Jew.
The Secretariat generally has ten members, including
the General Secretary, who, along with a few other sec
retaries, serves on the Politburo as well. The Secretariat has
under its control more than 20 Communist departments,
which employ several hundred thousand bureaucrats,
whose main task is to supervise the political, economic
and social life of the country. Consequently, the USSR has
in effect two huge bureaucracies, the Party's and the gov
ernment's, to perform what one huge bureaucracy per
forms in large Western nations.
The Politburo and the Secretariat generally meet once a
week. Since the General Secretary is responsible for the
day-to-day operation of the Party and for setting the Polit
buro agenda, he is the number one man in the Soviet
Union. In recent times, the Ministers of Defense and For
eign Affairs, the KGB chief, and heads of the large Repub
lics and urban centers have been members of the Polit

buro.
Through a device known as nomenklatura, high govern
ment officials cannot be removed without Party approval.
The Party's Central Committee publishes Pravda, whose
12 mill ion ci rcu lation makes it the largest newspaper in the
country. The young Communist league, Komsomol, is the
Party's largest auxiliary, having 40 million members rang
ing in age from 14 to 28.
When one reviews the grotesque govern i ng structu re of
the USSR, it is easy to understand why Russian productivity
is at such a low level. The politician/worker ratio is prob
ably higher in the worker's paradise than in any other
country in the world. If Western leaders were smart, they
would do everything they could to keep the present Rus
sian system of government in power. Its mammoth, bum
bling, two-headed political apparatus effectively immobil
izes hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of men and
women who, if given productive work or put in the mili
tary, would give a strong boost to the USSR's industrial and
military capacity.

THE NATION'S RICHEST JEWS
Town & Country (May 1978) publ ished an article, liThe
Wealthiest Americans," which purported to list the 75
individuals and families with a net worth of $200 million or
more. Later the author, Dan Rottenberg, revised the article
for Jewish Living (Sept.-Oct. 1979), in which he added
Jewish individuals and families worth $50 million or more
to the Jews in Town & Country. Then Forbes magazine
(Sept. 13, 1982) published a list of the 400 richest families
in America, Jewisb and non-Jewish. The following article is
a compilation of the Rottenberg list and the Jews in the
Forbes list, plus some other rich Jews, unclassified in re
gard to amount of wealth, whose names have been culled
from media reports, Fortune magazine and two books: The
Self-Chosen by Jean Baer (Arbor House, New York, 1982)
and Jews and Money by Gerald Krefetz (Ticknor & Fields,
New York, 1982). Where the Forbes roster does not agree
with Rottenberg in regard to net worth and where Forbes
lists Jewish millionaires not listed by Rottenberg, slJch
differences are indicated by italics.
$600 million to $1 billion
The Pritzkers (A.N., Jack, Jay, Robert). Hyatt Hotels, Ham
mond organs, McCa/l's magazine, real estate.
$400 million to $600 million
The Newhouses (Samuel Jr., Donald). Twenty-one daily
newspapers, five magazines, six television stations, four
radio stations, twenty cable-TV systems and several pub
lishing houses.
The Bronfmans (Edgar, Charles, Minda de Gunzburg, Phyl
lis Lambert). Joseph E. Seagram & Sons (34%), largest pri
vate landowners in Canada, oil computer services, show
business.
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Marvin Davis. Davis Oil Company, one of the largest inde
pendent oil drillers, banking, real estate, motion pictures.
Just might be $ 1billion.
The Haases (Walter Sr., Walter Jr., Peter). Levi Strauss
(49%).
The Crowns (Henry, Lester). General Dynamics (15%), Hil
ton Hotels (7%), railroads, real estate, coal.
Michel Fribourg. Owner of Continental Grain, possibly the
nation's largest private company.
Leonard Stern. Hartz Mountain Industries (pet supplies),
real estate, shopping malls.

A. Alfred Taubman. Shopping centers, Irvine Ranch (15%).
The Fishers (Larry, Zachary). Real estate.
The Rudins (jack, Lewis). Real estate.

$300 million to $400 million
Walter Annenberg. Triangle Publications, TV Guide, Sev
enteen, Daily Racing Form, six television and nine radio
stations, twenty-seven cable-TV franchises. $500 million
and up.
Milton J. Petri. Women's clothing. Petri Stores stock pays
him $ 74 million a year.
Edwin C. Whitehead. Medical equipment. Over $200 mil
lion.
The Blausteins (Morton, Henry Rosenberg Jr.). Crown Cen
tral Petroleum, real estate.
The Rosenwalds (William, Julius, Edgar Stern Jr.). Sears
Roebuck.

$200 million to $300 million
S. Mark Taper. First Charter Financial Corp. About $ 100
million.
Leon Hess. Amarada Hess (oil and chemicals).
Samuel Lefrak. Real estate. $500 million.
The Tisches (Laurence, Preston). Loew's Corporation. Over
$300 million each.
Leonard Marx. Real estate, shopping centers.
Walter Shorenstein. Real estate.
Ted Arison. Shipping, real estate.
Arthur Belfer. Oil, real estate.
Harry Weinberg. Real estate. "Richest man in Hawaii."
Melvin Simon. Shopping centers, motion pictures.
Sylvan Goldman. Supermarkets, real estate.
Charles Benenson. Real estate.
William Ziff. Magazine publisher.
Robert A. Lurie. Real estate, baseball, motion pictures.
Stephen Muss. Hotels, apartments.
Seymour Cohn. Real estate, race horses.

Lew Wasserman. Music Corporation of America (MCA).
The Swigs (Mel, Richard). Hotels.
The Weilers (Jack D., Alan). Real estate, hotels.
Charles Dyson. Conglomerates.
The Blocks (Paul, William). Newspaper publishers.
Morris Dalitz. Organized crime.
Ray Stark. Movie producer.
Henry Zarrow. Oilfield supplies.
William Levitt. Home builder.
Sheldon Solow. Real estate.
William Zimmerman. Pic 'n' Save stores.
John L. Loeb. Financier.
Leslie Wexner. Women's clothing.
Ernest Hahn. Shopping centers.
Marc Rich. Commodities. Fugitive from justice.
The Resnicks (Jack, Burton). Real estate.
Peter Feinberg. Real estate.
The Kalikows (Peter, Harold). Real estate.

Sarah Korein. Real estate.
$150 million to $200 million
The Guggenheims (Robert, Roger Strauss, Peter Lawson
Bernard Mendik. Real estate.
Johnson). Mining.
Larry Silverstein. Real estate.
The Lauders (Estee, Joseph, Leonard). Cosmetics.
Lawrence Wien. Real estate, law.
Norton Simon. Norton Simon Inc. (food products, soft
drinks). Art collector. Over $200 million.
The Milsteins (Seymour, Paul). Real estate, food stores.

Arthur G. Cohen. Real estate.

The Cohens (Sherman, Edward). Real estate, construction.

Doris Stein. MCA stock.

Ivan Boesky. Stock speculator, hotels.

Howard Kaske/. Real estate, hotels.
Robert Mosbacher. Oil.
Max Pa/evsky. Computers, Xerox stock.

$75 million to $100 million
Sam Israel Jr. Coffee importer.

The Dursts (Seymour, Roy, David). Real estate.

The Levys (Lester, Milton, Irvin). Industrial cleaners and
paints.

The Landeggers (Karl, George). Builders, pulp and paper
mills.

The Meyerhoffs Uoseph, Harvey, Jack Pearlstone Jr.}. Insur
ance, real estate, investments.

Armand Hammer. Occidental Petroleum, art collector.

William S. Paley. Columbia Broadcasting System stock.
Over $ 140 million.

Mortimer Zuckerman. Real estate, Atlantic Monthly.

Victor Posner. Sharon Steel, investments. Real estate. Over
$200 million.

$100 million to $150 million
The Epsteins (Raymond, Sidney). Construction and engi
The Shapiros (Henry, Albert, Merrill Bank). Paper cups,
neering.
straws, plates.
Sol Goldman. Real estate. Over $200 million.

Charles E. Smith. Real estate.

Katharine Graham. Washington Post Co. Newsweek.

The Mandels (Jack, Joseph, Morton). Auto parts, electron
ics.

The Sulzbergers (Mrs. Arthur Hays, Arthur Ochs, Marian
Heiskell, Ruth Holmberg, Judith Levinson). New York
Times Co.
The Weises (Sigfried, Robert). Supermarkets.
Saul Steinberg. Leasing, insurance, corporate raider.

Arnold Bernhard. Investment advice.
Nat Wartels. Book publishing.
The Horvitzes (Samuel, Leonard, William). Newspapers,
highway construction, real estate.
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$50 million to $75 million
The Blocks (Leonard, James, Thomas, Adele, Susan Block
Sterns, Peggy Block Danziger). Block Drug Co.
Nathan Cummings. General Dynamics, Consolidated Food
Corp. Over $ 100 million.
Leonard Davis. Colonial Penn Group (insurance).
Harold Farb. Real estate. Owns 25,000 apartments in
Houston. Over $200 million.
Manny Fingerhut. Mail order sales.
Max Fisher. Oil distributor. Perhaps $ 150 million.
The Gordons (Harry, Aron, Daniel, James). Jewelers.

Frank Lautenberg. Automatic Data Processing, United
States Senator.

Steven Ross. Warner Communications, earned $22.5 mil
lion in 1981.
Charles Lazarus. Toy manufacturer, earned $7.6 million in
1981.
Harry Winston. Jewelry.
Felix Royhatan. Lazard Freres, in charge of New York City's
finances.
Frank Rosenfelt. President of MGM, earned $5.1 million in
1981.

Lawrence Harvey. Aluminum.
Maurice Greenberg. American International Group (insur
Irving Shapiro. Former chief executive officer of Dupont.
ance).
Michael Blumenthal. Chief executive officer of Burroughs.
Bud Grossman. Soft drink bottling, auto leasing, oil market
Former Secretary ofthe Treasury.
ing.
Sol Li nowitz. Xerox Corporation, diplomat.
Irving Harris. Toni home permanents, Pittway Corp., Stan
dard Shares.
Lewis Lehrman. Drugstores, New York politician.
Irwin Jacobs. Investments.
John Gutfreund. Commodities.
The Kempners (Harris, Isaac, Harris Jr.). National Bank of
David Tendler. Commodities.
Galveston, Imperial Sugar Co.
Sidney Brody. Banker.
The Zales (Morris, William, Donald, Ben, Bruce Lipshy).
Jewel ry stores.
Joseph Cullman III. Cigarettes.
Helen Regenstein. Arvey Corp., Northwest Industries.

Lewis Glucksman. Investment banker.

Roy V. Titus (son of Helena Rubenstein). Cosmetics.

Andrew Lanyi. Stock broker.

The Smiths (A.K., Harry K., Russell K., Jaclyn). Big Three
Industries.

Ralph Baruch. Communications.

Ervin Wolf. Offshore Drilling.

Leonard Goldenson. Chairman of American Broadcasting
Company.

Sumner Redstone. Drive-in theaters, entertainment

Warren Phillips. Chairman of Dow Jones & Company.
Charles Moritz. President of Dun & Bradstreet Corp.

Not listed by Forbes or Rottenberg are the following
Leon Levine. Department stores.
Jews, whose wealth and influence entitle them to be in
cluded in any roster of the nation's rich:
Irving Gould. Computers.
Arnold Greenberg. Computers, toys.
Milton Shapp. Former governor of Pennsylvania and elec
tronics manufacturer.
Sanford Weill. Securities.
Louis Aronson. Ronson lighters.
John M. Schiff. Investment banker.
Eugene Ferkauf. Department store chain.
Robert S. Rubin. Investment banker.
Harry Henshel. Bulova Watch Co.
Irwin jacobs. Assorted enterprises.
Stanley Marcus. Neiman-Marcus.
Paul Kalmanovitz. Corporate raider.
Herbert Siegel. ChrisCraft Co.
Calvin Klein. Women's wear.
Irving Feist. Real estate, onetime president of the Boy
Ralph Lauren. Women's wear.
Scouts.
Nicholas Morley. Florida real estate.
Edwin Land. Polaroid.
Thaddeus Taube. Sports promoter, real estate, clothing.
Meshulam Ricklis. Rapid American Corp.
jim Joseph. Sports promoter.
Carl Marks. Foreign securities.
Henry Kaufman. Investment banker.
Ben Heineman. Northwest Industries.
Gary Rosenthal. Hat manufacturer.
Howard Newman. Western Pacific Industries.
Steven Spielberg. Motion picture producer-director.
Jesse Werner. GAF Corp.
J.M. Kaplan. Philanthropist.
James Schapiro. Simplicity Patterns.
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Alexander Grass. Drug stores.

Harold Uris. Builder.

Bram Goldsmith. Bank president.

Frederick P. Rose. Real Estate.

Maynard Wishner. Financing and factoring.

Charles Bendheim. Chemicals.

Stephen Schwartzman. Investment banker.

Ludwig Jesselson. Commodities.

David Werblin. President of Madison Square Garden Corp.

Moses Feuerstein. Fabric and synthetic furs.

Henry Dorfman. Meat packing.

Marvin Warner. Banker.

Eli Broad. Builder, insurance.

Robert Sakowitz. Fashion specialty stores.

Harvey Meyerhoff. Insurance, real estate.

Andrew Goodman. Chairman of Bergdorf Goodman.

Robert Bernhard. Securities.

Wealthy Jewish families: Seligmans, Warburgs, Kahns,
Strauses, Gimbels, Kaufmanns, Magnins, Hellmans, Fleish
hackers, Sutros, Schwabachers, Propps, Hutzlers, Gut
mans, Koshlands, Kempners, Klingensteins and Hassen
felds.

Henry Gellermann. Stockbroker.
Alan Greenberg. Stockbroker.
Elmer Winter. Employment services.
Henry Taub. Data processing.
George Weissman. Cigarettes.
Leon Greenebaum. Auto rentals.
Irwin Chanin. Fashions.
Louis E. Rousso. Clothing.
Benjamin Buttenwieser. Investment banking.
John Mosler. Mosler Safe Co.
Jack D. Weiler. Real estate.
Frank Greenberg. Textiles.
Paul Kohnstamm. Chemicals.
Milton Wolf. Construction.
Norman Hinerfeld. Women's apparel.

All the persons in the above list are self-admitted Jews or
have names that are recognizably Jewish. Almost certainly
a few people on the Forbes I ist are Jews with non-Jewish or
dubiously Jewish names. Even if such names are excluded,
the Forbes list indicates that 27% of the 400 richest Ameri
can families are Jewish.
Finally, there is the problem of how to classify a non
Jewish widow of a rich Jew. A case in point is that of
Georgia Rosenbloom Frontiere, who inherited the estate of
Carroll Rosenbloom, the California sports promoter. Rot
tenberg says she has a net worth of $300 million. Should
this money still be counted as Jewish wealth? And what
about Leona Helmsley, the Jewish spouse of non-Jewish
Harold Helmsley? Forbes says the latter is worth $750
million. Mrs. Helmsley is not a simple housewife, but the
president of Helmsley Hotels, one of her husband's most
important operations.

Sy Syms. Discount clothing stores.

How the Republicans betray the Majority

READ 'EM AND WEEP
The Reagan administration ... has proposed for the first time
since the fair housing laws were approved in 1<)68, civil fines of
up to $100,000 be levied against those guilty of discrimination.
Says Reagan, this is "putting real teeth into the Fair Housing Act."
First Monday, The Republican
News Magazine (August 1983), p. 4.

[WJe Republicans, in the finest tradition of Abraham Lincoln,
brought blacks in government, and we Republicans, in the finest
tradition of Abraham Lincoln, made changes in the election laws
and opened up the political process for blacks in Arkansas.
Rep. Ed Bethune (R-AR),
Congressional Record
(Aug. 2,1983), p. H 6254

[IJt is essential that the 98th Congress demonstrate, in no uncer
I take great pride in joining my colleagues today in support of
tain terms, its ongoing support of the [Civil Rights] Commission
H.R.
3706, legislation designating Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s
and its invaluable service to American Minorities.
birthday a national holiday. I have long been a supporter of this
Sen. Pete Domenici (R-NM)
effort ....
Congressional Record
Rep. Hamilton Fish Jr. (R-NY)
(Sept. 14, 1983), p. S 12209
Congressional Record
(Aug. 2, 1983), p. H 6259
Mr. President, today I introduce a bill to provide for reauthori
I recall that Dr. Martin Luther King stood as an inspiration to
zation of the Commission on Civil Rights on a permanent basis
me ... stirred inside me a feeling that we had to walk together if
and to establish 6-year staggered terms for members of that Com
we were going to work out the problems of this country.
mission.
Rep. Dan Lungren (R-CA)
Sen. Arlen Specter (R-PA)
Congressional Record
Congressional Record
(Aug. 2, 1983), p. H 6256
(Sept. 13, 1983), p. S 12097
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I rea lly thi nk that the Arneri an Revolution will not be complete
until we commemorate the ci vil rights revolution .... Endi ng
50 ial 5 gregation through constitution al mea ns is as important a
contribution to this country and our American Revolution as
holding the Union together. I want to see my party stand for that.
Rep. Jack Kem p (R-NY)
Congres ional Re ord
(Aug. 2,1 (83 ), p. H 62 56
All Amer i ans
ca rried on by Rev.
Dr. King, the gre
Thor au were pu t

an be proud th ell our religious tradition w as
King, our intel lectua l tradition w a extend d by
t nonviolent prote t theories of Henry David
into practice by the man, M artin Luthe r King Jr.
Rep. Newt G ingrich (R-GA)
Congre ion al Reco rd
(Aug. 2, 1983 ), p. H 6257

Senator Simpson
Certai nly it is not in our national interest to attempt massive
"round-ups" [of illegal aliens]. I am getting so that 1 detest that
term ....
Senator A lan Simpson (R-WY)
Hearings on Lega l iza tion
of lIIega / lmmigrants
(Oct. 29, 1981),p.2

Senator Thunnond
Among senators behind a move to end Helms's filibuster
[against the King holiday] was Strom Thurmond [R-SC] . ...
U.S. News & Wurld Report
(Oct. 17, 1983), p. 16
O f 167 Republicans in the House, 90 voted for the King holi
day .
Congres ional Re o rd
(Aug. 2, 1983), p. H 6268 -6
Of the 54 Republ icans in the Senate when the 1983 Immigra
tion bill ame up, 41 voted for granting dmnesty to illegal alien;
30 voted to allow amnestied illegals to collect welfare. Both
provisions are in the bill co-sponsored by Senator Alan Simpson
(R-WY).
Border Watch (Oct. 1(83), p. 2
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The Senate Small Business Commi ttee trongly urged "a oordi 
nated program to assi st m inority businesses . . . . " [The commit
teel is chaired by Lowell Weicker (R- T), and has 10 Repu blican
to 9 Democratic members.
An executive order issued by President Reagan on July 14,
1983, sets " goals and di rectives to increase opportunities for
mino ri ty busine ses in the public and private sectors." A ll federal
agencies that make grants or let contracts must "develop an
annual mi nori ty bu siness development program."
This ambitious program, according to President Reagan, will
resu It in the creation of an additional 60,00 minority busi nesses
over the next 10 years; will produce $1 5 bi llion in pro urement
and Government contracts to minority firms by 1985; and w ill
bring about an increase in credit and management assistance to
minority businesses totaling more than $1.8 b illion over the next 3
years.
Congres io na/ Record
(Oct. 4, 1983), p. S 1 582
Submitted by a former Republican, a ~ rmer member of the co un 
ty Republica n Ex utive Comm itte , a form r sponsor of a Yo ung
Republicans Club, and a fo rmer campaigner for Ronald Reaga n.

Ponderable Q uote
Th is crowd that you see at the posh places in Manhattan
nd Beverly Hills is one of the most corrupt social groups in
human history -- they bring to mind Pompeii, Sodom - and
one of the major components of Lheir corruption is their
stu pid belief that they are idealists.
Jeffrey Hart
Chicago Tribune, Nov. 5, 198

The Nazi-Jewish Deal
Everyone in the know has long been
aware that Zionists worked hand in glove
with Hitler in the 1930s to get German Jews
out of Germany and into Palestine. But be
cause the story didn't look good (for Jews)
and because it was a favorite propaganda
line of Russia after World War II, it never hit
the headlines in America until recently, al
though snippets of the story appeared from
time to time in the Israeli press.
The Transfer Agreement (Macmillan),
which details the Zionist dealings with Hit
ler, is written by Edwin Black, a Chicago
journalist, whose immigrant Jewish parents
practically excommunicated him when
they found out the subject of his work in
progress. (They have since welcomed him
back to the fold). What bothers the reader,
besides the fact it took 50 years to get the
story out in the open, is that at the very time
Jews were actively conducting a world
wide boycott of the Nazis and at the very
time any American, Jew or not, who bought
German goods or booked passage on a
German ocean liner, was suspected of anti
Semitism, Zionist bigwigs themselves were
conducting a lively trade with Germany.
We will never believe for a moment au
thor Black's speculation that the worldwide
Jewish boycott would have brought down
the Nazi government, if it had not been
broken by the Zionists themselves. But it
certainly didn't do the Third Reich any

good. What was much more harmful, of
course, and what eventually did bring Ger
many down, was the worldwide anti-Nazi
media campaign, the chief dynamos of
which were Jews and Stalinists. It was the
media which set the stage for uncondition
al surrender and all the other end-of-the
war barbarities inflicted on Europeans by
the British, Americans and Russians.
In the transfer agreement, Nazis bought
the tickets for the German jews bound for
Palestine (this in a country practically de
void of foreign exchange) and actually gave
them the equivalent of £1,000 in marks so
the immigrants would comply with British
currency regulations.
Under this arrangement, some 60,000
German jews made it to the Holy Land,
with $100 million in assets. Not exactly the
kind of agreement one would expect of a
government bent on the extermination of
its Jews.
Another book about Zionism, which
should have been written decades ago but
wasn't, is David J. Bercusi's The Secret
Army, published in Canada by Lester and
Orpen Dennys. We've all heard about the
Zionists' gallant (?) fight against the British
and Arabs during the birth throes of Israel,
but we've heard very little about who did
the fighting. It was always assumed that all
the fighters were Israelis. Not by a long

shot. More than 5,000 volunteers from all
over the world, jews and non-jews, fought
for the aborning Zionist state. The military
genius behind the Israeli army was Orde
Wingate, a dour Brit. The first Israeli gen
eral was a Jewish West Pointer, Mickey
Marcus. Ben Dunkelman, a Canadian jew,
was in charge of the brigade that con
quered Galilee. A large segment of the
fledgling Israeli Air Force was composed of
non-jewish volunteers and mercenaries.
On january 7, 1949, when the Israelis had
finally established their military superiority
over the Arabs, two World War II aces,
Slick Goodlin, an American, and john
McElroy, a Canadian, shot down two Egyp
tian-based British Spitfires en a reconnais
sance flight. This was the final air action of
the first Arab-Israeli war.
As might be expected, the volunteers
whose efforts made the state of Israel possi
ble received less than adequate recognition
for their sacrifices. As author Bercusi
writes:
Perhaps Israeli leaders believed it was
better for the people of Israel ... to think
that Israel had won its battles without
outside help. Perhaps it was easier to
point with pride to the build-up of a mod
ern and efficient armed force -- the best in
the Middle East -- if they could believe
that they had done it all from scratch,
from nothing, by themselves.

Our In-House Anthropologist
Comments on IIPaleface Elites" (Feb. 1984)
1) Syrian President Hafez ai-Assad is not
racially a Mediterranean white. He is,
rather, like many of his countrymen, a
brachycephalized Oriental id ("Semite"),
i.e., an Orientalid-Alpine hybrid. Alpines
are and historically have been found in
profusion in Syria, Lebanon and Iraq. No
purely Mediterranean or Orientalid indi
as can clearly
vidual is brachycephalic
be seen to be the case with Assad, whose
nose is typically "Semitic," by the way.
2) The vast majority of Arabs in Asia are
anthropologically Caucasoid, but not, of
course, European. Turkic genes have had
little biological influence upon the Near

East and North Africa. The Turks, in any
case -- with the exception of the "Kirghiz"
type of Turks who invaded Russia from the
east, who were Mongoloid-Caucasoid hy
brids -- were Caucasoids of the Irano-Af
ghan type dominant in present-day Iran
and Afghanistan and among the Turko
mans of Azerbaijan. It is a common mis
conception to regard them as Mongoloid, a
misconception contradicted by the skeletal
evidence. Negroid genes have influenced
the racial composition of the Arabs in
North Africa, particularly in Egypt and the
Northern Sudan, but also in Morocco, lib
ya, Algeria and Tunisia to a lesser degree,

but minimally among Asiatic Arabs, except
around the coasts of the Persian Gulf, an
area which has received genes from a vari
ety of sources due to its maritime nature.
3) Batista was a thorough mongrel, Y4
Caucasoid, Y4 Chinese, % Negroid and Y4
Indian, if memory serves. As to the racial
composition of Cuba, Carleton S. Coon
listed it as follows: 73% Caucasoid, 26%
Negroid (including 14% called "mestizos"
by the Cuban census), and 1% Chinese.
Admittedly these figures are for pre-Castro
Cuba. Since then the Caucasoid compo
nent has undoubtedly declined substantial
ly through emigration, and the NegroidINSTAURATION -- AUGUST 1984 -- PAGE 17

mestizo comrxment has increased. But a
by those of his calling and station and how
and/or predominantly nonwhite countries,
figure of 50% or more for the Negroid com
much to genuine genetic differences is a
the people get whiter and whiter. In fact,
ponent of present-day Cuba is probably too
matter for conjecture. The Nordic blood of
that is what makes the class structure and
high.
class revolution in such countries of such
the Indo-European conquerors of Iran (a
4) The present-day population of Iran,
overwhelming import. One can see, for ex
derivative of the word Aryan, just as the
descended overwhelmingly from the abo
ample, in a typical two-class Latin Ameri
original name of Afghanistan was Aryana)
rigines conquered by the Nordic Indo-Eu
has disappeared and/or been absorbed by
can country which is predominantly non
ropean Iranians, is largely of Irano-Afghan
the Irano-Afghan aborigines, who in any
white, a European upper class and a non
(Iranian Plateau) race. Khomeini is a long
case formed the great majority of the popu
white lower class (Indian, mestizo, zambo
faced Mediterranean type typical of the
lation in ancient Persia.
[Indian-Negroid], Negroid and mulatto),
area; how much of his lighter skin pigmen
the latter class far more numerous than the
5) It goes without saying, though, that as
tation is due to the far greater indoor life led
one ascends the social scale in multiracial
former.

Black Meddling in Foreign Policy

icy meddling is the contacts -- illegal con
From the time of George Washington,
gressman dismissed as an impossibility the
tacts, according to the Logan Act* -- be
U.S. foreign policy has been bedeviled
use of the Cuban-built airport as a military
tween U.S. blacks and the recently ousted
with the dual loyalty syndrome. Many
base. Later when the black organization,
pro-Castro government of Grenada.
"loyalists" in the American Revolution
TransAfrica, invited Bishop to Washington,
The invasion of Grenada unearthed
(don't get us wrong, it was really a seces
the invitation, in the interpretation of the
some eyebrow-raising correspondence be
sion) joined British troops and Hessians in
Evans-Novak column, was sending this
tween Rep. Ron Dellums, the black Demo
an effort to keep the colonies safe for King
message to Reagan:
crat from California, and Maurice Bishop,
George. A few decades later Jeffersonians
Maurice Bishop is our man, a black
the late Marxist dictator of the island. The
tried to elbow us into war on the side of
man. You mess with him, you mess with
1982 Dellums Report on Grenada to the
France, partly because of their ideological
all black Americans. And weare bringing
House Armed Services Committee was first
allegiance to the French Revolution. In the
him here to show that we are friends with
sent to Bishop for editing and approval. In
Civil War (in reality another secession) the
him.
fact, a Dellums assistant, Beatrice Lee, at
North had its Copperheads and the South
tended the meeting of the Grenada Polit
its Unionists. After the Bolshevik takeover
Dellums was the only member of the
of Russia, more than a few Americans came
buro on December 15, 1982, where the
House Committee that investigated the
Report was discussed. In it the black con
to view the Soviet Union as their emotional
Grenada invasion to come back with a neg
homeland. Since 1948 we have learned to
ative opinion. In fact, when he returned
George Logan was a Philadelphia lawyer, a
*
our sorrow that most Jews are more inter
from the island, a Dellums aide told Radio
Jeffersonian Democrat, a pacifist and a e.O.
ested in Israel than in the nation that has
(conscientious objector). In 1798 Logan wanted
Havana that his boss had characterized the
given them more power and wealth than
to defuse an ongoing conflict with France, a
invasion as a "war crime."
any other in the history of their scattering.
sideline of which was the French seizure of
Now that blacks comprise at least one
More recently, as the country has be
American sailors on the high seas. With no au
third of the enlisted men in the U.S. Army,
come even more minorityized, other dual
thorization from President John Adams, he went
one has reason to wonder how hard they
to France and, after a series of negotiations with
ists are rising out of the ever more centrifu
would fight against an enemy country with
Foreign Minister Talleyrand and other high
gal American social order. The great in
a large black population. Black Marines
won
the
release
of
the
Ameri
French
officials,
crease in the number of Hispanics has al
evidently did a good job in Grenada, but
can "hostages." The next year, unhappy about
ready begun to pervert the national interest,
the Marines do not have nearly as high a
the one-man, unauthorized diplomacy conduct
particularly in regard to immigration con
ed by Logan, Congress enacted what later be
proportion of blacks as the Army. Suppose
trol and in relations with Mexico. Last fall,
came known as the Logan Act, which provided
U.S. troops were bogged down in a long
out of deference to the Hispanic caucus,
clear penalties for any private person who nego
war against a black African nation. Would
House Speaker Tip O'Neill prevented Con
tiated with foreign governments "in relation to
black loyalties to the
remain steady?
gress from voting on the Simpson-Mazzoli
any disputes or controversies with the U.S."
What about black loyalties if the Army is
No one has ever been convicted of violating
bill, a half-hearted but better-than-nothing
called out to put down a riot in an over
the Logan Act, though many Americans should
legislative attempt to put a few teeth in our
whelmingly black city like Washington or
have
been
in
the
last
185
years,
the
latest
vio
almost unenforceable immigration laws.
Newark?
Jesse
Jackson.
In
his
pilgrimage
to
lator
being
Most recently, we have begun to feel the
At present, black organizations and
Syria, Jackson dealt directly with the Syrian gov
heavy hand of black kibitzing in foreign
ernment for the release of Navy Lt. Robert Good
black politicians are showing far more
policy. There is increasing pressure from
man, who was shot down whileon an air recon
signs of dual loyalty than black servicemen.
the black media, black organizations and
naissance mission over the Bekka Valley in Leb
But will it always be so?
black politicians (through the Congression
anon.
al Black Caucus) to give more money to
Technically, Henry Ford violated the Logan
Ponderable Quote
Act when he led a peace mission to Europe in
black African states and to cut off all rela
World War I. A gross violator was Jane Fonda
tions with South Africa. (The House of Rep
The Israeli factor in American foreign
and her retinue of renegades who went to Hanoi
resentatives has already passed legislation
policy is an acknowledged absolute.
to traffic with the enemy in the midst of the
forbidding the importation of Krugerrands
Vietnam conflict. Ramsey Clark should have
Hugh Tinker,
and prohibiting new investments and new
been jailed, not only for his Hanoi excursion,
Race, Conflict and the Inter
loans to South Africa. It remains to be seen
but for his unauthorized and unsuccessful trip to
national Order From
if the Senate and the President will go
Iran to parlay with the Ayatullah duringthe 1980
Empire to United Nations
along.) Additional evidence of foreign polhostage crisis.

u.s.
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The Solzhenitsyns at Home
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn lives on a 50
acre w ooded retreat on a hill near Caven
dish, Vermo nt. The two-story home is quite
large, as is the adjacent three-story library
and stu dy. There is also a guest house, a
small "writing house," on nected to the
main house by a tun nel, a garage (with
bas etball hoop), tennis court and small
pond. Before being admi tted, visitors have
to pass through the scruti ny of a TV camera
at a remote-controlled gate at the entra nce
to the property.
Since Instauration and most Instauration
ists consider Solzhenitsyn the gr atest liv
ing public figure (how many greater people
are dying every year unknown and unsung,
we do not dare to speculate), we have
come up with a few notes about him and
his family that are not too well known. It's
the kind of trivia devoted to Bella Abzug,
Mayor Koch and the other creatu res that
populate People magazine, but seldom to a
worthy human being like Solzhenitsyn.
The Solzhenitsyns grow most of their
own vegetables, have two cats and a dog, a
decorated tree at Christmas and are by no
means the recluses they are accused of be
ing, si nce they often have friends over for
dinner. There are three children -- Yermo
lay, 13, who is now busy typesetting the
memoirs of old Russian emigres on an IBM
composer, Ignat, 11, al ready an accom
plished pianist, and Stephen, 9. Al l are
blond, snub-nosed and could easily pass
for Majority Americans. Dm itri , 20, the off
spring of Mrs. $olzhenitsyn's fi rst marriage,
li ves in Boston, w here he is studying film
and commu ni ations tech nology.
Solzhenitsyn i · now hard at w ork on an
eight-vol ume novel on the Russian Revolu
tion entitled The Red Wheel. August /914,
the first book in the series, has Iready been
published. The second volu me, already
wri tten, is in the proce s of tra nsl ation. At
present, the author is w orking on the fourth
vol ume, April f7. Part of A ugu L 19 14, Len
in in Zurich, w as published separately, bu t
wi ll be included in the fin al, expanded ver
sion, wh ich is already out in a French tran latio n.
So lzhenitsyn is completely indifferent to
co ld and food. He an w ork in almost an y
temperature and would e t the same food
e ery day for a year without knowing the
d ifference. He starts writing at 8 in the
mornin g and goes on till 9 or 10 at night
wi th few interruptions. O nce in a great
w hi le he indulges in a li ttle exercise -- a
pot of tenn is, wood hopping, a stroll

The Solzhenitsyns. The WOfIWI at center is Mrs. Solzhenltsyn's mother, a onetime Soviet physicist,
who is now the family gardener.

throu gh the V rmont woods.
Religion plays a big part in the home,
w hi h contains
mall Russia n O rthodox
chapel. TV viewing is kept to a minimum,
and $olzhenitsyn hi mself won't be seen
dead near the m ind-deadening tube (ex
c pt for the Shakespeare pi ys on PBS). But
he does take some time off i rom his writi ng
to teach his sons astrono my, mathemati cs
an d physi c . He is quite qu alified in these

subj cts. Before he got into trouble with
Sta lin, the No bel Laureate was a certified
science tea her.
The S Izhenitsyns moved into their Ver
mont spread in Ju ly, 1976. M uch as Alek
sand r li kes it, he does not expect to live out
hi life there . Although he has reached the
ripe old age of 65 , he sti ll h sa m stica l
feeling that he w ill be call ed back to his
beloved Russia before his death.

Unponderable Quote
Hitler explo ited the ' 36 Olympics in Berli n to glorify to the world the superiority of
the Teutonic race, and when a black Ameri an named Jesse Owens won four golds,
Hitler was so ticked off he started W orl d War II.
Di ck Young, colum nist,
N ew York Post, M ay 9, 1984
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Fiscal 1985 Payola to Israel
How's the yearly tribute to Israel for fis
cal 1985 coming along? Very well, thank
you. Very well for Zionists, that is, but not
too well for all us non-Jews who have to
pay the freight.
The Reagan administration asked for
$1.4 billion in military aid ($300 million
less than in fiscal 1984) and $850 million in
economic aid ($60 million less than in
1984). Although Congress is supposed to
be staunching the flow of budgetary red
ink, both the Senate and House Foreign
Relations Committees, after approving the
military aid (it is now all in grants, not half
in loans as it used to be), upped the eco
nomic aid (House to $1.1 billion, Senate to
$1.2 billion). It being an election year, the
administration did the expected: it did not
object.
The Senate and House Committees' fi
nancial bonus to Israel means the money
wi II have to be taken from foreign aid for
other countries, since Congress has now
put a lid on giveaways to America's friends
(and enemies) abroad.
The Senate Foreign Relations Committee
tacked on an amendment by Senators
Cranston and Biden specifying that eco
nomic aid to Israel should always be suffi
cient to equal interest payments on past
Zionist debts. This is getting close to the old
Ponzi scam. Ponzi paid back early invest
ors with money from later investors, until
the day came when he could stir up no
more later investors and everything went
kaboom! Whatwill happen when Israel has
to generate its own money to pay its debts?
Cranston promised that Israel's interest
payments would not exceed $1.2 billion
through 1999. The Congressional Budget
Office disagreed. It said payments would
be $1.4 billion a year by 1990 and would
cost
taxpayers $28 billion over the
next 35 years. The Cranston amendment,
however, was still not magnanimous
enough for Rudy Boschwitz, the Senator
from Minnesota and Judea and Samaria. He
opposed it because he felt it would set a
maximum level of economic aid to Israel.
Since the Jewish occupation. forces in the
Holy Land, notthe U.S., will determine our
ever increasing subsidies in the years to
come, Israel doesn't want to hear the word
"maximum."
Presidential dropout John Glenn, per
haps to make it easier to settle his huge
campaign debts, added another amend
ment, which was promptly approved, to
the effect that Israel shou Id receive its eco-

nomic aid in the first quarter of each year.
Both the Senate and House Committees
allocated $400 million of the military aid to
Israel to the development of the Lavi fighter,
a hot new warplane which will compete
with U.S. fighters on the world market. This
violated the long-standing U.S. policy that
foreign aid would never be used for weap
ons development.
Aid to Egypt should really be entered in
the aid to Israel column, because it really
amounts to a continuing payoff for Anwar
Sadat's willingness to throw in the towel
and go to Camp David. Reagan asked for

more than a billion in military aid for Egypt
and $750 million in economic aid. Senator
Mathias added $65 million to the econom
ic aid package to partially balance the in
creased aid to Israel. In approving the Egyp
tian aid package, the House Committee
complained in writing about Egypt's with
drawal of its ambassador to Israel after the
invasion of Lebanon and made it quite
plain that foreign aid to Cairo depended on
complying with the Camp David Accords.
In other words, President Mubarak, you'll
get your money only so long as you play
Zionist ball.

u.s.
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The above cartoon, which appeared in the Chicago Tribune last April, raised such a stink that
James D. Squires, the editor of the paper, felt compelled to write an editorial discussing it at
length, apologizing for it and vaguely promising it would not happen again. In the process he
called the cartoonist, Jeff MacNelley, one of the most brilliant and most fearless of this
generally weak-kneed breed, "lovable" but sometimes a "nasty sort" and compared him to a
"high-school dropout with the personality profile of an assassin," and someone who would not
be able to "pass" a sanity test.
What was the reason for this invidious display of editorializing? Was it because, as Squires
admitted, Jews were quitting "the Chicago Tribune by the dozens"? It may have also ~
motivated by threatening letters from the big guns of the Chicago Jewish organizations, letters
all very similar in language and tone, ~II mentioning "stereotyping," "ethnic slurs" and
"insensitivity," the standard litany of Jewish complaints. Perhaps all the letters were "mail
merged" from the same floppy disk.

Affirmative Action
Amendment?
The Supreme Court's decision in the
Memphis Fire Department case sent ripples
of despair and anger through the ranks of
the liberal-minority coalition. It shouldn't
have. All the High Bench ruled was that
maintaining racial quotas could not be a
factor in layoffs. The justices said nothing
about quotas being wrong in hiring and
promotion. Despite conservative gloating,
we may be sure that Affirmative Action is
far from dead.
What will the Affirmative Actioneers do
in the face of this and further Supreme
Court decisions against racial quotas? They
can take anyone of the following counter
measures:
(1) They can start a campaign for an Af
fi rmative Action amendment to legal ize ra
cial quotas.
(2) They can simply ignore any High
Court ruling by secret and unpublicized
quota-mongering. Certainly the black may
ors of some of our largest cities will con
tinue to see that only black applicants will
be awarded the plum jobs and only black
bureaucrats will get the promotions.
(3) Liberal and minority judges on the
lower courts can simply defy the Supreme
Court and keep on ordering quotas in busi
ness, education and government, knowing
that the resulting avalanche of appeals will
never reach the Supreme Court and that
some friendly appeals court may even sus
tain their rulings.
(4) Politicians can appropriate vast sums
for the special training and recruitment of
minorities. This will in effect result in
quotas because Majority members, exclud
ed from the extra training and excluded
from inside knowledge about job open i ngs,
will not be given a fair chance to compete.
The Su preme Cou rt is not to be congratu
lated for one delayed reaction to the open
violations of the Constitution and the 1964
Civil Rights Act by the quota mongers. It
should have cracked down long ago. In
stead, it waffled on Bakke by ruling that
race could be taken into consideration in
college admissions policy and wimped out
in Weber, which approved company train
ing programs that discriminated against
Majority employees.
The liberal-minority coalition may have
lost one in the Memphis Fire Department
case, but it has won many victories on the
Burger Court and may be expected to win
many more. Moreover, it still has firm con
trol of the House and sti II exercises a great
deal of influence in the Senate. It also has a

certain amount of clout in the White
House, and most mediacrats obey its every
wish and command.
Affirmative Action is an article of faith for
liberals and minority racists. People don't
give up their faith so easily. The odds are
that some sort of racial preference system
for minorities will remain "public policy"
until the day the Majority is no longer the
Majority. On that crucial day, if the lib
mins have their way, Affirmative Action
wi II be transferred from quotas into a race
supremacy law that will make whites a per
manent, official underclass.

Working Both Sides
of the Street
Eugene Schwartz, an Hasidic jew, has
been classified as a member of a socially
and economically disadvantaged group by
the Small Business Administration. His
manufacturing company may participate in
a special federal program that gives con
tracts to minority firms without any com
petitive bidding.
Until now, in addition to the Hasidics,
the only minority groups recognized by the
SBA have been blacks, Hispanics, Indians
and Asian Americans. Since japanese and
Chinese Americans make more money on
average than Majority members and since
jews make much, much more money on
Majority \ members,
average
than
Schwartz's connection with the SBA gives
him a remarkable and totally undeserved
business advantage over Majority firms.
So far the SBA program for minorities has
resulted in contracts for minority busines
ses amounting to $2.3 billion in 1983 and
$1.9 billion in 1982. A total of 1,465 black,
580 Hispanic, 137 Indian and 217 Asian
American firms plus 62 "others" are now in
the program. Schwartz is the seventh Ha
sidic Jew to get on the government gravy
train.
Incidentally, the award to Schwartz not
only violates the laws that prevent discrimi
nation on the basis of race, but because his
company is really an enterprise of the Ha
sidic cult, it violates the Constitutional sep
aration of church and state.

Integration Blues
She was a talented writer, and partly due
to her talent and partly due to her skin
color, she became a columnist for the Chi
cago Tribune. But she was obsessed by race
and, since she was black, she was permit
ted to vent her racism in the Midwest's
largest and most influential newspaper.
The angry white reaction to the election
campaign of black Mayor Harold Washing

ton made her feel "like machine-gunning
every white face on the bus ... .'1 Later she
expanded this statement into an article for
the Washington Post entitled, "How Chi
cago Taught Me to Hate Wh ites.' For these
and similar writings, Glamour magazine
(March 1984) made Leanita McClain "one
of ten most outstanding you ng worki ng wo
men in America."
While her hatred for whites was eating
her up, Ms. McClain's love life went on the
rocks. Her boyfriend left her, and she was
making regular visits to an expensive
shrink. On the 10th anniversary of her mar
riage, which had ended in divorce, she
crammed a lot of drugs in her mouth and
swallowed.
Leanita was a casualty of the integration
she so ardently touted, but which in the end
caused her to hate whites instead of loving
them. It also caused her to hate herself and
drove her to the ultimate expression of such
hate.
Leanita McClain would still be alive to
day and using her writing talents construc
tively if she had been able to live in an
environment of her own people instead of
in the life-destroying boundary zone be
tween races.
It's too late for her to learn that the an
swerto racial problems is not racial integra
tion but racial separatism. Is it also too late
for the rest of us, black and white, to learn
this lesson?
I

Selective Vision
Like most of the Washington Post's col
umnists, Richard Cohen lives in a dream
world where jews and blacks can do hardly
any wrong, and whites can do right only by
licking the boots of jews and blacks. His
offering for April 17 was a splendid exam
ple of this. Cohen first told about how he
had bought a 1934 issue of Fortune maga
zine, and found in it an ad for vacations in
Germany showing "the delights to be ex
pected -- the Bavarian Alps, the Rhine Val
ley and a Nazi Party rally." Although, as
late as 1939, the vast German Reich held
only several thousand poltiical prisoners,
Cohen claimed that Nazi intentions to "an
nihilate" European jewry were "unambig
uous" in 1934. He then used the Fortune
ad as a launch pad for one of his pet cru
sades -- ending American investment in
South Africa.
"Anti-communist or not," Cohen wrote,
"if the South African regime were repres
sing whites, the government -- and the
American people -- would be shouting
bloody murder." The problem lies in the
white American's "inability to identify with
people of another race," a flaw which
spells "racism" as surely now as 50 years
ago.
Cohen has a rich sense of humor, even if
his best jokes are frequently lost on most of
his deaf, dumb and blind audience. After
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all, the man who recently proposed "a tax
on the tall, the blond and the handsome"
(he says he was just kidding) has never been
known to castigate the likes of Irving Thal
berg, Louis B. Mayer, Frank Capra, and
Sam and Bella Spewack. These are the fine
people who almost -- almost -- gave the
world a musical comedy called "Soviet" in
the year 1933, based on the construction
by slave labor of the Dnieper Dam between
1927 and 1932.
It is most regrettable that the health of
"boy wonder" producer Thalberg began to
fail in March 1933, which caused MGM to
shelve the project. Otherwise, "Soviet"
would stand forever as a reproach to Amer
ican Jewry's haughty disregard of Commu
nist mass murder. Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn
has told us why Moscow had to import
teams of American engineers to build the
Dnieper Dam -- because most of Russia's
engineers, the flower of her manhood, had
been executed in accordance with the lev
elling dreams of the Bolshevik hierarchy.
We doubt the Spewacks included such de
tails in their own whimsical script, or that
director Frank Capra would even have no
ticed the omission.
Capra, who has received lavish recogni
tion from the Hollywood cabal for his war
time propaganda movies ("Why We
Fight"), recently told Bill Moyers that his
Nazi foes were nothing but "mad dogs." As
for MGM boss Louis B. Mayer, he was sup
posed to be a "conservative" in 1933.
"Soviet" was never made, but plenty of
similar whitewashes were, and they still
appear regularly on television. Nor does a
Russian Orthodox priest solemnly warn
young viewers against the errors in such
movies, the way that Jewish scholars warn
against "Triumph of the Will" and other
Hitlerite films.

Ozark Ignoramus
Today I am going to do something I
hoped I would never have to do.
What I will do strains the fiber of my
libertarian soul.
However, what I do is something that
common sense and good taste dictate
must be done. I will grit my teeth and do
it.
From this day forward, letters about the
so-called Holocaust ... are barred from
the Voices page.

So begins John R. Starr's column in the
Apri I 10 Arkansas Democrat. Starr heaps
insult on folly by saying that "people who
believe that the Holocaust did not happen
need help," that "defenders of genocide [I]
are not entitled to a day in court," and that
there are those who "sti II bel ieve the world
is flat ... and that the South wi II rise
again"!
The man's lack of familiarity with Holo-
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caust revisionism becomes apparent when
he writes,
No responsible student of history denies
that there were hundreds of thousands -
and most likely millions -- of victims. It
doesn't matter. One person executed for
a political end is one too many. One
person put to death for ethnic or religious
reasons is a Holocaust.

In point of fact, nearly all Holocaust re
visionists would agree that at least many
hundreds of thousands of Jews died, both at
the hands of Nazis and (more commonly)
through the combined negligence of their
captors and the Allies, whose profoundly
unchivalrous war policies caused millions
of Europeans of every faith to die in mass
typhus epidemics and saturation bombing
raids on civilians.
Despite Starr's assertions, one death "for
ethnic or religious reasons" is not a Holo
caust.lndeed, the deaths of upto 60 million
Soviet citizens under a political system cre
ated and long enforced by Jews is not a
"Holocaust" in the eyes of the Western
media, though if Syria were to kill just
6,000 Israelis in warfare, that would be a
" Holocaust."
The pretext for Starr's censorial edict de
serves mention.
The catalyst that caused us to make this
decision was a Holocaust letter signed
with a fictitious name and listing a non
existent telephone number. The letter
was typed on the same typewriter and
written in the same style as a letter on the
subject published previously. That one
was signed by a real person who gave a
real telephone number.
The person who wrote the first letter
waxed indignant when we accused him
or writing the second one. Maybe he did,
and maybe he didn't ....
However, I feel so good about the de
cision we have made about Holocaust
letters that I am a little bit grateful to the
author of that second letter.

The probable lesson here is that cowardice
and/or lack of candor in the search for truth
is a fatal contradiction. As one Instauration
ist put it, "Veracity is the only thing our side
has going for it."

Music Notes
Bob Dylan, pop music's on-again, off
again born-again, has left charismatic
Christianity and Hasidic Judaism out of his
new album, "Infidels." But there is a song
about Israel, called "Neighborhood Bul
Iy." It defends the bu lIy's ways.

*

*

*

"No symphony in music history has
been used more effectively for pol itical
purposes than Shostakovich's Symphony
No.7," writes John von Rhein in the Chi

cago Tribune. Popularly known as the
"Leningrad" Symphony, and written dur
ing the Nazi siege of the city, it became a
three-year wonder in America beginning
with Arturo Toscanini's radio broadcast in
the summer of 1942. Scores of perform
ances were given around the country dur
i ng the first season alone. "To d isl ike it was
somehow unpatriotic," says von Rhein.
But, after the war, Toscanini repudiated the
score, Bela Bartok produced a wicked par
ody of the Alegretto's "war" theme, and
just about everyone else dismissed the
work as "coarse, overblown poster
music."
Years later, in the memoirs he related to
Solomon Volkov, Shostakovich admitted
that his Seventh Symphony had actually
been conceived before the war. Rei igiously
inspired, it was an elegy for the victims of
Stalin's purges!
Conductor Leonard Slatkin recently tried
to revive the piece for the Chicago Sym
phony after a 42-year hiatus there, but ac
cording to von Rhein, "confused strength
with strenuousness, forcefulness with forc
ing." When the "grandiose rhetoric ... the
prevailing din and clatter ... [and] the
[Adagio's] outbreak of Mahlerian wild
ness" had finally subsided, at least one lis
tener was ready to wait another 42 years.

Back to
Australopithecus
As Instauration has been reiterating for
many years, perhaps the worst aspect of
minority racism has been its negative effect
on science. One particularly revolting ex
ample showed up recently in an attempt to
exclude South African fossils from an ex
hibition put on by the American Museum
of Natural History in New York City. It was
the greatest collection of human fossi Is ever
assembled, and South Africa contributed
11 priceless sets of bones, including the
famous Taung baby and other specimens of
Australopithecus africanus, an ancestor of
ours who roamed the earth some 2 to 3
million years ago.
Shortly after the exhibit opened in April,
racial politics reared its ugly head.
UNESCO, which originally had helped to
promote the fossil fair, asked that its name
be withdrawn from the list of sponsors. On
top of that, the racist state of Tanzan ia with
held six fossils it had promised the exhibi
tion.
To cap it off, a black preacher named
Wendell Foster, a New York City council
man, felt compelled to get into the act by
demanding that Zoo City cut off its $7 mil
lion annual subsidy to the museum unless
the South African fossi Is were removed
forthwith.
The behavior of UNESCO, Tanzania and
Rev. Foster might be considered sufficient
proof that Australopithecus african us is not
entirely extinct.

Jesse Helms
Chickens Out
A group of American conservatives has
joined with Michael Kleiner, a right-wing
member of the Knesset, to form an Ameri
can-Israeli Conservative Alliance. The quid
pro quo? Israeli conservatives will try to
persuade jewish liberals in the U.S. to agree
to fight communism in Central America. In
return, U.s. conservatives promise to con
tinue to oppose the establishment of a Pal
estinian homeland on the West Bank. Ap
parently, our so-called patriotic conserva
tives don'tthink it strange to call on foreign
ers to persuade American citizens to de
fend the Western Hemisphere against So
viet aggression.
A surprising new convert to the Zionist
cause was Senator jesse Helms, who has
latched on to Michael Kleiner like the
Apostle Peter latched on to jesus. Helms,
the one senator who had the guts to stand
up to Israel in a fiery speech a few years
ago, has apparently had second thoughts as
a result of his bitterly fought election duel
with North Carolina Governor jim Hunt.
The latter has been mailing "I am a loyal
friend of Israel" letters to the nation's af
fluent jews, who have been filling up his
campaign chest with large donations. In
fact, about half of all the money Hunt has
collected has come from out-of-state jews,
including such luminaries as Norman Lear,
Woody Allen, Ed Asner and Barbra Strei
sand.
Now, in an effort to beat Hunt at his own
game, Helms has emerged as a staunch
embassy in
advocate of moving the
Israel from Tel Aviv to jerusalem. Better late
than never, even if it means trading princi
ples.
So now we have the senatorial race in
North Carolina, a state with probably less
than one percent jews, focusing on a strict
ly jewish issue, with both candidates trying
to outbend each other in kowtowing to
Zionism. As for the 99% of North Carolin
ians who are not Jews, they're still there,
though Helms and Hunt seem to consider
them of secondary importance.

u.s.

Nuclear Politics
When Israel bombed Baghdad's Tuwai
tha Nuclear Research Center in 1981, kil
ling three people and causing several hun
dreds of millions of dollars in damage, the
International Atomic Energy Agency was
most critical -- so critical that the
quit
the Agency, not because American inter
ests were being attacked, but because a
group of Third World members wanted to
expel Israel. Congress then showed its dou
ble loyalty by tacking an amendment on an

u.s.

appropriations bill that banned any new
money for IAEA operations until it guaran
teed Israel's membership and promised to
allow Israel to participate in all its meetings.
A few months ago, the IAEA, in the style
of most international agencies, demonstrat
ed it was more interested in money than
principle by caving in and mailing a letter
to the
government stating that Israel
was now a member in good standing. This
despite continued Israeli threats to destroy
any other Arab reactors that might be under
construction, despite Israel's refusal to sign
the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty and
despite Israel's refusal to let IAEA inspectors
near its own bomb-producing facilities at
Dimona.
By the way, the leaders of the "nuclear
freeze" crowd who speak dolefu lIy of a
"nuclear winter" destroying the planet in
the event of a nuclear war, have never criti
cized Israel for its Baghdad raid. If Israeli
bombs had hit the highly radioactive fuel
stored near the Iraqi reactor, the radioac
tive fallout could have been devastating to
large numbers of Middle Easterners -- a
possibility that didn't seem to bother the
people who were most bothered by Three
Mile Island.

u.s.

The Mugging
of the Cuomos
Mario Cuomo, the soft-on-crime liberal
governor of New York, who is already be
ing talked about as a 1988 Democratic
presidential candidate, rushed to the hospi
tallast May when he was informed that his
78-year-old father-in-law, Charles Raffa,
had been brutally beaten and knocked un
conscious by two black muggers in East
New York. Raffa survived, but he may lose
an eye. According to the New York Daily
News (May 23, 1984), Cuomo's wife, his
you ngest son and two of his three daughters
have also been mugged. His third daughter
. was in a car rammed by criminals fleeing
the police. The governor's family home in
Queens has been twice broken into and
burglarized. Nevertheless, like any good
Northern Democrat, Cuomo, at least in
public, is still as interested in the rights of
criminals as he is in the rights of criminals'
victims. We wonder what his family thinks
of his attitude, since most Latin fathers put
the safety of their wives and children ahead
of politics.

Killer President
When swindler Billie Sol Estes was re
leased from prison some months ago, he
proceeded to tell the press that Lyndon
Johnson had ordered the murder of Hilton
Bates, the Department of Agriculture offi

cial who "committed suicide" in 1962 by
shooting himself five times with a bolt ac
tion rifle. Bates had been investigating the
links between Estes and high government
officials in Washington.
No one took the story very seriously. But
now Will Wilson, who was the Texas at
torney general at the time of Bates' demise,
has stepped forward and said he believes
Estes's story.
We at Instauration see no particular rea
son to discount it. Any president who is
capable of recalling American warplanes
on the way to stop Israel's murderous air
Liberty is capable of
attack on the
anything.

u.s.s.

Feds Stir Up
Witch Hunts
There is something very wrong when
Morris Dees, the jewish multimillionaire
lawyer who has been waging an unde
clared war against the Majority, praises the
Reagan administration. But that's exactly
what he has done. What inspired Ores's
present lapse into pro-Reaganism has been
the stepped-up Department of justice cam
paign against various Ku Klux Klan groups.
"The fact is," says Dees, "federal prosecut
ors are going after them. All these indict
ments make the Klan very wary. It puts a lot
of fear in them, because they don't know
any longer who [sic] they can trust."
Dees was particularly happy about the
federal grand jury in Alabama that indicted
nine Klansmen for playing hardball with
black demonstrators five years ago in De
catur, Alabama. It was the private, un
authorized (and probably illegal) detective
work of Dees and his black friends at the
Southern Poverty Law Center that was
largely responsible for stirring up the fed
eral prosecutors. Note that only whites
were indicted, not blacks, eve'n though two
Klansmen and two blacks were shot, and
five law enforcement officers wounded.
Also note that the "crime" with which the
Klansmen were charged was not any sort of
violence or disturbing the peace, but that
newest and most dubious of all crimes
violating someone's civil rights. That's the
crime that allows the liberal-minority coali
tion to get its enemies when they are ac
quitted by a jury or a judge of criminal
charges. It's a crime deliberately cooked up
to entrap whites, since no Negro has ever
been charged with committing it, though
Negro criminals deprive hundreds of
whites of their civil rights, as well as their
rightto life, every year.
Altogether, 24 Klansmen have been in
dicted in eight federal cases in the last year
and a half. At present the FBI is looking into
seven more. Some of the government cases
have failed, most notably the acquittal of
the Greensboro 9 last April in a trumped-up
civil rights case which follwed a previous
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murder trial that ended in a not guilty ver
dict. The defendants, however, still have to
face a "triple jeopardy" case -- a civil suit
for millions of dollars in damages by the
relatives of the one dead Majority and four
dead minority Communists. Since all the
defendants are rural North Carolinians and
as poor as church mice, the relatively af
fluent Northern Reds won't stand to collect
much money even if they win.

The High Cost
of Glory
Poor Richard's Almanac contains the
maxim, "What maintains one vice would
bring up two children." In Franklin's day,
however, white American women aver
aged a virtuous nine live births apiece.
What would Ben say could he return to our
child-hating age and witness such virtuous
vices as "triathlon"?
For those who haven't heard, there are
now an estimated 250,000 American "tri
athletes," men and women who push
themselves to the physical limit by swim
ming 2.4 miles, cycling 112 more -- and
then running a marathon! This year alone,
more than 1,000 super-endurance contests
will be staged in the U.S. Participants must
be totally committed, since serious training
takes up to 40 hours per week. That leaves
little time for nonessentials like a spouse
and children.
If you hadn't guessed, every triathlete is a
perfectionist and individualist by tempera
ment -- and nearly all are racially Nordic.
Newsweek's article on the phenomenon
last fall showed a hundred or so partici
pants atthe Hawaiian Ironman contest, and
not one Asian-American cou Id be spotted
among the assembled swimmers. Presum
ably, they were all off raising families, giv
ing Hawaii, along with heavily Hispanic
New Mexico, the highest birthrate among
the 50 states, excepting Mormon Utah.
A close examination of the triathletes re
veals plenty of blond mustaches set in rug
ged Tom Selleck faces (a rarity in the gen
eral population). Newsweek calls Triathlon
magazine "a quarterly catalog of grimacing
blonds," and, indeed, nearly every face in
Newsweek's six pictures has a golden
fringe. The two best women triathletes are
shown together, Sylviane and Patricia Pun
tous, 22-year-old French Canadian twins
who look exectly like some young "Yan
kee" women we know, but scarcely resem
ble the average Quebec female.
Dr. Peter Wood, a researcher at Stanford
University, explains that triathletes are
physically different from the general popu
lation, possessing slower metabolic rates
(like Swedish tennis ace Bjorn Borg),
stronger hearts and denser bones. The last
factor, at least, is largely innate and a clear
marker of functional quality in the human
organism, as well as in racehorses and
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greyhounds. The "Halstatt Nordic" racial
type, centered in Norway, Sweden and East
Anglia, often has unusually dense bones to
accompany its neat features, and strong
yet-lean bodies. The constitutional psy
chologist William H. Sheldon put a label
on the syndrome, calling it the "t" (for tex
tura/) factor of physique. He found this
measure of "thoroughbredness" closely
correlated with social class as well as Euro
pean subrace. (Triathlon publisher Michael
Gilmore admits to being excited by the se
lect quality of his audience.)
Triathletes relish the "morphinelike
high" they get from their performances.
Architect John Law, 50, says that "running
through the woods and hills, I think of my
self as a deer."
His wife Peggy, however, sees only a
spouse who "falls asleep in his soup" at 8
each evening. Surely it is time forthetriath
letes to begin regarding themselves less as
glorious animals and more as humans of a
highly endangered and vulnerable kind,
who bear a unique responsibility for the
future quality of life on Earth. A meaningful
perfection lies not in the individual at one
moment but in the human collective across
time.

The Guilty Go Free
In 1982 sheriff's deputies in Miracle Val
ley, Arizona, had a bloody confrontation
with members of a black cult called the
Christ Miracle Healing Center Church.
Two blacks were killed and many deputies
and church members injured. Last Febru
ary, a superior court judge dismissed all the
charges against the six defendants when
the county supervisor declared the county
could not afford to pay the defendants'
huge attorney fees in the long, protracted
trial. Taxpayers have already spent
$216,000 on the case.
I n Chicago another violence-prone mi
nority group, this time a gang of Puerto
Rican terrorists, was given an undeserved
legal windfall when a federal judge refused
to admit in evidence 180 hours of FBI video
tapesthat showed the group making bombs
and stockpiling weapons. liThe home is a
sacred place in this country," said the
judge, as he ruled that the photography was
obtained as a result of "unreasonable
search and seizure."

guarantees for Mexican-Americans" -
whatever that might mean. The bill "could
result in discrimination," he warns -- at a
time when Anglo-Americans are being
driven en masse from their cities by an
unwanted alien tide.
As for candidate Mondale, he won the
bu Ik of the Lati no pri mary vote by outprom
ising even Hart. Candidate Jackson went
furthest of all. After a wild, speeding motor
cade through downtown Tijuana, with
horns blaring, Jesse held a foreign news
conference aimed at "American" voters!
At some length, he contended that the flow
of illegal aliens has had no discernible im
pact on American jobs, schools, crime and
social programs. "I know of no objective,
scientifically legitimate study that has prov
en that," Jackson stated. "The current ad
ministration has artificially created a causal
relationship between immigration and un
employment." (He meant "has falsely
claimed a relationship," but then Brother
Jesse never was too precise with words.)
While this vulgar four-ring spectacle was
playing, our former President Jimmy Carter
"dared" to speak out against his onetime
Vice President (and, by implication, the rest
of the vote-grubbers):
There has to be some indication on
[Mondale'sl part that in a showdown in
volving Jewish groups or education
groups or labor organizations or farmers
or black groups or Hispanic groups, he'd
be willing to tell them to go to hell, that
this is something that transcends their
own particular interest and that, in the
national interest, the government cannot
yield to their temptations.

Sure wish we'd heard that in 1980, Mr.
Tooth.

Our Brave Retirees
Consider the matter of the Hispanic bloc
vote. President Reagan has told Latino im
migrant audiences, more than once, that
they are in effect the "most American"
grou pin the cou ntry.
Gary Hart has voted against the Simp
son-Mazzoli Immigration Reform Bill twice
in the Senate, and recently promised His
panic audiences that he will do it again
"until we have absolute perfection and

NOW he tells us!

~..

Choll~

CBilderbergel'

Jane Goodall, the distinguished British-born scientist, has
spent sixteen years at the Gombe Stream National Park in
Tanzania, observing apes in their natural habitat. Speaking
to a large audience this spring at Florida Atlantic Uni
versity, in Boca Raton, she pointed out that humans can
learn a great deal from the apes, because of the compas
sion and care the latter show toward each other. She said
her life work is an attempt to narrow the bridge between
humans and their closest relatives in the animal kingdom.
"It is humbling," she added. liThe gap between man and
his animal ancestors is beginning to fill in. [Apes] come
closer to human behavior than we ever thought possible."
She listed these similarities between human and ape be
havior: family bonds are strong; they support and help
each other in times of illness and danger; they embrace
and kiss each other; they comfort each other after after
violent confrontations between themselves, or with others.
They are also subject to depression: When an ape in her
group named Flo died, Flo's son, Flint, an adult male,
became depressed and died three weeks later, despite the
comfort offered by his sister. As Ms. Goodall noted,
"Through such [incidents] we can trace the evolutionary
path of human love and compassion." She then showed a
slide of a family of apes celebrating the discovery of a fresh
bowl of bananas. "They jumped and kissed and embraced
each other before they picked up the first piece of fruit,"
she said. "It reminded me of people at a ball game."
Despite the confusing analogy - it sounds more like a
family gathering than a ball game - Ms. Goodall's clear
insistence on the humanity of apes is obviously based on
impeccable laboratory data.

apes as the actual inhabitants of the Biblical Garden of
Eden. There they lived and played in perfect innocence,
filled with love and compassion, and untouched by evil.
The apple of knowledge was grasped by some of these
apes, and they took the evolutionary turn to humanity as
we know it today. But some did not reach out to that apple,
and remained as we now see them. Thus we humans have
not attained love and compassion, but have watered it
down in increasing our intellectual and organizational
skills. We have lost in large degree what the apes have
never relinquished. They cannot build skyscrapers, true,
but, are skyscrapers more important than love and com
passion? We give lip service to the notion that the latter are
more important, but what if we really believed they were?
In that case, we would have to salute the great apes as our
moral superiors, as closer not only to the Garden of Eden
than we, but also to the Kingdom of Heaven. And when He
said, 'The meek shall inherit the earth,' we may have been
wrong in believing - as we have for two thousand years
that He meant the lowliest of the numan family. All-seeing
and all-understanding as He was, He may have been refer
ring instead to these profoundly dedicated apes, the meek
est and the most devout followers of H is revelation of love
and compassion as the highest attainment of all. Perhaps
- this may be heresy but science demands that it be
voiced - He was not alone during those forty days in the
wilderness, but had the company of apes. And from them
learned what Ms. Goodall and others have found through
science, that they had love and compassion first and never
lost it."

Dr. Goodall's findings corroborate the exciting strides be
ing made by gorillas everywhere, some of which have
been cited in this column. In February, we noted the results
of the 32-year study carried through by Professor Marty
Azzimufti of the University of Chicago. Entitled Social
Potential in the Gorilla, it will be published in its twenty
four volume entirety over the next eleven years. In April,
we were able to document corroboration of Marty's find
ings in the work of julia jones, the Vassar-trained molecu
lar biologist who has spent the past three years working
with a band of gorillas in the South Bronx. Now comes
further support for Marty and Julia from anthropologist
Richard F. Lewes of the Gregor Mendel Institute of Sub
saharan Africa (based in Lagos, with branches in Khartoum
and Nairobi), who has taken Ms. Goodall's conclusions a
step farther. Speaking to the Southern Scientific Coalition
in May of this year, at Florence, Alabama, Dr. Lewes said,
"It may well be that science and religion meet in the great

Among the dynamic new television series scheduled for
next fall is Nazis In Space, an Oliver Wendell Saltenstein/
A. julius Updike co-production with Terry Closetfurter of
Greenhimmel Associates. The plot line is simple but com
pelling: jim Barton, a Celestial Intelligence Agent from
Earth MCCII, is on his usual space patrol somewhere east of
Betelgeuse when he notices unusual activity on the planet
Ben-Gurion. Swooping in for a closer look, his own space
ship is suddenly surrounded by hostile, manned rocket
craft and he is forced to land. Taken to an administration
building by security guards wearing swastika armbands, he
is confronted by a man identified as Field Marshall Rom
mel, who tells him the Nazis have taken over Ben-Gurion
and intend to move throughout the universe. "When the
time comes," the Field Marshall boasts, "we shall conquer
all the Earth outstations and then crush the solar system.
We shall complete the work begun in 1939 and postponed
in 1945. But this time, we shall win forever. The First
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Cosmic Reich shall not last for a thousand years - not
even for one hundred thousand - but for a million years!"
Jim smiles cynically at this, but he is disturbed. As a trained
Intelligence Agent, however, he sticks to facts, and asks his
interrogator why he calls himself Field Marshall Rommel.
"Because I am Field Marshall Rommel," the astral German
says. "Field Marshall Rommel has been dead for 1839
galaxy time units," Jim says crisply. "That's what I wanted
you to believe!" crows the revealed Nazi. "In actuality, I
was preserved by special techniques developed at the
Planck Institute. We all were, and we are all here
Goering, Himmler, Goebbels ... everyone!" Jim feels fear
for the first time. "Including ... ?" He cannot speak the
name. "Yes, including Reichsfuehrer Adolf Hitler!" shouts
Rommel, leaping to his feel and giving the Nazi salute.
"Alive and well and full of plans! Plans which will be
successful this time!" Jim is kept on Ben-Gurion for 1213
galaxy time units and then escapes. Hurrying through the
cosmos as fast as his failing spaceship can carry him, he
bypasses Earth MCCII, his base, and heads directly for
Earth I, the nerve center of the Earth Space System. There
he tries in vain to convince his superiors of the Nazi threat
gathering force in deep space. "No one will listen to him,"
says scriptwriter Alan Korndiffer. "He has no proof. So he
returns to deep space to track down the Nazis himself, and
that's our basic story line. The Nazis have started a new
Holocaust in space, trying to genocide the Jews who have
been making that part of the cosmos green ever since they
got there, and they were there before anyone. But the Nazis
keep after them, and Jim Barton is about all that stands
between them and the nebu lae camps, as they're called
out there. Some of the German generals want to leave the
Jews alone and go after the big mineral deposits and pre
cious metals in adjoining galaxies, but Hitler, of course,
keeps putting racism ahead of everything else, and the few
decent generals finally give in and go along with him. The
first scripts look good - we're trying to work in some
Woody Allen sophistication along with the basic adven
ture line, and some Nora Ephron warmth in the byplay.
Because we're a series, we can't afford the Lucas/Spielberg
slambang of Raiders of the Lost Ark and Temple of Doom,
but we won't be dull. Casting is still to come. If we had an
unlimited budget, we'd like Larry Olivier as Hitler, Johnny
Gielgud as Himmler, Dustin- Hoffman as Jim Barton, Jac
queline Bisset as Golda, his girlfriend from Cosmic Kibbutz
467, and Clint Eastwood as Tebov, the hero of the nebulae
camps. But we can try for approximate facsimiles." Nazis
In Space has already received enthusiastic backing from
Concerned Parents of Young TV Watchers, the Ju Jux Jan,
Iowans Against Another Mossad, America Speaks, the In
ternational Association of Broadcasting, the Pan-Scandi
navia Cultural Clubs, the Sons of Germany, and innumer
able other groups and individuals.

It-Had-To-Come Department: A shop called Conspiracy,
Inc., has opened in Boston, and defines itself as "serving all
your paranoid needs." The flyer is provocative: "Do you
sometimes wonder if Thomas Pynchon really exists? Or
Gore Vidal? Philip Roth? Has anyone ever really been to
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the moon? To Jerusalem? To Selma, Alabama? Did Roose
velt betray us at Yalta? Did he even go to Yalta? Does Yalta
exist? Did Roosevelt exist? And if so, was he really Roose
velt, or just an impostor who took over when the real
Roosevelt died at Campobello? If these and similar ques
tions are troubling you, and you are being driven to the
conclusion that there is a vast conspiracy to make you
believe a lot of things which have never happened, then
you need to come to Conspiracy, Inc., where it can all be
explained. We have documentation for sale which will
prove to you that nothing is what it seems. And then more
documentation, backed by artifacts, which will prove that
even the initial proof is shaky. We not only serve your
paranoid needs, but guarantee results. So don't just sit in a
catatonic stupor, convinced that Michael Jackson and
Gary Coleman and Ariel Sharon and Ronald Reagan are
not there (and never have been)
and unable to explain
how they seem to be there. Come along to Conspiracy,
Inc., and we will show you how it is done with mirrors and
other cunning devices."

Sincere anti-racists everywhere are heralding what has
become known as the "Raised Eyebrow" case in West
Germany. That country has very strict laws against racist
remarks, especially anti-Semitic slurs, and it now seems
possible that those laws may be extended to cover non
verbal racism. Such a ruling may come from a contested
incident which took place in Stuttgart last fall and has been
slowly working its way through the German courts. Two
German-Jewish women were lunching at The Blue Max, a
popu lar Stuttgart restaurant, and discussing a recent visit to
Israel. One of them said, "The Arabs should be grateful that
the Jews have made their part of the world so green,
because it was just a desert before we came." Her remark
was overheard by Helmut Oberkirchen, a young accoun
tant at an adjoining table with his fiancee. They did not
smile or burst into laughter
guilt would have been
automatic in that case - but Herr Oberkirchen did raise
his right eyebrow. According to the public prosecutor,
liThe eyebrow was not lifted in any great degree, certainly
less than a centimeter, but nevertheless it was clearly
raised, somewhere between five and seven millimeters,
according to the testimony of the plaintiffs. There can be no
question but that 'irony,' as that word is commonly under
stood, was intended. By 'irony,' we mean that Herr Ober
kirchen was implying that the plaintiff's statement was not
true in each and every factual detail and nuance. But we
know the plaintiff's statement to be true, so the irony was
misplaced. Herr Oberkirchen might just as well have risen
from his seat and uttered a verbal denial of fact: the raised
eyebrow said everything. To utter an untruth concerning
Israel is automatic anti-Semitism, and Herr Oberkirchen is
obviously guilty." Questioned about the status of the fian
cee, the prosecutor has said, "Her back was to the plain
tiffs, and we do not know how she responded to the raised
eyebrow of her companion. If further evidence comes to
light from other witnesses, we shall take the proper steps.
She is not entirely free of suspicion at this time, and has
been asked not to leave the Stuttgart area until the final

resolution of the case." Herr Oberkirchen himself denied
any anti-Semitic basis to raising his eyebrow, and main
tains that his right eyebrow (the one in question) is perma
nently elevated above the level of the other. Expert witnes
ses for the prosecution have denied his contention, and
long days in court have been spent in legal wrangling over
the muscles which control the eyebrows and whether it is
indeed possible to have irregularly elevated eyebrows, or
to raise an eyebrow involuntarily - that is, without any
'ironical' comment being intended. The case has received
extensive publicity, and most commentators believe that
the higher courts will uphold the verdict. Herr Oberkirch
en has been sentenced to six years in prison for the offence,
but is currently free on appeal. Professor Ashley Gold
fischmonger, of Oxford, an expert on German anti-racist
laws, says the case should close a loophole. "There are so
many non-verbal ways in which a racist may send his
message of hate," he claims in a recent article in Die Welt.
"Body language of any kind is a clear channel for this
obscenity, and must be blocked."

Grand Cru Pauillac," Abdul said. "Like moon and June," jenny
said. "When you think of the slop unwed mothers get,"
Abdul said. "Makes you wonder," Jenny said. Later over
the port and selected cheeses, Abdul said, "Dr. King had a
dream and Jesse has a dream and I have a dream. My
dream was just fulfilled out by your chef, and their dreams
are yet to come. I guess that's the difference between what
you'd call the religious and the secular-type life."
"Amen," Jenny said. "But sinner that I am, I can see where
my dream and their dream meet in some far-off general
dream," Abdul continued. "A place where people eat
good and can leave their doors unlocked at night and hold
down jobs and educate their kids and love and cry and
show compassion. That's all jesse wants, too, and he
doesn't see any reason why it can't happen now. Maybe
he's right." "Double amen," Jenny said, "maybe triple."

Coming Next -- the Plastic Nordic!

In trouble: William Goldman, Hollywood screenwriter
and author of Adventures in the Skin Trade (Warner Books,
1983), in which he claimed that Dustin Hoffman bullied
Laurence Olivier during the making of Marathon Man. At
the time, Olivier was ill and weak, but Hoffman forced the
English actor to expend needless energy in endless scene"
improvisation while walking around and around a large
room. Goldman claimed in his book that this indicated
"Hoffman's need to put himself on at least an equal footing
with this sick old man." Buster Marques, of the Motion
Picture Association For Free Speech Within Limits, has
pegged this remark as "the rankest sort of anti-Semitism,"
and added that "there are a lot of groups in this country
after Mr. Goldman, I wouldn't want to be in his shoes."

Abdul Roosevelt Abou, the black leader, was in town
recently and more than ready to talk about jesse jackson
over lunch at jenny Burden's. "You certainly do set a table,
jenny," he said as ber footmen served Beluga Malossol
caviar and Scottish smoked salmon. "I have a good cook,"
jenny said, "and I know you like good food." "Perrier jouet
1976?" Abdul asked as he sampled the champagne. "Right
on," Jenny said. "We'll know we have a country when this
stuff runs free from public fountains in the ghettos," Abdul
said. "Straight ahead and don't turn back," jenny said.
"That's some Dover sole," Abdul said a bit later. "Isn't it
poached in a Madeira wine, whisky, port and fish stock?"
"You're driving," jenny said. "I do believe the dish was
created by Queen Victoria's chef and served in 1845 at a
banquet in honor of Crown Prince Franz Josef Habsburg,
later the Emperor." "Sounds about right," Jenny said. "If
black teenagers could eat like this, they'd all be working,"
Abdul said. "Or retired," jenny said. "These are some
baby chops," Abdul said a bit later. "From Scottish roe
deer?" "I guess so," Jenny said. "They go with this puree of
chestnuts and wash down with the 1977 Chateau Latour Premier

The above ad for contact lenses that change eye color as well as
correcting eyesight features a switch to blue eyes. Other lenses are
capable of changing light gray eyes to blue and light blue to
IIdramatic green." In the small photos at the bottom of the ad, the
four lenses now available are shown - Green, Blue, Aqua and
Amber.
It would be hard to find more convincing proof that, although
the Majority is losing everywhere else, the Aesthetic Prop is still
riding high.
Those who are fearful that the new contact lenses will result in a
sudden explosion of blue eyes among blacks, Hispanics and Asians
will be happy to learn that they can only "recolor" light eyes and
will not work on dark brown or black eyes. This operation demands
too much color in the lenses and thereby diminishes the wearer's
vision. There is no doubt, however, that Ciba researchers are
working on the problem. The big future market for blue eyes is the
Unassimilable Minorities. It may not be long before platinum
blonde or red-headed blacks (there are more of them each day) will
be walking down the street hand-in-hand with blue-eyed His
panics.
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Notes from the Sceptred Isle - John Nobull

There is an aspect of the teachi ng of Charles Mau rras, the (whose girl Friday turns out to be an American Jewess, by
French royalist, which remains exceedingly relevant to
the way), or the telephone lady who once helped me to
day. He could see clearly enough that the France of his phone Sir Oswald Mosley in Paris, and couldn't help say
time was in many ways corrupt, especially at the top. (One
ing that if he would only come back to live in England, it
recalls the Turkish proverb, "A fish stinks from the head
would rejoice the hearts of so many English people. Simi
downwards.") But behind those unpromising appear
larly, how often the knee-jerk anti-Americanism of the
ances, he claimed that there was a traditional France still
European right is disarmed by quiet-spoken people who
living, breathing and self-renewing. Kipling had very much
seem to have stepped straight out of the pages of Henry
the same feeling about his own country when he wrote:
James, by the lean Marines at the American embassies,
guarding a herd of psychic and racial degenerates, or the
If England were what England seems,
pretty Midwestern girls, so charmingly and unsophisticat
An' not the England of our dreams,
edly enthusiastic about the sights of old Europe. I must
But only putty, brass and paint,
confess that there was a ti me after the war when I was gu i Ity
'Ow quick we'd drop 'her! But she ain't.
of automatic anti-Americanism, and the same may be said
for Cholly's attitudes towards the English at that time. But
Chesterton and Orwell misunderstood this to mean that
we have converged to an astounding extent because we
Kipling was only interested in England so long as
are both interested in survival, and we do not intend
she remained powerful, but what he really meant is
to survive merely as part of a herd of cattle.
that the reality which underlies these tawdry ap
*
*
*
pearances is worth fighting for. In effect, both he
and Maurras were inspired by Plato's doctrine of
"Fast food is stale food" (see the excellent article,
perfect forms underlying imperfect appearances.
"Are Americans Living on a Stale Diet?" in the April
Cholly's scorn for Majority American time-servers,
1984 Instauration) is the reason for the terrible food
his sharp delineation of overweight produce-and
one gets in British restaurants (though sometimes in
consumers, often seems to exceed my own con
pubs it's very good). Everything is too much trouble
tempt for whining, time-serving modern-day Brit
for the zombies. No wonder they all look ill. Their
ons. But underlying both sets of appearances must
cordon bleu collection of recipes is the Doggy-bag
be a real and living tradition -- to a large extent the
Cookbook.
same tradition. Otherwise both the u.s. and UK
*
*
*
wou Id have unravelled at the seams by now.
A sick society is one where the second-rate more
On St. Patrick's Day in New York countless Jews
or less automatically dominate. First-rate leaders
parade in every shade of bilious green. Is this really
and first-rate minds are shunned, precisely because
the kind of company our Irish friends prefer? I
they can identify and explain the causes of our
thought they were notable for a certain lack of
malaise. Add to this the destructive principle that
sympathy towards the Jews. At least, that is what
on Iy second-rate persons who owe their whole ca
worries James Joyce in Ulysses. But now it seems
reer to the manipulators, and preferably secondthe minorities are getting together:
rate people who also have something else to hide,
so that their-careers can easily be destroyed if they
Now surely Sean O'Farrell
step out of line, are allowed to get anywhere near a
stein, both Irishman and Jew,
position of power. The perfect example of what I
Ye'll meet us up at Cohan's place
mean is the system whereby selection committees
To sink a jar or two.
of the Conservative Party insist that potential candi
Then we'll stagger down to Broadway
dates should show that they are capable of arguing
And raise the rebel croon,
convincingly against their beliefs.
For the kikes will be together
But still, in every hole and corner, if one has eyes
At the rising of the moon!
to see, ~ue those who, following the Peter Principle,
have not been allowed to reach their level of in
Or, in the words of another literary genius,
competence, and so are still capable of useful work. I am
thin~ing of the local men in the public bar of my local pub,
For forms of government let fools contest;
quietly chatting or playing darts, while all the ghastly bour
Whate'er is best administered is best:
geois pseuds shout above the blare of the pop music amid
For modes of faith let graceless zealots fight;
the plastic paraphernalia of the saloon bar; the Notting
His can't be wrong whose life is in the right ....
hamshire miners bravely going to work through the men
acing pickets sent down from Yorkshire by Arthur Scargill
Alexander Pope hits the nail on the head, as usual. The
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point is particularly appropriate, because shibboleths
about the one and only acceptable form of government or
religion have done so much to divide us in the past, wast
ing our time, blood and substance in pointless wars. This is
not merely another plea for tolerance, in essence demand
ing that our people should give up our most cherished
beliefs merely because they might make someone else feel
excluded. On the contrary, it is my usual plea for the
recognition of human differences. Freedom, for instance, is
inevitably a major preoccupation of Nordic societies
throughout history, whereas in other societies it leads to
chaos. Given the passionate and uncompromising indi
vidualism of the Spaniards, General Franco's system was a
great deal more suitable for Spain than the present mess-
and its relative poverty was the result of a blockade im
posed by the Allies. Similarly, the Shah's Iran was one hell
of a lot more civilised than Khomeini's system, which
would never have come into being if the Shah had not
shown, by the country's 11 % per annum growth rate, that
he was intent on breaking away from the international debt
system. That is why American Jews and liberals were so
lukewarm about defending his regime. Again, Mussolini's
style might not have suited any other European country,
but his regime would never have been overthrown in Italy
but for enemy conquest -- besides which, his African Em
pire, whether in Libya or Ethiopia, was a great deal more
civilised than the regimes which replaced it. Nineteenth
century liberals professed themselves shocked at Nelson's
support for the Neapolitan Bourbons, but it did not mean
that he wished to impose the same system on England. All it
meant was that he preferred Bourbon rule to that of the
local secret societies: the Jacobin-inspired Carbonari, the
Camorra and the Mafia. On the other hand, when a tradi
tional regime proved to be a menace, Nelson was all for its
suppression, as when he dropped anchor and admiringly
watched Stephen Decatur's Marines destroy the power of
the Tripolitanian pirates, calling it "the most daring act of
the age."

*

*

*

Outrage at systems obviously suited to other people
inevitably carries the taint of hypocrisy. I have scented this
taint in German concern for the poor Polish peasants,
ground'down by high-handed aristocrats -- a twentieth
century version of the seventeenth-century English con
cern for the poor Irish, ground down by their hierarchical
clan leaders and Norman lords. In both cases, concern
masked designs on their territory, and took no account of
the fact that the Poles and the Irish badly need a hierarch
ical system. But that is nothing to the reek of moral outrage
when the partisans of one religion are intent on exploiting
the partisans of another. For instance, I have no doubt that
Cortes and his companions were immeasurably more hu
mane than the bloody, cannibalistic Aztecs whom they
defeated and dispossessed. But what was the result of that
conquest? The pullulating mestizo millions of present-day
Mexico.
Among ourselves, political and religious fanaticism has
undoubtedly done a lot of damage. There is something to
be said for each of the major forms of Christianity, and
something to be said against, as I have tried to show. The

same is true of political systems. American supporters of
republicanism can claim that the Roman Republic was a
far better vehicle for racial survival than the Empire which
succeeded it, and Professor Revilo P. Oliver, in America's
Decline (Londinium Press, 21 Kensington Park Road, Lon
don W1L, 1981, p. 27) has reminded us that Cicero, the
noblest of Roman orators, stood for the republican tradi
tion. On the other hand, Instauration articles have pointed
out the extraordinary coincidence of constitutional mon
archy and Nordic populations, whether in the United King
dom, Belgium, Holland or the Scandinavian countries.
Spain is an exception, but there is a minority Nordic tradi
tion there, too. Nor should we forget the Germans and
Austrians, who would still have their emperors if the Allies
had not instigated their removal. In fact, in 1938 the
Czechs stood by passively and made no real objections
when Hitler took over Austria, because they so much
feared a Hapsburg revival. As matters stand, the Germans
have to be content with supplying the raw material for most
of the reigning houses in Europe -- a tribute to the diversity
in-unity of the old German Empire.
A tradition always seems like an affectation to those who
do not share it, but surely it is better to have the Queen as a
dignified head of state than someone chosen by the media.
(Yes, Reagan may look somewhat dignified, but he does
not have the independence to do whanhe Queen does-
fly out to Jordan, hobnob with King Hussein, and describe
a patroling Israeli aeroplane as "appalling.") In any case,
the Americans do share the English tradition of kingship to
some extent, not only historically but also emotionally, as
is evidenced by the degree of fascination with royalty
shown by the Majority middle class -- especially the wo
men. True republicanism is an essentially masculine sys
tem, and requires a high degree of homogeneity in the
popu lation concerned.
The Queen has had her wrist slapped recently on ac
cou nt of her Christmas broadcast, apparently written by
herself, in which she followed a pro-Commonwealth line
laid down by Mrs. Gandhi when the Queen visited India
last. Enoch Powell, the great constitutionalist, then spoke
out against her Commonwealth emphasis, and stated that
the Queen's ministers should have advised her better. To
everyone's surprise, the Times of London, in a hard-hitting
editorial, supported him -- an astonishing contrast with the
so-called news pages of the paper, where information
favourable to the English Majority is deliberately suppres
sed. In that editorial of January 23rd, 1984, Powell's argu
ments were actually bolstered. The Queen is baldly told
that lithe idea that the poor can be more than temporarily
relieved of their poverty by a direct transfer of wealth from
the better-off is fundamentally incorrect." The editorial
also attacks "the false hypothesis that equality of opportun
ity automatically leads individuals to equality of income,"
saying that this "is based on a wholly materialist view of
mankind, in which an individual becomes a statistical
norm, capable of behaving only according to prescrip
tion." Far from explaining lack of motivation as due to
malevolent forces, as egalitarians do, the author of the
editorial declares that "people operating in an open mark
et will inevitably reach different levels of achievement"
and that lithe accumulation of wealth by economically
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active individuals nearly always helps to extend the choice
of others." The last point is rather off-beam because it is the
inventive mind, rather than the capitalist, who is responsi
ble for technological progress, but the author rightly rejects
lithe proposition that income differences offend some no
tional idea of social justice." Besides, the Queen's income
is not small, and not taxed. Not that I would wish it to be,
unless she begins to harp on egalitarian themes.
Most significant of all, another Times editorial (6/2/84)
supports Powell's position that lithe position of Head of the
Commonwealth has no hard substance." What a pity these
worthies did not come to that conclusion during the 50s
and early 60s, when only Mosley dared to criticise the
coloured Commonwealth invasion, and Powell, as Minis
ter of Health, was importing coloured nurses. How Mosley
would have smiled, too, to hear Powell appeal for joint
action with France and Germany to solve the problem of
how to repatriate the immigrants. "We have discovered
that we are not alone," he said. Mosley discovered that just
after the war.
Still Powell has many merits. To begin with, he knows
his history. A recent Times article in which he equates the
present powers in the Middle East with those in the ancient
world, with the difference that America is too far away to
maintain a successful presence in the way Rome was able
to do, is a fine piece of English prose. Notonly can hefinish
a sentence, rounding off the grammatical structure, but his
vocabulary is good as well. He knows that "pressured" is
preferable to IIpressurised" and that the word for driving
out of control is "careered" not "careened" as the illit
erates of Time and Newsweek would have it). In fact, your
Underground Grammarian is presumably proud of him.

To return to the Queen's broadcast and the reactions to
it. Predictably, Dr. Hugh Montefiore, Bishop of Birming
ham, referred to the Times editorial as IIthinly disguised
racism" (Times, 26/1/84), and the chorus of outrage rose
from liberals of every stripe. The point about maintaining
traditions, whether it be in the case of the Times or the
Crown, is that they can always be revived, however much
they are misguided between times. On the other hand, just
imagine how dreadful it would be if Princess Margaret
were Queen! The very thought impels me to give one very
small cheer for her sister.
There is no religion or political system which offers a
fool-proof blueprint for survival. But there are perennial
philosophies. and every viable one provides for the survi
val of the tribe, down to the remotest posterity. If we can
keep our eye on that ball, then it really doesn't matter
(except where our comfort and freedom are concerned)
whether we live under communism or a party-political
state. All we need do is judge the actions of our leaders by
our own permanent yardstick, giving them support when
they go in the right direction, and opposing them when
they don't. Eventually the aim must be a social state with
diversity in a larger unity.

Unponderable Quote
The growth of American science and technology depends
now, more than ever, on immigration from the Third World.

Satcoms

amo·
,shes It Out

Rustum Roy, director,
Materials Laboratory,
Pennsylvania State university

and the Justice Department's Anti-Trust Di
vision were notified by Saul Steinberg, the
noted corporate raider, that he intended to
increase his 9.3% stock holding in WDP to
25%. At the last moment Disney, the largest
non-Jewish company in the film produc
tion business, managed to scrape together
the money to buy back Steinberg's shares-
giving him a $60 million profit. Mean
while, the SEC is looking into the stock
manipulation that went on during Stein
berg's threatened takeover.

*

Lawrence Grossman has finally quit his
post as president of the Public Broadcasting
Service. H is successor is Bruce Christen
sen, a Majority member from Utah. Both
NBC and PBS now have non-Jewish chief
executives. Since ABC is sfnt run by Leon
ard Goldenson and William Paley's large
stock interest still calls the shots at CBS,
that's two agClinst two. But Instaurationists
shou Id not get excited about an exit of mi
norities from the airwaves. The run of TV
network execs, producers and writers still
has a heavily Jewish tincture. Two exam
ples: Bruce Christensen's right-hand lady is
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Suzanne Weil, senior vice-president of PBS
. programs; Lawrence Grossman is the new
president of NBC News.
Even if all network bosses and high
muckety-mucks were echt Majority mem
bers, there would be few changes on the
American TV screen. The ADL, the NAACP
and other minority pressure groups would
see to it that anti-Majority news and sit
coms sti II hogged the goggle box.
And if t~e Majority won one at PBS, it
almost lost one at Walt Disney Produc
tions, which has the Disney Channel on
cable TV. The Federal Trade Commission

*

*

As a warning of what could be in store for
America, consider Morley Safer's report on
the Decadence of the Dutch on "Sixty Min
utes" (Apri I 1, 1984). Safer reported that the
social welfare system there is so generous
and so easy to cheat that fully one-sixth of
the Dutch labor force is now on disability
pay, even if the disability was a skiing acci
dent or some other non-job-related injury.
He interviewed a doctor who described
how workers come in with phony medical
complaints trying to get on the disability
gravy train. Even worse, this generosity ex
tends to the hundreds of thousands of for
eign workers imported to do the jobs the
Dutch now shun. Safer interviewed a Turk

and a Pakistani, who seemed perfectly
healthy, but who both live the life of Reilly
on the Dutch dole while sending several
thousand dollars a year to huge families
back home. Safer said that 41% of the
Dutch population now gets some kind of
government check every month.
The Netherlands also subsidizes the
moral and cultural corruption of its youth.
The government pays for a large number of
Youth Clubs for 15- to 24-year olds, where
marijuana is openly and legally sold at half
the street price, the idea being that these
kids won't get mixed up with hard drugs in
back alleys. But the government also runs
another center in Amsterdam where 300
junkies are given free heroin and clean
needles so they can shoot up in a "clean"
envi ron ment.
The government also has a commission
which subsidizes "art" by buying up the
worthless abstract junk churned out by

Arab deaths resulting from the Zionist
invasion of tiny Lebanon, whose popula
tion is 1.4 million less than Israel's, total
approximately 20,000; Israeli deaths, 575.
Nonetheless, the "impact press" keeps
beating out the old refrain, "Israelis can ill
afford the steadily mounting casualties they
are suffering, given the size of their coun
try."

3,000 alleged artists each year. Safer's cam
era toured one of the two government
warehouses where a quarter million such
monstrosities are stored because no one
wants them, not even the government min
istries which can obtain them for free. "Six
ty Minutes" also said that when militant
feminists complained that there was no
nice place for them to congregate, the gov
ern ment gave them thei r own women's res
taurant. When the lesbians got noisy, the
bureaucrats gave them their own lesbian
barge.

*

*

*

Cable News Network has a Saturday
evening program, "This Week in Japan."
The April 17 broadcast reported on the lat
est rage in Tokyo fashion modeling: the
"half girls" (half Japanese, half Western)
who give the Japanese lithe best of both
worlds," by combining Western exoticism

FAIR (Federation for American Immigra
tion Reform) estimates that American tax
payers have to shell out $982 million annu
ally for every million illegals in our midst.

#

The world's fastest computer printer,
with a top speed of 45,000 lines per min
ute, turns out junk mail.

The J.e. Penney spring fashion catalog
had photographs of 88 adu It female Nord
ics, 23 adult male Nordics, 15 young fe
male Nordics, 12 young male Nordics, 7
adult female quasi-blacks, 4 young female
quasi-blacks, 2 young Negro males, 1 adult
Negro male. The catalog contained no
photos of Orientals or Hispanics.

#

#

1,476 Army chaplains -- Protestants, Ro
man Cathol ics and Jews -- hit the taxpayers
for $85 million last year. Attorney Joel Kat
coff, a Harvard lawyer thinks this is a viola
tion of the First Amendment. Judge Joseph
McLaughlin, who threw out Katcoff's suit,
doesn't.
.

I n September 1983, five students were
raped in a single day in Detroit.

#

#
In 1980 the birthrate of Swedish citizens
was 11. 1 (per 100,000); deathrate was
11.4. In the same year the birthrate for
aliens in Sweden was 23.3; death rate, 3.

#
Earvin "Magic" Johnson, the basketball
star, has paid almost $3 million for a 9,000
square-foot mansion in Bel Air, California.
The house has squash, tennis and racquet
ball courts, an oceanic pool and a battery
of t~cuzzis.

#
Nevada is the most "stressful" state in
which to live; Nebraska the least.

#
Last spring semester, 70 Nigerian stu
dents were allowed to attend classes at the
University of Minnesota, even though they
were $70,000 behind in tuition payments.

#
The President's Private Sector Survey on
Cost Control, headed by corporate bigwig
J. Peter Grace, states that at least 40,000
civil service jobs could be eliminated with
out slowing down or affecting in any way
gov
the operation and business of the
ernment. Grace estimates that $424 billion
cou Id be saved over the next three years by
such measures as shutting down 12,469
post offices that presently serve 100 or few
er customers each. Another $7.3 billion
could be saved by requiring the military to
buy commonly used parts and equipment
-- and stop buying 3¢ screws for $91 and
9%~ silicon electric cells for $114.

u.s.

with Japanese features. The Japanese men
like "long legs, long faces, full lips, large
eyes and curvy figures with large busts and
hips" on a woman who still looks Japanese
enough to be familiar. Many of these half
girls are recruited in Hawaii; others are
found in Tokyo discos. Until recently, ac
cording to CNN, the Japanese often used
Caucasian fashion models, but now the
half girl is replacing them.
The funny part is that the host and report
er on "This Week in Japan" is an American
mulatto who summed up by saying that the
"half girl" craze shows that the Japanese
are becoming more aware of the virtues of
racial mixing and cosmopolitanism. Not
exactly. If the CNN report is correct, the
Japanese are only interested in girls who
are half white. None of the models shown
were half black.
~

~
In 1981, 13,517 persons were reported
missing in British Columb:.l. Of these,
12,408 were found. Of the 821 permanent
ly missing, 255 were children under 15.

#
A 76-year-old Chinese Canadian named
Dak Leon Mark has brought a racial dis
crimination suit against the Canadian gov
ernment. The complaint: 65 years ago his
father had to pay a $500 head tax to get him
into Canada to work in the family laundry.

#
"Grandma" Holt, founder and president
of Holt International Children's Services,
has been instrumental in placing 45,000
children for adoption, primarily in the
Most are Koreans, Thais, Filipinos and Co
lombians.

u.s.

#
3.9 million Canadians were born abroad
-- 66.9% in Europe, 14% Asia, 4.5% Carib
bean, 2.8% South and Central America,
8.06% U.S., 3.7% other lands. 47.3% of
Canadians are Catholic, 41.2% Protestant,
1.2% Jewish. The 1981 population of Can
ada: 24,343,181.

#
It costs 57¢ per mile to operate a com
pact car in Los Angeles; 44¢ in Atlanta.

#
15 children have been the victims of sex
ual attacks in Buffalo since December 3,
1983. Victims describe their attackers as
blacks in the 18-to-30-year age range.

#
Hispanics account for 3.6% of the per
sonnel in the U.S. armed services; 4.2% of
the enlisted men in the Army.
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According to a Connecticut Mutual Life
Insurance Company survey, 94% of Ameri
can women prefer traditional marriages or
marriages with shared responsibility rather
than living with someone or remaining sin
gle.

#
In 1978-83 one-fourth of the American
middle class moved into the upper middle
class and three-quarters descended into the
lower middle class.

#
The U.S. court system costs $3.4 billion a
year. On the payroll are 28,000 judges,
141,000 clerks, bailiffs and other court em
ployees. 1,400 judges sit in federal courts,
8,000 in state courts and 18,600 in local
courts. Average pay for state trial judges is
nearly $50,000.

#
The West German birthrate is now 10.1
births per 100,000 inhabitants -- the lowest
of any country in the world. Over half the
nation's 22.8 million families are childless.
More than half the families with offspring
have only one.

#
148 people were killed, more than 4,000
injured in Riode Janeiro's 1984 carnival.

#
The Saskatchewan Indians in Canada kil
lE\d 1,000 to 4,000 caribou four years ago
and their continued overhunting is reduc
i ng the herd to a dangerous level. Pregnant
cows were preferred targets; the "fetus is
considered a delicacy."

The U.s. Air Force paid $7,046 for put
ting up 8 congressmen, 7 wives and 5 aides
for three nights at a high-priced Virgin Is
lands beach resort. The U.s. Navy footed
the $4,061 bill for Senator and Mrs. Jere
miah Denton's four-day stay in Bermuda,
though the purpose of his visit was to make
one speech at a morning prayer breakfast.

#
126 people were convicted last year for
violating South Africa's law forbidding sex
ual acts between blacks and whites.

#
Sunrise Lakes II, a largely Jewish luxury
condo in South Florida, has 3,985 regis
tered Democrats and 213 Republicans.

#
Blacks voted 71 % for Roosevelt in 1936;
77% for Truman in 1948; 79% for Steven
son in 1952; 68% for Kennedy in 1960;
94% for Johnson in 1964; 87% for McGov
ern in 1972; 86% for Carter in 1980.

#
Israel's arms exports now amount to
more tha n $ 1 bi II ion a year and accou nt for
20% of all Israel's industrial exports. Israel
now ranks 12th among the world's merch
ants of death. The Zionist state sold refur
bished jet engines to Iran in 1981 and a
variety of weapons to Argentina during the
Falkland Islands war.

#
About 2.7 million Hispanics legally in
the u.s. are not citizens. Nearly 30% of
Hispanics become citizens, compared to
45% for legal non-Hispanic immigrants.
Only 12% of Mexicans seek natu ral ization.

#

#

Less than one-half of all Third World
children, aged 7-12, attend school.

Jack Anderson's column appears in 676
daily newspapers; James Kilpatrick's in
514; George Will's in 375; Dave Broder's
in 238; Robert Novak's and Roland Evans's
in 143. Because of thei r objective criticism
of Israel, Evans and Novak have lost 150
outlets in recent years.

#
In the last California gubernatorial elec
tion Tom Bradley, black mayor of Los An
geles, got 42% of the white (including Jew
ish) vote; 75% of the Jewish vote. In the
1983 Philadelphia mayoral election, Wil
son Goode, the black winner, received
23% of the white vote, 50% of the Jewish
vote. In the latest Chicago mayoral elec
tion, Harold Washington, the black win
ner, garnered about 17% of the overall
white vote; 35% of the Jewish vote.
I

#
Approximately 1 million blacks and His
panics arrested for disorderly conduct by
Chicago police will have their records ex
punged under a federal court ruling.
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#
The National Institute of Education re
ports that in 1978 in each school month 3
million secondary school children were
victims of crime. More than 250,000 were
physically attacked and about 2.5 million
had something stolen. Almost 8% of urban
high-school students miss at least one day
of school each month because they are
afraid to go to their classes. In a 1983 big
city study, 50% of the teachers who re
sponded said they had been the victims of
robbery, assault or larceny in the past year.

30 states now require competency tests
for teacher certification. In Florida 90% of
the whites passed the 1983 test, compared
to 35% of the blacks. In Louisiana only
15% of the blacks who took the teacher's
exam passed.

#
Tax cheating now amount~ to nearly
$100 billion a year, a 226% increase since
1973.

#
40 cases of bubonic plague were report
ed in the U.S. last year, compared to 19 in
1982.

#
Left-tilting human rights groups have es
timated the number of political murders in
EI Salvador at 500 a month for the last six
months of 1983. The U.S. government's
estimate is 100 a month. Leftist groups state
5,142 deaths were caused in 1983 by the
army or the "right" and only 63 by the left.
The U.S. government says 40% of the kil
lings were committed by leftists.

#
Joseph Paul Franklin, already serving a
life sentence for the sniper slaying of two
miscegenating blacks, is a suspect in the
murders of 8 other blacks, 4 white women
and 1 white man. Franklin recently confes
sed to bombing a Chattanooga synagogue
in 1977 and is suspected of having had a
hand in a bomb attack on the home of a
Jewish lobbyist in Rockville, Maryland, and
in the shooting of hustler Larry Flynt in
1978. Franklin was acquitted in his trial for
the 1980 shooting of Vernon Jordan, presi
dent of the National Urban League, while
the black bigwig was accompanying a
white woman back to his motel.

#
Walter and Joan Mondale reported a
$316,330 income in 1983; Gary and Lee
Hart, $125,474; Jesse and Jacqueline Jack
son $ 115 109. Mondale has a mansion
worth more than $500,000 in Washington
and a second home in Minnesota. Jack
son's home in Chicago is worth $100,000;
Hart has a $190,000 Washington home
and a $90,000 condo in Denver. Last year
Mrs. Hart earned $29,574 as a lecturer.
Mrs. Jackson reported no earnings. Reagan
swore to an income of $422,834, and the
"heartless" President gave over $15,000 to
charity. Mondale was about as charitable
as Reagan ($11,328), but bleeding-hearted
Jackson and Hart gave only $500 and
$320, respectively.
f

#
About 16-18% of the u.s. population
(36-40 million) have arrest records for non
traffic offenses.

Actor HARRY HAMLIN cemented his
position as a homosexual fave-rave when
he portrayed a fairy-about-town in the
1982 film, Making Love, the Hollywood
breakthrough on Third Sexism. Yet he per
versely insisted on remaining heterosexual
in real life; witness his live-in arrangement
with Swiss actress Ursulla Andress, 15
years his senior, by whom he had a son.
Now that Ursulla and Harry have called it
quits, he's making his Broadway debut in
the 1935 Clifford Odets melodrama,
Awake and Sing, about a poor Bronx Jew
ish family. In it, Hamlin plays the role of
Moe Axelrod, which suits him just fine.
Says he, playing the part helped "cut the
umbilical cord" between himself and his
California WASP background. Hamlin
now hopes to pursue a stage career in New
York, portraying "ethnic, real people. Play
ing WASPs like myself is not very interest
ing."

ROBERT kATZ, Jewish-American author
of Death in Rome, has been sentenced to
13 months in jail in Italy for slandering the
memory of the late Pope Pius XII. Mean
while, the movie, Massacre in Rome,
which is largely based on Katz's anti-Vati
can polemics, has been making the rounds
of cable TV. Katz mayor may not be related
to such other Katzes as JONATHAN, who
writes books praising gays, or BERNARD,
who has written a "fictional" biography
glorifying a black woman.

An old photo of the four MARX BROTH
ERS as farmers recently appeared in an is
sue of the Country Journal. A long caption
rhapsodized over the city boys who in
1917 gave up their easy urban life for the
"toil" of farming. Not a word, however,
that the Marxes had bought the farm in
order to avoid the WWI draft. As soon as
the fighting was over, their farming busi
ness was over, and Harpo, Zeppo, Chico
and Groucho hightailed it for the more fer
ti Ie pastu res of Hollywood.

Connie Cox of Abbeville, Alabama, was
upset about Circuit Court Judge BILLY JOE
SHEFFIELD's ruling in her divorce case,
which left her and three young children
without support from a prosperous hus
band and father. So she wrote a letter to the
local. paper, warning area women about
"the type of judicial system we have."
Judge Sheffield responded by fining Cox
$100 and court costs for contempt, saying
the letter was designed "to bring shame
upon this court."

$184,665,281 was listed by MORRIS
SHENKER, one of the biggest shots in Las
Vegas gambling, as the amount of his debts
in his bankruptcy petition. Morris, of
course, is not broke. He was only protect
ing his assets against a $33.9 million judg
ment awarded to a union pension fund by a
jury who found Shenker had defaulted on a
loan made by the fund to companies he
controlled. A Jewish immigrant from Rus
sia, Shenker has raised millions of dollars
for Israel and accumulated his vast wealth
as a criminal lawyer (or lawyer criminal)
and gambling mogul. He also happens to
be one of the Democratic Party's most "in
fluential advisers."

Tsk! Tskl No one hates the CIA, that arch
symbol of male chauvinistic imperialism,
more than super-feminist GLORIA STEIN
EM. Yet from 1959 to 1969, Steinem ran a
CIA front in New York called the Indepen
dent Research Service. Steinem is the guru
ess of the anti-male hate magazine, Ms.,
start-up money for which was contributed
by Washington Postmistress Katharine Gra
ham ($20,000) and mob-connected Warn
er Communications ($1 million).

U.S. Customs agents said it was the first
time Americans had been caught smug
gling weapons into the well-armed Soviet
bloc. The culprits were two New Yorkers,
SOLOMON SCHWARTZ and LEONARD
BERG, whose 500 Ruger automatic rifles,
plus electronic torture devices and a spe
cially-equipped Cadillac, were destined for
Polish officials in Warsaw.

The Wadsworth Atheneum in Hartford
was the scene of a "crime" repeated five
times a week during the better part of
March, as CLAY STEVENSON directed his
interracial version of Romeo and Juliet.
Need we add that Romeo was black and
Juliet was white? Racial "hatred" was just
the sort of "tragic nonsense" that Shake
speare had in mind, declared Stevenson.
The hundred or so members of the Youth
Theatre Unlimited were overseen by Exec
utive Director ALAN LEVY.

CAROLE POPE is the raunchy Canadian
rock star whose antics include stuffing a
microphone down her pants. ROUGH
TRADE is the name of her leather-and
chains-style band. JACK MEIER is the mark
eting whiz for Pepsi-Cola Canada, Ltd.,
who has signed up Pope to sell his em
ployer's product.

The largest cocaine-smuggling ring in
American history was broken up in Janu
ary. Heading the list of 53 people indicted
in four Sunbelt cities was HAROLD J. ROS
ENTHAL, 53, of Atlanta, the alleged king
pin of the operation. Using "the equivalent
of a small airforce" to import cocaine from
Latin America into what still passes for
"Anglo America," the smugglers did a five
ton, $3.8-billion business over 14 months
alone. From his prison cell in Miami, Ros
enthal has allegedly sent out orders for the
murder of various American and Colom
bian lawmen in retaliation for his capture,
but so far to no avail.

Another super drug ring was busted re
cently when HERBERT KORNBLAU, 36,
and SHELDON PETT, 32, were charged
with paying undercover agents $1 million
for the del ivery of 15 tons of mari juana. At
least 18 underlings were involved in the
Miamians' nationwide pot distribution syn
dicate. Two of those arrested, ROBERTO
CARVAJAL and ELIZABETH PEREZ, were
found shot to death in Miami while out on
bail.

Forced integration and forced busing
have dealt the Little Rock School District
two stunning blows in the past quarter cen
tury. Today it is 70% black, and Federal
District Judge HENRY WOODS says he
fears a collapse of the local public educa
tion system. Rather than admit to past mis
takes, Woods has ordered two suburban
,school districts, those in North Little Rock
(already 37% black) and Pulaski County
(23% black), to merge with the center city
district. He justified the decree by citing
segregationist practices in the suburbs of a
generation and more ago. Suburban offi
cials have predicted a new white flight into
yet more distant counties.

SOL and LILLIAN GOLDMAN have
been married for 43 years, during which
time Sol has acquired a multi-million-dol
lar real estate empire. Last year, Lillian,
charging "cruel and inhuman treatment,"
left her multimillionaire husband and
claimed that half of what he acquired dur
ing their marriage was hers. Sol was not too
eager to reveal all the details of his hold
ings, so, after preliminary legal wranglings
costing nearly $1 million, he promised to
treat wifey better.

CECILIA RHODE, 22, a former Miss
Sweden, is as blonde and beautiful as they
come. Her husband is YANNICK NOAH,
23, the "French" tennis star who has
moved to Zoo City_ Noah's grandfather,
Simon, was recently shotto death duringan
attempted coup in Cameroon.
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Senator HOWARD METZENBAUM
picked up his phone one night last year to
tip off his close pal, Jeffrey Friedman, that
he had heard of a Californian who might be
interested in buying Friedman's Hays
Adams Hotel in Washington, D.C. After
being assured of a "finder's fee," the Sena
tor released the name. When the deal went
through, Friedman sent Metzenbaum a
check for $250,000. Not bad for a few
minutes work. The deal, however, may
have been illegal, as well as unethical,
since Metzenbaum did not have a D.C. real
estate license. Friedman, a long-time Metz
enbaum crony and financial supporter,
may have used the finder's fee as a means
of building up Metzenbaum's political
treasury. Whatever its purpose, the
$250,000 payment smelled to high heav
en, particularly since it involved the senator
who has been leading a moral crusade
against Ed Meese, whose financial hanky
panky is small potatoes compared to Metz
enbaum's. Since even the liberal press at
tacked him for pocketing the $250,000,
Metzenbaum ruefully returned it. But this
doesn't mean the money-grubbing million
aire senator will stop his fight to prevent
Meese from becoming attorney general.
The sins of left-wing Jewish pols don't seem
to stick as long as those of other pols.

Canada. Canada may not know it, but if it
keeps up its present censorship binge, it
may go down in history as the most bigoted
nation in the Western Hemisphere. A few
months ago the Canadian government for
mally banned the importation of Arthur
Butz's Hoax of the Twentieth Century. And
for the past year or so Canada has been
keeping up a running battle with another
Holocaust skeptic that would have made
Cato, the censor, feel right at home.
First Ernst Zundel was the victim of a
government edict that took away his mail
ing privileges. Oh, he could go out and
sneak a letter in the mail box now and then,
but he couldn't do any bulk mailings and
he wasn't allowed to receive any mail. This
act was so outrageous that last year the
Canadian courts reversed it and restored
Zundel's mail.
Having failed in its attempt to isolate
Zundel by making him Canada's only
"mail-Ie~s" citizen, the liberal-minority co
alition tried another tack. Zundel was for
mally charged with "knowingly publishing
false news about the Holocaust." This chil
ling, thought-suppressing legal ploy was inPAGE 34 --INSTAURATION -- AUGUST 1984

Jewish Direct Action, a spin-off of the
JDL, was responsible for numerous bomb
ings of diplomatic missions in New York
during both 1982 and 1983. So far this
year, its biggest attack has been on the 20
story Soviet diplomatic compound in the
Bronx, which was hit by three separate
bombs on February 23. JDA vows that it
will "launch a 'war' that will wreck Soviet
American relations" unless 3 million Rus
sian Jews emigrate (whether they want to or
not). VICTOR VANCIER, the terror group's
national chairman, says his men will con
tinue to stage "major acts of violence that
will seriously endanger their [the Sovets'1
very lives." No Klan or Nazi leader ever
said anything even remotely similar to this,
yet somehow Vancierdoes not loom before
the American public as a racist madman.

The gall of ALLAN RYAN JR. knows no
bounds. Recently the Justice Department's
former chief Nazi-hunter (who has stepped
down to write a book on the subject) was in
Denver to address a forum sponsored by
B'nai B'rith and two other jewish groups.
"Nobody knows how many war criminals
are in the United States," he said. "There
are more than hundreds, certainly thou
sands, maybe even 10,000 people who

stituted by a professional Holocaustress
named Sabrina Citron. She was able to get
away with it because of one of those hateful
"anti-hate/'
"anti-free-speech"
laws,
which most Western governments now
have on the books.
The Crown (prosecution) was not ready
to proceed with the case when Zundel first
appeared before a Toronto judge on De
cember 28 last. The moment he showed up
on the courthouse steps, he was promptly
mobbed by a howling bunch of Jews and
knocked down before he cou Id get to the
courtroom, which was then invaded by the
same Jewish hooligans, who have no re
spect for the law, although they rely on it to
lock up their enemies. When Zundel re
turned home, the Jews followed him and
put his house under what they called "24
hour surveillance," which consisted of
screaming out obscenities all through the
night, jamming his telephone with vulgar
and venomous threats, and in the daytime
setting up a blockade to prevent his cus
tomers and deliverymen from getting to
Zundel, who runs a publishing business in
his home. Canadian police, in spite of the

have blood on their hands./I From the con
text, it was clear that Ryan meant only Nazi
war criminals. Yet millions of Chinese were
murdered under Mao during the 1960s
alone, and today tens of thousands of Red
Chinese are settling in the U.S. Very few are
being interrogated about their recent past
in any meaningful way. It is well docu
mented, too, that many Jews have been
mass killers in this century (Murder, Incor
porated, for example), but no one ever talks
about "Jewish murderers in our midst./I

Chicago Sun-Times columnist DOUG

LAS LAMONT struck a new low in Ameri
can journalism on April 2 when he de
clared that passage of the Simpson-Mazzoli
Immigration Reform Bill (which passed the
Senate last year and the House this June)
"will be an act of national suicide." The
poor Mexican illegals, he explained, just
"want to be like us." Our borders should be
thrown wide open to them and all Hispan
ics. The burgeoning hordes of Asia, Africa
and the Middle East are not our concern.
Rather, they are the concern of Europe and
Australia! Cheap Mexican goods should be
allowed to compete openly against Ameri
can labor in a vast free trade zone. The
certain alternative to our capitulation, said
Lamont, would be a "People's Republic of
Mexico" which would put the U.s. "in
mortal danger./I

Jewish crime spree, refused to intervene. So
much for the great Mounties.
When Zundel returned to court on Janu
ary 16, the Jewish mob was even larger and
more obnoxious than before. A member of
Zundel's defense counsel had his glasses
smashed as he tried to fight his way up the
courthouse steps. When one of Zundel's
group was thrown to the ground, a Jewess
came up and kicked him savagely in the
groin. A newspaper photographer took the
picture, which was widely published. No
thing, of course, happened to the Jewess.
Once again the police had allowed the
Jews to have their way. In light of his previ
ous experience, Zundel had to wear a hard
hat and a bullet-proof vest. So much for
Canadian justice.
On February 6, 1984, Zundel again
came to court and again the Crown was not
prepared to proceed. This time he brought
along a couple of dozen friends for protec
tion. They all wore yellow hard hats, except
Zundel, who sported a blue one. This time
the Zionist gang thought twice about start
ing any mayhem. This time, the police fin
ally showed up in force and kept the two
groups apart.
Once in the courtroom Zundel found out
that the original charges against him had
been dropped. Now he was being charged
with "publishing false news" and "disturb

ing the racial and social harmony of Cana
da." He pleaded not guilty and asked for a
jury trial. By the time the "Zundelists" tried
to leave the courtroom, 200 Jews had gath
ered outside, so the police put Zundel and
his group aboard a chartered bus. When
the Jews discovered the ruse, they tried to
overturn the bus and in doing so had an
open battle with the police. Nevertheless,
only one Jew was arrested. While in court,
Zundel was placed in the prisoner's dock
and kept for a time in a basement cell like a
common criminal.
Canada's Great Holocaust Trial will be
held later this year, and we will keep our
readers informed. Meanwhile, anyone who
wants to contribute to Zundel's defense
and receive literature describing his woes
may write to him at 206 Carlton Street,
Toronto, Ontario MSA 2L 1, Canada.

*

*

*

For the second time in a year, a Progres
sive Conservative member of the Alberta
provincial legislature has been threatened
with expulsion from the party caucus for
voicing doubts about the Holocaust. Last
time it was Stephen Stiles of Olds-Dids
bury, who warned that "it's become very
profitable [for the Jews] to exaggerate per
haps what occurred." This time it was Boh
dan (Bud) Zip, representing Calgary's
Mountainview district, who dared to sug
gest that fewer than 6 million Jews may
have died during World War II. Alberta
Premier Peter Lougheed told reporters that
his blood pressure zoomed when he heard
Zip's remarks, so he called the rookie leg
islator to his office and demanded (and got)
a formal retraction.
Zip was rightly angered by the way in
which his remarks were taken out of con
text by a reporter. He had never disputed
that many Jews died during World War II,
but had only complained that "the Jewish
people tend to think it happened just to
them -- and that's not the case." Given his
Ukrainian ancestry, Zip had every reason
to be sensitive on that point.
A Canadian Instaurationist writes that
even the "poor liberal sap" who writes the
"Life in America" column for the Edmon
ton Journal is beginning to grasp the bigger
picture. Columnist Don Braid has pointed
out that, while Zip was "certainly foolish to
talk so fr~ly," he never said "anything that
isn't open to debate." The Holocaust
doubters formerly disturbed Braid, but now
it is the reaction to their doubt which has
him worried: "Any Albertan who questions
details" of World War II becomes "a Je~
baiter, even a Nazi." Consequently, "near
ly everyone in Alberta is terrified of talking
about" the Holocaust: "Fear of censure has
nailed a lid on the issue."
Warming to the problem, Braid contin
ued: "Rising emotion [has] closed down
debate on every subject -- the number of

Jews killed, the relative suffering of other
groups, the morality of current Israeli ac
tion in Lebanon." Meanwhile, Jewish
groups are pushing vigorously for new re
strictions on speech. But, noted Braid,
In their outrage, ["hate" legislation]
advocates said things that could get them
prosecuted under the laws they favor. For
instance, Edmonton Jewish leader Herb
Katz charged: "We've got a WASP gov
ernment that's totally insensitive to other
groups in society."
A few voices kept perspective, how
ever. Mac Walker, president of the Al
berta Human Rights and Civil Liberties
Association, said restrictions on free
speech "are far more devastating to so
ciety."
He argued that Zip's statements about
the Holocaust "were fairly innocuous"
since nobody can prove how many Jews
were killed. He defended everyone's
right to speak openly because history is
subject to so many interpretations.
Unfortunately, few people are listen
ing to such advice in ... Alberta, where
debate has given way to diatribe.

*

*

*

At the other end of Canada, OJs (Organ
ized Jews) have been equally suppressive
of dissent. When they haven't been glee
fully beating and spitting on Ernst Zundel
for his vigorous defense of the Fatherland's
image, the 100% Jews have been denounc
ing the Canadian Senate for allowing PLO
leader Zehdi Terzi to present his case be
fore them. Terzi analyzed what he termed
the Zionist "psychosis" on the subject of
security. His lifelong friend, Sami Hadawi,
who was a popular speaker atthe 19821HR
revisionist history conference in Chicago,
reminded Canadian reporters that it was
the Zionists who introduced terror to Pales
tine, adding: "You cannot muzzle people.
You have to listen to people even iftheyare
terrorists or murderers."
Two days later, on April 7, a couple of
Arab professors with the unlikely names of
Tom Naylor and Jack Sheehan held a news
conference at Toronto's Sheraton Hotel.
"Today's Arab is very much like yesterday's
Jew, back in the '20s," claimed Sheehan.
"They've taken the Jewish nose and put it
on the Arab." Sheehan, who spent nine
years writing The Television Arab, said that
most TV documentaries on the Middle East
are fairly balanced but that both entertain
ment and daily news programs usually por
tray Arabs as "billionaires, bellydancers
and bombers."

*

*

*

Wh i Ie Canadians are fighti ng over World
War II and Palestine, their big beautiful
land is fast slipping away from them.
Another nail was driven in the coffin of
white Canada during March when a seven
member special Parliamentary committee

unanimously approved a plan to make ra
cial quotas as much the Canadian way of
life as they already are the American way.
Effective immediately under the program,
the federal government would create mas
sive incentives and tax breaks to encourage
the hiring and speedy promotion of "visible
minorities," many of whom are right off the
boat. If this doesn't yield dramatic results
within five years, everything would be
come mandatory, with each Canadian bus
iness required to have the right proportion
of nonwhites at every occupational level.
Cynics have been quick to point out that
six of the eight "experts" who advised the
committee were themselves racial minority
members, while pro-white groups and in
dividuals were systematically forbidden to
present their case.

*

*

*

The Calgary Sun is the smaller of two
daily papers in the smaller of Alberta's two
major cities. Its publisher and editors have
names like Hartley Steward, Les Pyette and
Paul Whitlock. Situated in North America's
great outback, Calgary remains solidly
WASP country.
One of the Sun's columnists, with the
proper Canadian name of McKenzie Por
ter, made a very brave gesture in early
April. He praised a lecturer at Cambridge
University named John Casey, who, with
followers like Roger Scruton, has been
shaking up the British intellectual establish
ment of late. A particularly fine observation
of Scruton's, made during the Falklands
War, was criticized by Porter:
National consciousness provides one
of the strongest experiences of the immi
nence of God .... life which willingly
sacrifices itself for the sake of country,
inspires awe and admiration .... It also
represents the most vivid human exam
ple of the sacred, of the temporal order
overcome by a transcendant ideal.

At the end of this column, Porter abruptly
revealed his own mettle. "Recently," he
wrote, "Casey had the courage to suggest a
form of compulsory repatriation of Britain's
largely unwanted African and Asian immi
grants, that would be more humane than
any voluntary plan yet proposed." Porter
closed by noting that, "A palpable lack of
such courage on the part of mealy mouthed
Conservative politicians in Canada" could
lead to national decay.
One's initial reaction to the Porter col
umn is a slight pique: "Well, don't leave us
hanging. What is this compulsory plan of
Casey's, anyway?" A fitting delayed reac
tion, however, would be to recognize that a
man like Porter, quite obviously, would
love to tell everyone in Calgary all about
John Casey's plan and what it could mean
to Canada. But even the bravest lone col
umnist has only so much power to set his
own agenda while surrounded by cowards
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and fools.
Those enigmatic remarks about forced
repatriation, tacked on at the end of a long
column which covered the usual boring
conservative agenda, were almost certainly
intended by Porter as an opening wedge, as
a "come on" to the people he so badly
wants to reach. All of the braver news col
umnists -- America's Patrick Buchanan and
Georgie Anne Geyer, British Columbia's
Doug Collins -- use this device repeatedly.
These people are not Zarathustras up on
some mountain top, but highly vulnerable
components of sensitive institutions which
are forever swaying in the ideological
breeze. Nothing would please them more
than to say 100 times as much as they pres
ently dare, but their "liberation" depends
upon each of us doing our part.
Canada today is awash in hateful "anti
hate" legislation which jeopardizes the
livelihoods of all those who, like McKenzie
Porter, even suggest that the nation might
consider remaining as white as it always
has been. Paid minority monitors go over
every word in columns like Porter's, and
they routinely act upon their findings. Pres
sure is systematically brought to bear on
Calgary's advertisers, on the Sun's editors,
and at many less obvious points in the local
power structure. It is not even a matter of
"cranking up a machine" on specific occa
sions, because the engines of minority cen
sorship are never idle to begin with.
As for Calgary's still overwhelmingly
WASP Majority, it rarely goes beyond the
initial pique, the petulant, unthinking de
mand, "Well, what is this Casey's great
colored repatriation scheme?" Turning
lately to the sports page, the Majority is
quite ready to wait until some Casey-like
plan is delivered ready-made to its door
step by a politician from heaven. But the
God of Nature still "helps those who help
themselves," and white Canada's "savior"
will never arrive until thousands of indi
viduals awaken from their stupor. This mi
nority must be prepared to call up the editor
of the Sun and say, "Porter's the greatest.
Give us more Porter." It must write to Porter
and say, "Please'tell us more about what
this Casey is doing in England." Only then
will Porter be-able to say, "I'm responding
to reader demand." Only then will he (and
others like him) be in a position to help
guide a white renaissance without prema
turely overexposing his flanks.
The point to remember is this: the higher
any of us rise in the present power struc
ture, the less real freedom we have in many
ways. When a columnist pats someone on
the back for advocating compulsory repa
triation of nonwhites, he is showing extra
ordinary courage -- he is putting everything
on the line. Unless we "little people" do
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everything in our power to back him up, he
will quickly be snuffed out by the other
side.

*

*

*

Two video rental films have been seized
in Toronto. Detectives say, in addition to
hardcore pornography, the two fi Ims depict
real murders. "I'll Spit on Your Grave" is
about a raped woman who gets revenge by
killing five rapists, one of them apparently
for real. The other -- they call them "snuff
films" in the trade -- is entitled 1/800 Fan
tasy Lane." The films have been renting for
$10 a night.
Iceland. Richard F. Thomasson's book,

Iceland: The First New Society (University
of Minnesota Press, 1980), is full of insights
on the folk who may be the last "survivors"
of the Nordi-caust now looming on the
horizon. Modern Icelanders remain naive
ly color conscious, writes Tomasson. They
are sensitive to the presence of blacks,
Asians, Southern Europeans and even
deeply tanned Northern Europeans. Ameri
can TV shows, the author says, are banned.
Ful,y 92% of the people have never or
rarely read the Bible. In its place they retain
a unique literary and historical tradition
which has rendered both otherworldly pie
tism and religious intolerance almost non
existent. Though strongly rationalistic in
their total approach to life, Icelanders are
not narrow materialists: books on mysti
cism and psychic experiences sell rather
well. Eighty-eight percent of the people be
lieve in some form of life after death, and
44% feel that reincarnation is possible.
The Icelanders gave the Christian world
its first Parliament. They were the first peo
ple to achieve universal literacy -- in the
eighteenth century! Today, they lead in the
reading and writing of books per capita. As
in most largely Nordic areas, class con
sciousness remains slight: the man who fills
your teeth, and does it at a reasonable rate,
also typically enjoys building his own
house and reading good literature. The
kind of well-integrated man whom Lenin
and Trotsky could only dream about ("la_
borer in the morning, literary critic in the
afternoon"), and whom they were ready to
murder to create, already naturally existed
here in remarkable numbers.
The Jews may crow about being the Peo
ple of The Book. The Icelanders, much
more quietly, remain a people of many
books, and of wide-ranging, first-hand ex
periences.
Britain. Voters here have grown accus
tomed to seeing candidates on their ballots
with names like Screaming Lord Sutch of
the Official Monster Raving Loony Party

and Lt. Commander Bill Boaks ofthe Dem
ocratic Monarchist Public Safety White
Resident Party. Boaks has stood in more
than 30 elections since 1951, receiving a
national record low of five votes the last
time around. Some of this silliness may be
ending soon because the Tory government
has proposed an increase in candidates'
deposit fees from £150 ($240) to £1,000
($1600). Any candidate who fails to get a
certain percentage of the vote loses his de
posit, which has a chilling effect not only
on the lunatic fringe candidates but also on
small nationalist parties, whose platforms
deserve a hearing. It is widely recognized
that jesters like Screaming Lord Sutch are
being used as a pretext to deal the racialist
right out of British politics.

*

*

*

Jenny Lives with Eric and Martin, a pic
ture book designed for the very small, is
being vigorously promoted by British agen
cies like the Schools Council and the Great
er London Enterprise Board. The photo
graphs -- not drawings -- are by Andreas
Hansen. "It's the first English-language
book to explain a gay relationship to
younger children," explains a lavishly pro
duced catalog, made possible by a £9,000
government loan. Other offerings include
Max's Toys and Edith Jackson. "Max loves
Ruby's doll so much that he swaps his en
tire toy collection to get it." As for Edith,
"she begins to recognize and fight her ex
ploitation. This is an extremely powerful
story about growing feminist awareness,
Black consciousness, sexuality and New
York street life."
As one alert London reviewer remarked,
"It is to be hoped that at least some of the
children who have (these books] imposed
on them will gradually begin to recognize
and fight their exploitation. Then they can
tell the others about it."

*

*

*

Here's more evidence that the white race
has gone mad. Britain, like most white
countries, has been suffering from a "baby
bust" which will devastate the economy
and culture in the decades ahead. White
British women are averaging barely 1.5
children each, and the more intelligent
ones have fewer. Prince Charles and Prin
cess Diana could still save the day by hav
ing a third child (she just had her second),
which would trigger a copycat boomlet of
births among women who had planned to
"stop at two."
Enter, alas, Dr. Harold Francis of liver
pool, supposedly "a leading memberofthe
medical community in Britian." This pro
fessional gynecologist and amateur de
mographer has been loudly proclaiming
that Charles or Di -- preferably both
should be sterilized now that the second
baby has been born to prevent a "catas
trophe" in the form of a "crippling popula

tion explosion." Francis admits that he is
talking about an estimated additional
60,000 infants -- in a nation of 56 million
people. This would be nowhere near
enough to bring British women up to the
2.1 children each which are needed just to
replace their own numbers. Yet Francis and
others talk of "tremendous burdens on the
country's already overworked and creak
ing welfare system," allegedly posed by the
60,000. On the contrary, if more white ba
bies don't arrive soon, the more numerous
older generations of Britons may someday
need to import young Third Worlders to
lend them a hand!
Incredibly, Dr. Francis's "sterilize
Charles and Di" campaign is being taken
seriously, According to a "palace confid
ant," Baron Tollemache, "Charles and Di
have an unenviable decision to make. They
have to decide whether to put their family
or country first."
West Germany. Martin Niemoeller, 92,
the famous anti-Nazi pastor, died in Wies
baden on March 6. During World War I, as
a U-boat commander, he was called "the
scourge of Malta" for the damage he did to
Allied shipping. In 1920, he led the Aca
demic Free Corps in the pro-monarchist
Kapp Putsch. A vehement foe of the Ver
sailles Treaty, he voted Nazi as early as
1924. It was only after Hitler's accession in
1933 that N iemoeller began attack i ng
Nazidom -- an outspokenness which even
tually caused him to spend eight years in
the Sachsenhausen and Dachau concen
tration camps. After the war, as a prominent
figure in the World Council of Churches,
he sought an accommodation with com
munism. In 1967 he visited America's en
emies in Hanoi and received Russia's Lenin
Peace Prize. But this did not prevent him
from being awarded West Germany's high
est honor, the Grand Cross of Merit, in
1971.
The liberai media will never let us forget
Niemoeller's most famous saying: "When
they came for the jews, I did not speak up
because I was not a Jew. When they came
for the Catholics, I did not speak up be
cause I was not a Catholic. [Hitler, inciden
tally, remained a Catholic until his dying
day.] When they came for the trade un
ionists, I did not speak up because I was not
a trade unionist. But then when they came
for me there was no one left to speak up."
Of colfrse, tyranny inevitably becomes
transformed over time, and any half-alert
observer of the contemporary world scene
would have to agree with a young Instaura
tionist's updated paraphrase of Niemoel
ler: "When the Third World horde moved
into the poor end of town, I did not speak
up because I was not poor. When they
moved in down the block, I did not speak
up because I have a big yard. But now my
son has married a Filipino and my daughter
is sleeping with a Jamaican, and all the
money and greensward in the world can't
buy me any racial seclusion."

East Germany. There will always be an
elite in every country on earth, from now
u nti I the end of time. Those who preach
equality most loudly usually end up prac
ticing inequality after they attain power. No
better evidence for these propositions can
be found than at Wandlitz, a luxurious
walled town within East Berlin. When WaI
ter Ulbricht, East Germany's first Commu
nist boss, had the place built for his fellow
leaders, he imported the finest silk tapes
tries from China, along with ebony from
Africa and hand-polished mosaic stones
from Venice. There are 26 villas on the
carefully
manicured
four-square-mile
spread, each with 14 rooms, 10 telephones
and six servants.
Travel writer Curtis Casewit, describing
Wandlitz for Human Events, said "the de
cor and furniture would make a capitalist
blush."
For relaxation there are movie houses,
cabarets, tennis courts, swimming pools,
saunas, massage rooms, a roulette casino
and a rifle and pistol range. The latter is
much used by [Erich] Honecker, who
succeeded Ulbricht.

Completed in 1962 at a cost of some
$250 million, Wandlitz includes practical
ly the only Western-style supermarket in
the country (complete with a laboratory
which checks each item for poison), and an
elaborate Hitler-style bunker. A small army
of 250 guards patrols the grounds. At first,
Wandlitz was kept secret from East Ger
many's "proletarian ruling class," but
eventually word got around aboutthe party
functionaries who were showing up in Car
rara, Italy, for marble, in New Guinea for
teak, and in Switzerland for Baroque and
Renaissance furniture.
The residents of Wandlitz, who were
never elected, must cower behind high
walls and deny the very existence of their
luxuries. Even the most fearful capitalists
and right-wing dictators seldom go that far.
Poland. jakub Berman died in Warsaw
on April 10 at the age of 83. The single
paragraph of his obituary in the Zycie War
szawy underlined the continuing official
disfavor for the harsh methods of the man
whom the New York Times's own 14-para
graph obituary admitted "served behind
the scenes as the Soviet Union's chief en
forcer and boss in Stalinist Poland after
World War 11." The Times went on to say
that, "Holding only secondary public posi
tions during his 10 years in power, [Ber
man] was known to have run Poland guid
ed by a direct telephone link to the Krem
lin."
A Comintern agent in Poland during the
1930s, jailed for his activities in 1937, Ber
man escaped eastwards (with how many
other jews?) when the Wehrmacht overran
the nation. Returning in 1945, he served on
the "Polish" Communist Party's ruling
Central Bureau, and was eventually in
charge of the army, the secret police, ideo

logical purity and propaganda (a neat little
foursome). Berman was instrumental in
toppling Vladislav Gomulka, the relatively
popular "national" [i.e., ethnically Polish]
Communist, in 1949, on charges of "Titoist
deviation." Soon after, Berman would de
clare that international Communism must
"wage a merciless battle against all vestiges
of rightist or nationalist deviation."
The American Ambassador to Poland for
the years 1945-47, Arthur Bliss Lane, de
scribed the situation at that early stage:
[Tlhe Security Police [used] terrifying
methods, such as arrests in the middle of
the night, and the person arrested gener
ally was not permitted to communicate
with the outside world, perhaps for
months, perhaps for all time .... Even
our Jewish sources admitted.
the
great unpopularity ofthe Jews in key gov
ernment positions. These men included
[Hilary] Minc, Berman, Olczewski, Rad
kiewicz and Spychalski .... [Tlhere was
bitter feeling within the militia against the
jews because the Security Police, con
trolled by Radkiewicz, dominated the
militia and the army .... Furthermore,
both the Security Police and Internal Se
curity Police had among their members
many Jews of Russian origin.

In 1956, following Nikita Khrushchev's
denunciation of Stalin, the Jewish hammer
lock on Poland and the other satellite na
tions began to loosen. Gomulka, released
from prison after five years, became a new
symbol of national hope, because he was a
Pole as well as a top Communist (although
he did have a Jewish wife). On October 20,
the reinstated Gomulka courageously at
tacked "the misrule of the last 12 years"
and promised free elections, saying "the
Polish people will defend themselves with
all means so that we may not be pushed off
the road to democratization." This so
called "Polish declaration of indepen
dence" was the immediate prelude to the
great but short lived Budapest uprising of
October 22, in which Imre Nagy, the top
Hungarian "national" [i.e., non-Jewish1
Communist became, like Gomulka, a sym
bol of ethnic resistance.
David Irving's book Uprising! ($20 from
the Institute for Historical Review, Box
1306, Torrance, CA 90505) recounts the
tragic story of Hungary's second defeat by
Moscow, which also devastated the plans
of men like Gomulka in some of the other
satellite nations. Yet one thing changed for
ever in 1956 -- the jews were essentially
removed from power, in Hungary, in Po
land, and elsewhere in Eastern Europe. Jak
ub Berman, who had already been drop
ped from his #1 behind-the-scenes posi
tion in May 1956, was ousted altogether
from both the Polish government and the
Communist Party in 1957. His last 27 years
were spent in utter obscu rity.
Middle East. Whenever the South Afri
cans, Iranians, Chileans or Salvadorans
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by Israel away from programs which would
strengthen the Arab economy. For exam
ple, writes Benvenisti,
violate human rights, the u.s. resorts to
various forms of punishment -- reduction or
elimination of foreign aid, refusal to sell
weapons and other military equipment, re
moval or reduction of military advisers, in
creased support for opposition parties. But
there is, lest we forget, one great exception.
When Israel blasts Lebanon with cluster
bombs, drops phosphorous bombs on hos
pitals in West Beirut, dispossesses more
and more Palestinians from their homeland
(2 million so far), bulldozes the home of
any family with a son who throws rocks at
Israeli soldiers, tortures Palestinian dissi
dents with electric prods, and watches over
the Sabra and Shati la massacres -- after all
this unmatchable and unenviable record of
human rights violations, the u.s. rewards
the Zionist state with more grants, more
loans, more trade advantages and more
weaponry.
Penalties for human rights violations
elsewhere in the world! Rewards for hu
man rights violations in Israel! A most
strange equation!
Ou r leaders weep about a past Holo
caust while they involve us in a new one. It
cost us 47,000 battle deaths -- lives lost for
absolutely nothing -- before we quit Viet
nam. Will it cost us 500,000 lives -- lives
lost again for absolutely nothing -- to play
the Israeli game in the Middle East?
Reagan, Secretary Schu Iz and other
Zionists and Zionist fellow travelers in gov
ernment should remember that every time
we kill Arabs to please Israel, as we did in
ou r naval bombardment of Lebanon, we
are endangering the lives of the dwindling
number of Arab leaders who still remain
friendly to the u.s. or neutral. Sadat was
assassi nated because he sold out the Arab
cause to gain world notoriety and to get a
few billion dollars a year from the u.s.
Treasury. The life expectancy of his succes
sor, President Mubarak, grows shorter with
every new Israeli atrocity. The kings and
sheiks ofthe Persian Gulf States will have to
double or triple their battalions of body
guards if they conti nue to deal with the
enem ies of thei r people -- the Americans
and Israelis who (in Arab eyes) seem bent
on exterminating them.
Israel. Defense Minister Moshe Arens
shut down the dovish Hebrew-language
tabloid Hadashotfor a spell in April, appar
ently because it was threatening to publish
photos of two you ng Arab terrorists bei ng
led away by Israeli security police from the
bus they had hijacked. One of the Arabs
cou Id be clearly, identified as Majdi Abu
Jumaa, and both were later officially report
ed to have died in the incident. If the gov
ern ment investigators appoi nted to the case
fail to conclude that the two were killed
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after surrendering, then yet something else
is rotten in the state of Israel.

*

*

*

Moshe Arens also had a tiff recently with
the New York Times Magazine, which
quoted him in its March 25 issue as calling
American Defense Secretary Caspar Wein
berger "a prime candidate for psychoanal
ysis." Arens denied it all, but author Lucin
da Franks and her husband, Robert M. Mor
genthau, the Manhattan D.A., both insisted
he had said it. Last December, Arens ac
companied Weinberger to Yad Vashem, Je
rusalem's largest Holocaust museum. "He
has a lot of hang-ups about hisJewishness,"
Arens allegedly related about his guest.
When we went into the hall where all the
names of the concentration camps are
etched in stone, we told him that since
his grandfather was Jewish, he would be
considered a Jew according to the Nazi
racial laws. We watched his face for a
reaction and there was none.

One may speculate that Arens is bitter
because his only brother, Richard, re
nounced Judaism and converted to Chris
tianity before his recent death. So Moshe
gave Weinberger the same badgering treat
ment that Jews always gave former Austrian
Chancellor Bruno Kreisky -- the difference
being that Weinberger is only one-fourth
Jewish.

Caspar Weinberger

*

*

*

The former deputy mayor of Jerusalem,
Meron Benvenisti, has directed a study
which concludes that millions of dollars in
U.S. aid to the Palesti n ians is bei ng diverted

The Israeli authorities turn down al
most all projects that involve purchasing
of tractors, bu Iidozers or any other earth
moving equipment. This policy may be
attributed to an attempt to prevent Pales
tinians from reclaiming rough or stony
ground otherwise claimed by the Israeli
authorities as "state land" being "uncul
tivable."

Instead, the money is channeled into non
productive, consumption-oriented projects
which would otherwise need to be funded
by Israeli taxes.
Benvenisti heads the West Bank Data
Base Project, which is financed by the Ford
Foundation. His report statistically ana
lyzed the $36 million in grants provided by
the American Agency for International De
velopment to various West Bank and Gaza
projects in the period 1977-83. AID offi
cials say they are aware of the Israel i medd
ling but don't feel they can change it.

*

*

*

America's news media have been filled
recently with stories about increased "Is
raeli" aid to the Third World, particularly
Central America. Of course, the extra mon
ey really comes from the U.s., since the
Israeli economy is in no shape to be step
ping up foreign aid. There is a tacit under
standing that if Israel gives guns and money
to the "right" countries, then it will eventu
ally get at least that much more guns and
money from Washington.
An unsigned article in Time magazine
shamelessly reveals how far American for
eign policy has drifted from the spirit of
Washington's Farewell Address. Legally, it
is wrong for America to launder military
equipment through Israel, the article con
cedes, since the Foreign Military Sales Act
of 1968 and the Foreign Assistance Act of
1961 both prohibit any third country mid
dleman arrangement without special con
gressional notification. Not to worry, re
ports Time! "Nothing would be wrong, of
course, with Israel offering its own aid to EI
Salvador or the [Nicaraguan] contras, even
at U.s. request." It would do so "knowing
full well that such a move would be wel
comed by the White House and perhaps
[sic] be rewarded in some way in the fu
ture."
South Africa. From a subscriber. I agree
with your State Department's Chester
Crocker that South Africa will gain very
I ittle from the agreement with Mozam
bique (Elsewhere, June 1984). The African
National Congress and its chief think-tank
er, Joe Siovo, will probably remain in Mo
zambique if it does stop its overt military
activities. In the meantime, it can recruit as

many more terrorists as it likes. On the
other hand, a withdrawal of South African
support to the MNR, the anti-Red guerrilla
movement, which has succeeded in sabo
taging virtually every railway to the harbor
city, Beira, will mean the end of the MNR.
Already its fighters are being forced to leave
South Africa and its radio sender has stop
ped broadcasting. It has not only paralyzed
an economy already suffering from the ef
fects of a severe d rought, but in january was
80 km from the capital, Maputo. It is calcu
lated that starvation has already killed
100,000 Mozambicans.
Although the MNR is unlikely to recover
from a withdrawal of South African sup
port, a reversion of Mozambican policy af
ter its economy has recovered sufficiently
will enable a still healthy ANC to continue
its military campaign from Mozambique.
Even under the present peace, attacks wi II
probably occur from time to time. As Pro
fessor Michael Clough of the U.S. Naval
Postgraduate School correctly pointed out
a few months ago, sabotage in South Africa
does not require large-scale bases. It is
naive to think that the governments of Mo
zambique and Zimbabwe, even if they
wanted to, could control their long "por
ous" borders with South Africa.
I n exchange for preventi ng the ANC from
launching attacks, Mozambique will re
ceive the economic aid from South Africa
that the USSR refused to deliver. Harry Op
penheimer's interests in the nut industry
will now be safe from MNR disruption, as
other industrialist magnates hasten to in
crease investments in the area. The enthusi
astic faces of Oppenheimer, Sol Kerzner,
Basil Landau and others at Nkomati em
phasized the new opportunities. Of course,
these bigwigs have always supported the
idea of a formalized regional market, and
peace agreements with all the frontline
states will lead to just that.
The Lusaka agreement with Angola led
to the establishment of a joint monitoring
commission, but it could not prevent the
number of SWAPO guerrillas in northern
South-West Africa from increasing tenfold
in February. Although U N ITA, the Angolan
MN R, is stronger than the latter, experts
reckon that it cannot survive without South
African support in the long run. That will
end the serious disruption of production
that afflicted Oppenheimer's Diamang cor
poration.
Peace in Angola will relieve the large
number of SWAPO terrorists currently in
action against UNITA. SWAPO infiltration.
can then proceed at full speed. Peace with
UNITA or its neutralization will make a
settlement on Cuban troop withdrawal
highly possible, since the Cubans are there
for the protection of the Angolan govern
ment. $outh Africa will then be obliged to
retire its troops from South-West Africa in
accordance with UN resolution 325,
which it has already accepted. An election

under UN supervision will follow, with
SWAPO as the most likely winner.
The peace initiatives are likely to lead to
a situation in a few years hence, where
South Africa wi II have to contend with a
Mozambique minus the MNR, an Angola
minus a threat from UNITA, a hostile Na
mibia with a long and difficult-to-defend
border with South Africa, and an image and
perhaps a self-image of whites on the run.
I shall not be very disheartened if I am
proved wrong. However, I still have to find
one instance where white South Africa
benefited in the long run after the involve
ment ofthe U.S. State Department in a local
matter. As A.N. Whitehead has noted in
Adventures of Ideas, "The deliberate aim at
Peace very easily passes into its bastard
substitute, Anesthesia."

*

*

*

Translation of clippings from Afrikaner
papers sent in by an Afrikaner subscriber.

Video voodoo has been introduced by a
Zimbabwean traditional healer, Mr. Ka
zembe jambo, to improve on traditional
diagnostic techniques. Peering into the
video screen, his clients say they have
fou nd lost relatives and have been able to
relive traumatic events. Impartial observers
noted that the screen appears to be blank
and that the TV set was not plugged into
anything.
*
*
*
Ivan Burger's appeal against his sentence
was dismissed in an Appeals Court. Burger,
a white Afrikaner, had forced a black rapist
to castrate himself, after first shooting him
in the leg. Burger was sentenced to 18
months' imprisonment by the Cape Su
preme Court on March 10 of last year. (Die
Burger, Nov. 8, 1983)

*

*

*

"A true man rapes 'at some time' .... If a
law that rapists are castrated is applied
worldwide, it can happen that half the
world's virile men will lose their manhood.
Rape is unavoidable, and all true men do it
at some time." Thus wrote Willie Masarur
wa, a Zimbabwe newspaper editor, who
insists that man's sexual urge is outside his
control and destroys all rational ity when it
takes possession of him. "It is like being
possessed by the devil." Rape, Masarurwa
added, "happens even with good citizens
of the country and in the best families ....
The animal in man just does not want to
leave him alone. Rape is a remnant of the
animal phase in man's evolutionary pro
cess. Fishes and reptiles do not ask their
females whether they may have sex. They
rape the females. If the animals had courts,
all the male adult animals would be in jail-
found guilty of rape." (Die Burger, Feb. 26,
1982)

*

*

*

Tony Bloom, chairman of Premier Hold
i ngs, has been forced by Orthodox jewish
groups to resign from the executive com
mittee of the jewish Board of Deputies be
cause he is married to a German. Bloom's
wife, Gisela, is the daughter of Mr. Fred
erick von Mellenthin, who served as a sen
ior general in the army of Field Marshal
Rommel in North Africa. (Die Afrikaner,
Dec. 21, 1983)

*

*

*

The dangerous socio-economic, politi
cal and security implications for white
South Africans, if the status quo of inter
twined white and nonwhite economic in
terests is maintained, are clearly outlined in
a small 96-page book in Afrikaans co
authored by several academics in the social
and natural sciences.
With black urbanization increasing by
250% in the next fifteen years, the virtually
uncontrollable flow of blacks between the
black homelands and the white areas, and
the unenthusiastic execution of the home
land policy by the present government,
conditions in the white areas will deterio
rate increasingly, while whites will have to
fight on totally indefensible borders against
black guerrilla and conventional forces.
The only alternative, according to the
authors, is the demarcation of an area in
side South Africa that will be the nucleus of
a planned white-ruled and white-occupied
state. The next step will be the indication of
nuclear areas consolidating black states
and those which are destined to become
black, coloured and Asian states. From the
rest of South Africa, the territory of the four
nuclear areas can be increased to deter
mine the final borders of the states.
The possibility of a permanent grey area
that can develop into an integrated unitary
state can be considered. This area will ini
tially stay under white rule until the self
determination of the whites in their own
area is realized and ensured. The grey area
could include cities that have indicated
their adherence to egalitarianism. "Let us
test their liberalism when they do not have
wh ite protection," the authors state. Places
that cannot become part of the white fath
erland because of demographic factors
could also be included in the grey area.
The authors also discuss the need for a
change of attitude among whites with re
gard to the use of nonwhite labor. A "mo
rale of diligence and determination, of sac
rifice and solidarity" can further white self
activity. Labor intensive industries in the
nonwhite nuclear areas will help to move
nonwhites from the "whitened" area.
The authors admit that the disengage
ment process with regard to nonwhite labor
will be slow, but they conclude that it can
be realized politically and economically.
The latter is obvious if the present gigantic
amounts spent on black development, the
future financial demands ofthe black urban
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communities, the present cost of black
crime and road accidents, the increased
efficiency and the increased capacity to
develop a white economy, are taken into
account.
According to the authors, the creation of
a white state will be positive because it will
link white survival not to the feasibility of
the black homeland policy, which present
ly is the case, but to the territory and in
habitants of the white state. "The next
Great Trek is now waiting for the descen
dants of the Voortrekkers: a journey to pull
out a white homeland from the mixed RSA
. . .. A steep, dangerous, challenging
mou ntai n path that must be taken -- with
courage!" (Die Afrikaner, Dec. 21,1983)

Australia. A prominent Australian aca
demic, Geoffrey Blainey, dean of arts of
Melbourne University, has summoned up
the courage to attack his country's immi
gration policy. Declaring that the flood of
Asian immigrants is not supported by pub
lic opinion, Blainey warned that England's
race riots would be reenacted in Australian
cities within some 10-15 years unless the
rate of Southeast Asian immigration is dras
tically reduced. Once his country had a
"white Australia" policy, Blainey remind
ed his audience. Now it has a "surrender
Australia" policy. "The old white Australia
policy said officially to half the world 'keep
out' but the new surrender Australia policy
quietly says to that half of the world, please
'come in.'"

mediate action. Aaron Ronald Kastan and
Alan Goldberg, two lawyers, asked for an
injunction against Bennett, the book's pub
lisher and three distributors. Instead of di
rectly attacking the contents of the book,
the Jewish attorneys relied on a technical
ity. Since the back cover contained en
dorsements from prominent Australians
written for previous editions, the two law
yers charged deception and fraud. They
claimed the endorsers would never have
agreed to lend their names to the material
that appeared in the 1984 edition.
The matter was resolved without the in
tervention of the courts when Bennett
agreed to remove the testimonials from the
back cover before selling any more copies
of the book. Although this is an expensive
and discombobulating remedy, the added
publicity may result in increased book
sales.
Philippines. World Vision is a California
based Christian relief agency that claims to
have sponsored the emigration of 53,000
young Filipinos to various parts of the
globe. It has recently come to the attention
of authorities in Manilla that at least 1,000
of these youngsters have been lured into
"sex rings" by Westerners claiming associ
ation with international relief agencies, es
pecially World Vision. Filipino immigra
tion officials became suspicious when the
agency kept asking for young boys for
sponsorship, never young girls.

*
We can admire facets of the various
countries of Asia, we can respect them as
people, we can welcome them as excel
lent migrants in appropriate numbers at
appropriate ti mes, but we do not yet have
to see them as the inevitable possessors
of this land.

Dean Blainey, who is comparable in
courage and foresight to Britain's Enoch
Powell, was highly critical of statements
made by Bill Hayden, Australia's Minister
for Foreign Affairs, who wants Australia to
become a multiracial country with a popu
lation of 50 million, most of this increase to
come from Asia, Polynesia and Melanesia.

*

*

*

As it has for 11 years, the Australian
League of Rights has come out with a new
edition of its volume, Your Rights. There
was never any trouble with previous edi
tions, but this year's provoked a hullabal
loo with the chapter headed, "Orwell's
1984 -- Was Orwell Right?" In it, author
John Bennett did the unthinkable. Heques
tioned the facts and figures of the Holo
caust.
The big guns of Zionism swung into im-
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Mail-order Filipino brides are big busi
ness. last year alone, the Filipino Introduc
tion Service and similar firms arranged
more than 1,500 marriages between Aus
tralian men and Filipino women wishing to
leave their backward country. Many of the
men involved are old: leo Martin, 61, paid
only $85 and airfare to Manila to get him
self a bouncy 31-year-old schoolteacher.
The you nger men are generally shy or so
cially inadequate: better to sell out the race
which gave them life than to work on their
shortcomings or admit they don't measure
up! (With a yellow-skinned woman, any
yellow-skinned woman, they can feel "su
perior").
The women involved must often pay a
price for "marrying up" racially while
"marrying down" on the personal level.
Some are being kept as virtual prisoners by
their jealous husbands. One was murdered
recently after hubby took out a large insur
ance policy. The Australian government
typically -- is concerned only with flagrant
abuse of the fast-spreading practice, not
with the sickness of it per se.
Obviously, in any white nation of 15
million souls, there will be many hundreds

of thousands of defective individuals with
little chance of gaining a spouse; no less
obviously, there will be large numbers of
single elderly people. If all these folk, male
and female, are permitted to "trade in"
their race (white) and their citizenship (de
sirable) -- that is, their collective traits -- for
an attractive young representative of Asia's
2314 billion people, then Australia is clearly
finished.
Where, formerly, Joe lowly would have
gone childless, he now may produce two
or three offspring combining alien racial
characteristics with his own substandard
personal traits. But, muses Australian Im
migration Minister John Hodges, "There
are limits to how far a government can go in
advising people about their personal
lives." Those words should be inscribed on
the tombstone of the entire white race.

*

*

*

The most dangerous of Filipinos, from a
white American perspective, may also be
the friendliest. He is Bartolome C. Cabang
bang, chairman of the Philippine Federal
Party, whose entire platform consists of his
nation becoming our 51 st state. Cabang
bang says that three roads are open to his
countrymen -- communist oppression;
right-wing status-quoism, with its poverty
and nepotism; and Uncle Sucker's "guar
anteed" good life, beginning with a $4-an
hour minimum wage!
But why, asked a Wall Street Journal re
porter, would America wish to be saddled
with an impoverished nation of 52 million
people (a figure that includes fully half as
many children as we have now), not to
mention a $25 billion foreign debt? Came
the answer: to prevent the Filipinos from
going Red. "Russia wants to become our
sugar daddy, but we'd rather marry Amer
ica."
Cabangbang does admit to some minor
problems with statehood. The one-man,
one-vote principle would give the Filipinos
House of Representa
100 seats in the
tives, but he'd be willing to compromise.
Mass migration wou Id also need to be con
trolled. "I met some Cubans[!] in New Jer
sey who were against the idea," he recal
led. "They thought we would all come to
New Jersey."

u.s.

Mexico. At Los Alamos Nationallabora
tory, New Mexico, some months ago, a
truck carrying some radioactive steel
passed through a sensor, tripping an alarm.
I nvestigators soon found that the truck was
carrying radioactive table legs that had al
ready been shipped to at least 27 states. The
culprit was a foundry in Ciudad Juarez,
across the Rio from EI Paso. The ultimate
sou rce had been a Picker cancer-therapy
machine, legally exported from the U.s. to
Mexico seven years earlier. Coming into
untrained hands, the machine was eventu
ally sold to a junkyard. There it was "acci

dentally" opened, causing a radioactive
spill which was never even recognized as
such. Several employees received doses
which can cause changes in bone marrow
and blood chemistry. A local foundry then
bought the contaminated metal as scrap
and began making table legs out of it,
which have since turned up all over Amer
ica. At last report, one-fourth of the radio
active cobalt was unaccounted for.
Central America. The "pro-life" move
ment has always contained a sizable nutty
element, and the nuts seem to be taking
over. Confirmation of this came at the
White House on January 23, when 35 anti
abortion leaders handed Ronald Reagan a
truly despicable ultimatum: either remove
the paltry population control funds from
the Kissinger Commission's Central Ameri
can aid package or their movement would
try to kill the entire plan! A month later, the
presidential captive was sti II trying to figure
out how to handle a ludicrous yet explosive
situation.
Why were the 35 "pro-lifers" so upset?
Simply because 20,000 Salvadoran wo
men a year have been receiving U.s.-fi
nanced sterilizations lately, and there are
indications that some were "pressured"
into it by their government -- after giving
birth for the fifth, the tenth or the fifteenth
time.
For many years now, Central America's
population has been in a chain reaction.
Today, throughout most of the region, the
vegetation is being stripped and new
wastelands created. There isn't the faintest
prospect of ever providing jobs for more
than a minority of the babies now being
born -- unless they come to America, which
is Part Two of the Great Salvation Scheme
being adopted by a growing army of Evan
gelical Christians.
The scheme goes something like this:
Since most white Americans are crazed
with ungodly notion~ r)f "quality" and "in
equality," and refuse to accept the New
Testament's leveling tenets, and since
whites also decline to have hordes of prob
lem children who require constant mini
strations, the solution to white-Christian
do-gooder angst I ies South of the Border.
let the mestizos and Indians of Central
America raise up vast broods of potential
"born-againers," who, finding nowhere to
work, will hightail it across the Rio Grande
into God's Chosen-Country-B (Israel being
A). There the Chosen Do-Gooders will res
cue the Meek Earth-Inheritors from mobs of
outraged quality-conscious neo-Naziod
white people who are just too selfish to see
the glory of being permanently supplanted
on Earth so as to win big in Heaven.
Unless millions of Central Americans are
sterilized soon, one of three things must
happen: (1) they wi II eventually take over
much of the U.S.; (2) we will mobilize the
army along our southern border to stop the
immigrant tide, and the jobless brown mas

ses will starve; (3) we will seal the border
and put tens of millions of those below it on
the dole permanently. Most of the "pro
lifers" do not want sensible sterilizations,
nor do they want options (2) or (3). They
want option (1), with themselves cast in the
role of saviors.
As far as the white race is concerned,
these people are fast emerging as the arch
destroyers. They are "pro-deathers" in cer
tain respects. The pity is thattheir mindless
ness is beginning to have an effect on nor
mally thoughtful people like Rowland
Evans and Robert Novak. These columnists
have taken to writing of "demographic as
saults upon the innocent people of Central
America" -- which is newspeak meaning
that Hispanics are now being strongly en
couraged to have a small fraction as many
sterilizations as middle-class white Chris
tian Americans. Evans and Novak appear
incensed that some "elitist Westerners"
have dared to tell the Third Worlders who
are taking over all their cities that "they are
too numerous."
Costa Rica. The discovery of a Nordic
Shangri-la in a remote canyon in Baja Cali
fornia was reported previously in this sec
tion (August 1982). It seems there may be
more of these tiny racial outposts than one
suspects. The community of Monteverde
was founded in 1951 in the Costa Rican
cloud forest by 40 white Alabamans.
These particular rebels were Quakers,
upset about the Cold War and Korea. They
spent their first years in tents, "more than
eight hours by four-wheel-drive and winch
and mu Ie from the nearest paved road."
Today, they have a neat little colony of
Cape Cod homes and a dairy plant which
supplies much of the nation's quality
cheese. The environment remains pristine
-- 8,000 acres of virgin forest. Many of the
residents are amateur naturalists, as so
many Nordics become when transplanted
to the tropics! Footloose reporter Christo
pher Dickey heard someone ask the name
of an exotic shrub:
"Stachytarpheta," answers Bob W.
law, an owner of the [town's) boarding
house, who is sitting on the porch. He
spells it. A hummingbird is working its
way down the blossoms. "Fork-tailed
emerald," he footnotes casually.

Consider that the population of Latin
America is 400 million. Consider that at
least 50 million of these people are solidly
middle-class. And reflect on the sorry pro
duction of naturalists in a wonderland
where one acre is frequently the botanical
and zoological equivalent of many square
miles in the United States.
The affluent Latin American or Mediter
ranean of mestizo blood normally prefers a
rei igion at once emotional and formal to
the contemplative and open-ended kind.
Professionally, he gravitates to law, finding
fields like science and engineering too sol

itary and "boring"! Paradoxically, his le
galistic temperament guarantees that Latin
America will remain comparatively an
archic.
Costa Ricans, it must be said, are temper
amentally the least Latin of Latin Ameri
~ans. They call their reasonably progres
sive land another Switzerland. Even so, the
transplanted Quakers should have shown
fully as much respect for their own Nordic
kind's biological individuality as for that of
the local fauna and flora. Instead, they have
permitted the Costa Rican element within
Monteverde to reach 50 people out of 150.
Worse, several years ago, they "got wor
ried that the community here was only in
terested in the community." So they started
the "Latin American Action Committee,"
and now publish a newsletter and run
around visiting refugee camps. "Our main
goal," says one, "is the human contact."
Meanwhile, the nearest paved highway has
reached a point two hours distant.
Brazil. "Let the Israelis bomb a reactor in
Iraq or invade Lebanon, and when we ar
rive at work in the morning, people say,
'look what you people have gone and
done now.' So says Henrique Veltman, a
47-year-old writer in Sao Paulo. "I'm a
Zionist," he admits, "but for me Jewish
civilization is [in New YorkJ."
Israel Klabin, the former mayor of Rio de
Janeiro, agrees. Shopping in New York is an
attraction, he says, "but the number one
reason Uewsj go there is to feel Jewish."
Jose Kogut, one of Rio's much-in-de
mand plastic surgeons, states: "When I go
to New York, I see relatives and they're
telling Jewish jokes and reading books by
Jewish authors and seeing plays by Jewish
writers. We have none of that."
The estimated 150,000 Jews of Brazil,
130,000 of whom live in two cities, have
little culture oftheir own. Like the Hebrews
of other contemporary Latin nations, they
import most of their Jewishness from the
Northern Hemisphere Jewish centers, in
cluding Israel. At the same time, intermar
riage rates 'are nearing the 50% mark, and
religious conversion is increasing. Our
problem, is not anti-Semitism, says a lead
ing Brazilian rabbi. "It's Semitism."
Menahem Begin is said to have been
pleased with the downfall of Salvador Al
lende in Chile, because it brought leftist
Jewish refugees to Israel, where many
promptly became rightists. Perhaps Begin's
successor, Yitzhak Shamir, will want to en
courage a little covert financing for the Bra
zilian far right.
If

*

*

*

The great fire in Sao Paulo earlier this
year is officially said to have claimed at
least 508 lives, even though only 86 bodies
were recovered. The inferno left no trace of
the rest -- a point worth remembering in
future debates over "body counts" and
"death tolls" in places like Dresden.
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imbalance in the American legal system.
National Coordinator W.E. Wolfings
writes,

Soft-Sell Ethnocentrism
The town of Ridgewood, NJ, is out in the
far northwest corner of the New York metro
area, scarcely ten miles as the blackbird
flies from the horrors of the South Bronx.
Some displaced New Yorkers thereabouts
have put together an eight-page quarterly
entitled Heritage Trails, which very tactful
ly argues that Euro-Americans must close
ranks against the extra-European masses
who are now swamping our shores. The
little journal's editorial masthead is filled
with diverse names like Krumbach, Blu
metti and Reniewicki, and its articles have
titles like "The Turn Toward Ethnicity,"
"Nurturing Heroes" and "Royalty Sets the
Pace." The royalty article argues that
It was the royalty which led the way to
modern-day composite Europeans and
European-Americans. . .. Since 1066,
British royalty has chosen spouses from
France, Belgium, Spain, Germany, Aus
tria, Poland, Scandinavia, Russia and the
Balkans. Likewise, French nobility allied
itself through marriage with Britain, Den
mark, Luxembourg, Germany, Spain,
Portugal, Italy, Hungary, Austria and
Holland ....

But this royal intermarriage was by no
means a careless mingling of all the blood
in Europe. A serial article by Robert Blu
metti on J.R.R. Tolkien and his mythical
creations helps set the record straight.
The Hobbits are in some ways repre
sentative of the three different primary
European physical types: the tall, blond
Nordic of Northern Europe, the short and
darker Mediterranean of Southern Eu
rope, and the stocky, round-headed Al
pine of Central Europe. Tolkien borrows
these characteri<;tics in describing the
physical type'" among the Hobbits of
Middle-earth.
Tolkien writes in The Lord of the Rings,
"Before the crossing of the mountains,
the Hobbits had already become divided
into three somewhat different breeds:
Harfoots, Stoors, and Fallohides. The
Harioots were browner of skin, smaller,
and shorter, and they were beardless and
bootless; their hands and feet were neat
and nimble .... The Stoors were broad
er, heavier in build; their feet and hands
were larger .... The Fallohides were
fairer of ..,kin and also of hair, they were
taller and slimmer than others; they were
lover,> of trees and woodlands."
rhe Fallohides share similar character
I'>IK'> of the old aristocratic nobles of all
European nations who were descended
from Germanic Iribes, conquered Europe
diter the fall of Rome and intermarried
With local population'>. Tolkien writes of
the I-allohlde .. who crossed the moun
ILlm'> north of Rivendell and came down
th(> river HOdrwel1. In Eriador they soon
mmgled With the other occupants who
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had preceded them but, being somewhat
bolder and more adventurous, they be
came leaders and chieftains among clans
of Harioots and Stoors. Even in Bilbo's
time [Bilbo Baggins being the supposed
Hobbit collector of old talesl a strong
Fallohidish strain could be noted among
the greater families, such as the Tool(s
and the Masters of Buckland.

Heritage Trails can be recommended to
I nstaurationists who wish to read about old
country foods, dances and folk festivals in
the New Country. It is ideal for placing on
the "gift magazine" racks maintained by
many public libraries, since there is noth
ing overtly "objectionable" about it. The
cost is $6 a year in the U.s. and Canada.
Write to Heritage Trails, P.O. Box 445,
Ridgewood, NJ 07451.

Prof H its Back
If you don't think the way the crowd
thinks, and you're a professor in the con
temporary educational establishment, you
are not going to get very far and you will
never make dean. That's the belief of Ver
non Edmonds, a sociology professor at the
College of William and Mary, and he is
backing up his belief with a lawsuit charg
ing that a college official and two former
deans deliberately tried to discredit him
and deprive him of his constitutional rights
merely because he had told the student
newspaper that blacks were intellectually
inferior to whites. After the story appeared,
11 professors signed a letter stating that
Edmonds's remarks were "ill-founded, ill
advised and insensitive to the feelings of
black students." Nothing particularly
wrong in that. But what Edmonds is sure
was wrong was that two deans inspired the
letter in an attempt to damage Edmonds's
future career, and that subsequent to its
appearance he received low and unmerit
ed professional and merit-pay evaluations.
On the witness stand, the chairman of the
Sociology Department admitted that at
least one dean had inspired and initiated
the attack.
In other words, according to Edmonds,
the college administration took it upon it
self to hit him in the pocketbook forexercis
ing his right of free speech in the place
where free speech counts, or should count,
most in the groves of academe.

The Bar Behind Bars
An open letter to members of the legal
profession, dated March 30, optimisticlly
describes "a New Frontier in the field of
law." The National Legal Research Pro
gram for White Prisoners (Box 97, Suring,
WI 54174) is designed to redress a grave

As you may know, almost every ethnic
minority in America has established (in
many cases with government funding) le
gal organizations with a vast network of
attorneys, para-legals and law students
who actively assist and aid these various
ethnic groups, and especially prisoners
of these ethnic or racial minorities, in
matters pertaining to Civil and Constitu
tional rights.

The white prisoner is too often left be
hind, without adequate legal aid. Wolfing's
plan is to provide this group, which is al
ready a minority in many of the most dan
gerous prison jungles, with "access to spe
cialized research packets from our Nation
al Prison Law Data Bank -- packets relevant
to the individual prisoner's specific prob
lem and the actual institution of his con
finement."
Many minority prisoners have gotten the
royal treatment for years. Those who are
sick of seeing white prisoners get the shaft,
especially those with legal expertise, are
asked to contact Mr. Wolfings.

Mini-Stirs
• Jenkin Lloyd Jones, editor and pub
lisher of the Tulsa Tribune, in an editorial
about the astounding number of black il
legitimate births, wrote, "Some day we will
be driven to admit that the children of van
ished fathers are likely to be genetically
deprived."
• The Civil Rights Commission has an
nounced it will investigate job discrimina
tion against white males.
• The Reagan administration has re
quested a $35.4 million boost in the 1985
INS budget to hire 977 additional Border
Patrol officers and other personnel.
• Radio talk show host Wally George of
KDOC, Anaheim, California and Dave
Dawson of KSDO, San Diego, are still do
ing their bit to dispel the thick aerosol of
liberalism and minority racism that befogs
the ether.
• Let us suppose a family which already
has a child adopts a child. Which child will
be more intelligent? A 1974 study of 199
adopted teenagers and 244 biological teen
agers indicated the latter did better in
school and college. Why? Children are
adopted by parents who are generally more
intelligent than the real parents of the
adopted child. Inheriting a superiority in
intelligence, the biological children conse
quently outshine the adopted children.
• In spite of a recent Supreme Court
ruling to the contrary, U.S. District Judge
Leonard Wexler upheld prosecutors' use of
peremptory challenges to exclude blacks
from juries.

St i rriJlg.c.; ~
Setback for Simon
Elmars Sprogis, a former police officer in
Latvia, arrived in the U.S. in 1951 and later
became a citizen. Jewish organizations and
their witch-hunting surrogates in the Justice
Department accused Sprogis of horrendous
war crimes and dragged him into court in
an attempt to deport him.
After a juryless trial, Federal Judge Frank
Altimari ruled that the government had
fai led to prove that Sprogis had been in
volved in killing Jews in World War II. This
is not the first time that a federal judge has
been skeptical of evidence submitted by
Holocaust survivors, not the first time that a
suspect, after being vilified in the media by
Jews and Department of Justice officials,
has been acquitted on all charges.
As expected, the ADL and the Simon
Wiesenthal Center, which applauded the
government's persecution of Sprogis, kept
very quiet about the judge's decision .

Mail Order Politics
Howard Phillips, the kosherest of the
cou ntry' s kosher conservatives, is busy
forming a IIpopulist Conservative" political
party. We are not interested in his Party line
because we happen to be more concerned
with the fate of the United States than the
fate of Israel. And when it comes to eco
nomic matters, we are more interested in
production than in the monetary shenani
gans of the Milton Friedman coteries. But
Phillips does know his way around the
thicket of political organization and his
proposals for organizing his new Party are
worth a moment's study.
Phillips starts out by saying that, since the
media are practically closed to conserva
tives, their only access to people is direct
mail. He points out that Richard Viguerie,
the media mogul, has compiled the names
and addresses of 5 million Americans who
have contributed money to conservative
causes. Phillips' plan is to send a letter to
10,000 of these conservative contributors
in each of the 435 congressional districts, a
total of 4,350,000 mailings. Each recipient
wou Id be invited to attend a meeting in his
own district at some convenient location -
school house, library or IIreligious hall"
(does he mean a church?).
Phillips says he will need $135,000 for
the mailing. Heelucidates,lIlf one percent
of the invitees responds with a $10 gift,
costs would be met. If only one percent
turned out at each meeting, even this
would amount to 100 people."
Before the meetings are held, Phillips
plans to build leadership teams in each of
the 50 states. The leaders would be given
the job of running the gatherings (he calls
them "conservative caucuses"). At each

meeting 10 delegates would be elected to
represent the district at state and national
conventions. In addition, a permanent
chairman would be chosen, "who will be
responsible for developing and coordinat
ing a strategy to achieve representation in
Washington compatible with the concerns,
priorities and convictions of the district
caucus participants."
The chairman would also act as his dis
trict's IIshadow congressman." He would
watch how the flesh-and-blood congress
man votes, lobby other congressmen and
let the voters of his district know they
would be much better represented if their
next congressman was a IIpopulist Con
servative." Then when the election of 1986
came along, the Party would be sufficiently
organized to run its own nominee.
We care not a whit about Phillips' plat
form. It's the same old hash of pro-family,
pro-defense, pro-free market. These are im
portant issues, but no more important than
immigration control, racial discrimination
against white males, crime, forced busing-
items which Phillips, like most "respect
able" kosher and non-kosher conserva
tives, prefer to keep in the dead fi Ie.

Bible Scholar Attacks Falwell
We trust that very few Instauration read
ers are interested in Biblical prophecy, par
ticularly the kind that fundamentalists call
upon to justify their hardshell support of the
Jewish conquest and occupation of Pales
tine. But if any of our readers should have a
weakness for this arcane subject, or if any
have friends who are so obsessed, let them
purchase a copy of Theft of a Nation by
William W . Baker. The author, a former
professor of Biblical History and Apologet
ics, is a professional archaeologist who has
spent years digging and probing about the
Unholy Land. If you ask him about the
Bible he can answer you in Greek, Hebrew
and Aramaic.
Besides giving a neat, fair and objective
criqitue of the horrors that Zionists have
inflicted on the Middle East, Professor Bak
er goes to the roots of the various Biblical
passages which religious nuts like Jerry Fal
well quote to bemuse their followers into
pouring money into a cause that has de
prived an entire people of their homeland.
Chapter by chapter, verse by verse, the au
thor shows how the Biblical case for Israel
rests on a total misinterpretation and falsifi
cation of the prophets and thei r prophecies.
Honest Majority liberals -- there are a
few extant -- are beginning to catch on to
the Zionist con game. But all too many
fundamentalists still swallow the Jewish
agitprop in one great gulp. The best way to
put some sense into their nonsensical imag

.. .
-i
William W. Baker
rnrngs is a scholarly analysis of the texts
which supposedly predict an ingathering of
the Jews to be followed by a Second Com
ing, the Last Judgment and all the rest of the
"endtimes" scenario.
If you want to get back at Falwell and his
irreligious warmongering in the Middle
East, a copy of Theft of a Nation will prove
most effective. It speaks Falwell's language,
but it contradicts every point he makes.
Theft of a Nation (157 pages, bibliogra
phy) may be ordered from Defender' s Pub
lications, P.O. Box 11134, Las Vegas, NV
89111. The price did not appear on the
review copy sent to Instauration.

Cay Flip-Flop
Some of San Francisco's most prominent
homosexuals are leading a drive to prohibit
all sexual activity in the city's notorious gay
bathhouses. IIlf we don't save our own peo
ple from this terrible disease [AIDS!, no
body else will," says Leonard Matlovich,
the Jonestown by the Bay activist who be
came a hero to gays in the 1970s when he
fought his discharge from the U.S . Air
Force. Adds gay politician Larry Littlejohn,
"It's fine if [the bathhouses] want to remam
open and be healthful things, like gyms or
saunas." But Sal Accardi, president of the
Northern California Bathhouse Owners As
sociation, warns that if bathhouse sex is
curbed today, gay bars will be shut down
tomorrow, and then out will come the
IIpink triangles" and tickets to concentra
tion camps. Such greed-motivated fear
mongering, however, isn't convincing to
the rank-and-file homos, many ot" whom
have joined in the movement to "ban the
baths."
Now that any self-styled moral crus<lder
in the U.S. can truthfully say that " even the
San Francisco queers are against 'em,"
shares in sex-oriented bathhouses m.1Y be
one of the worst investments In Americ.1
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Books That Speak for the Majority

Camp of the Saints by Jean Raspail. Ghastly, shuddering, mind-reeling sce
*The Dispossessed Majority by Wilmot Robertson. No one who reads this
nario of what is in store for the Occident if liberalism and apathy continue to
all-encompassing study of the American predicament will ever again view his
weaken the Western will to survive. The author, a bitterly sardonic Frenchman,
country in the same light. The author brilliantly recounts the tragedy of a great
charts the dying convulsions of France from the day a million famished Third
people, the Americans of Northern European descent, who founded and built
Worlders pile on a fleet of leaking hulks in Calcutta and sail off to the land of
the U.S. and whose decline is the chief cause of America's decline. Although
milk and honey. The first great uncompromising novel of modern times.
replete with cogent criticism of the people and events which have brought
Originally published by Scribner's. New paperback edition with new preface
America low, the book ends on a positive, optimistic note, which envisions a
resurgent American Majority liberating its Institutions from the control of
by the author Softcover, 311 pages, $5.
intolerant intellectuals innately programmed to destroy what they could never
The Ideal and Destiny by Richard McCulloch. An 11th-hour philosophy for
create. Over 100,000 copies sold. Revised, updated, expanded edition; 613
racial salvation. Championing the cause ot Northern European man, this
pages, index, bibliography, more than 1,000 footnotes. Hardcover, $20; soft
extremely intelligent diagnosis and prognosis of our time of troubles tells us
cover, $8.95. Condensed paperback Popular Edition, 364 pages, no scholarly
how to rise above the nationalism, internationalism, and religious and class
frills. $3.95.
sectarianism that have broken us asu nder. To ensure our resurgence, the author
has developed new and constructive ways of understanding history, econom
*Ventilations by Wilmot Robertson. The author of The Dispossessed Majority
ics, sociology, political science, anthropology, culture and aesthetics, espe
firms up and expands some of his key ideas. In 14 probing essays he answers his
cially the latter. He laun("hes a bitter attack on altruism, which he defines as the
critics, comments on Watergate, Russian anti-Semitism, women's liberation,
quest for nonexistence, and on the "metaphysical significance" given by the
foreign affairs, and tells young Majority members how they can best oppose the
media to ali the failed programs and programmers of society. Hardcover, 534
reverse d i scri m i nation that is maki ng them second-class citizens. Also included
is a blow-by-blow description of the attempted suppression of The Disposses
pages, $20.
sed Majority by the media establishment. The last two essays propose both a
Which Way Western Man? by William G. Simpson. There is almost no
moral and practical solution to the ethnic dilemma by transforming the u.s.
u npopu lar subject which the author, a qnetime "worker-preacher" who aban
into a racial confederation. Softcover, 115 pages, $4.95.
doned Christ for I\J ietzsche, does not meet head on. He comes out foursquare
for eugenics, both negative and positive. He despises the very thought of
* Race and Reason and Race and Reality by Carleton Putnam. In response to the
human equality. He is sure that physical beauty is linked to spiritual beauty. In a
black power agitation of the 50s and 60s came two searching, scholarly,
day when the word, aristocrat, has become an obscenity, he promotes aristoc
objective, last-word stud ies of the equa Iitarian movement. When everyone else
racy with all the resources of his high intelligence. A fascinating intellectual
was silent, Carleton Putnam lawyer, airline executive and historian -- spoke
odyssey. 758 pages, hardcover, $15, softcover, $8.
out. In reasoned, crystalline prose he methodically demolishes almost every
point, argument and cliche in the liberal-minority ideological handbook, warn
The Crowd by Gustave Le Bon. The great, half-forgotten French prophet
ing us in advance of the affirmative action programs that were bound to follow.
jumped the gun on Freud, Ortega and Pareto in a study of the popular mind.
Softcover, both books for $6 (total 317 pages), $3.25 separately.
Crowds, wrote Le Bon, do things which individuals would never do. They have
a personality of their own, often a destructive personality, and they are the
*Why Civilizations Self-Destruct by Elmer Pendell. If we are to survive we must
unruly offspring of mass democracy. Le Bon's low opinion of historians, his
reverse the lethal age-old process that increases human quantity while reduc
rueful opinion of religion and his high opinion of race are refreshingly contro
ing human quality. In the precivilized states of man, natural selection produced
versial and mentally stimulating. Paperback, 207 pages, $4.50.
a superior variety of human being whose intelligence and industriousness were
eventually channeled into building an advanced social order that protected
A New Morality from Science by Raymond B. Cattell. An internationally
instead of el i m i nated the unfit. Wnen the protected outnu mber the protectors,
prominent social scientist rejects liberalism and racial leveling in a profound
civilization begins to die. If we follow Dr. Pendell's advice, we could be the first
and challenging work that searches for new ethical values from the domain of
to successfu Ily defy this apparently inexorable Iife-and-death cycle. 196 pages,
index. Hardcover, $10.
science. The author's eminently sensible proposals for a new evolutionary
ethic based on behavioral genetics rather than on religious, liberal or Marxist
dogma have been greeted by book reviewers with almost total silence. Pub
*Best of Instauration· 1976 and Best of Instauration· 1977. Achoice selection
of the contents of the first two years of Instauration, Wilmot Robertson's
lished in 1973 by Pergamon Press. Softcover, 482 pages, index, $11.
monthly magazine. The original page size has been retained, which means that
The Conquest of a Continent by Madison Grant. The classic work on Ameri
the 116 pages of each book represent at least 348 ordinary book pages. Virtual
can racial history. The author, beginning with the founding of the colonies by
encyclopedias et ·evisionist history, the two volumes look at the world from a
Northern Europeans, examines the genetic components of every state in the
Majority perspective. Brilliant, factual writingon philosophy, history, literature
U.5. and every cou ntry in the Western Hemisphere. By making race his central
and current events that cannot be found in any other contemporary publica
theme, Grant enriches his pages with events and trends that have escaped the
tion. Softcover, each volume, $10.
attention of conformist historians. Hardcover, 393 pages, index, $15.
The Mediator by Richard Swartzbaugh. The author, an assistant professor of
Race by Dr. John R. Baker. The world-renowned Oxford biologist has assem
anthropology, explains how and why the mediators and go-betweens who
bled almost all the available physiological and historical evidence to prove that
abound in America exert great influence over our daily lives. The book's
races differ mentally as well as physically. It provides the reader with the
subtitle could easily be "The Unmasking of a Powerful Establishment." Hard
excited feeling that he has discovered a whole new fund of knowledge, almost
cover, 1 ~ 3 pages, index, $5.95.
a secret knowledge, since the facts have been kept from him for so long. There
are many keys to history -- Toynbee's, Spengler's, Marx's, Freud's -- but surely it
The Might of the West by Lawrence Brown. The best of all possible antidotes
is time to have a book that may well provide the master key. Softcover reprint of
to Spengler. The author, a scholar-engineer, says Western civilization did not
the 1974 Oxford University Press edition, 625 pages, profusely illustrated,
begm in Greece but in medieval Europe. The Renaissance was a time of
reaction, interrupting Western progress by turning it backward to Athens and
bibliography, index, $ 10.
Rome. The eternal conflict with the Levantlne culture hobbled the West's
Toward a New Science of Man by Robert Lenski. One of the greatest living
"uentifi< and cultural growth with dogma and irrationality. The wealth of
mformation in thi'> epochal study conclusively demonstrates there was more
constitutional psychologists explores the deeply rooted biological forces which
light than darknes,> in the Dark Ages. Hardcover, 549 pages, index, $20.
underlie white despair and disintegration by quoting from and commenting on
the wisdom of the ages. The search for behavioral causes of decline uncovers
lhe French Revolution in San Domingo by Lothrop Stoddard. A grim, fright
many little-known relationships: eye color and reactivity; social mobility and
enmg, lucid a<-<-ount of the step-by-step destruction of white civilization in the
fertility; somatotype and personality; human beauty and symmetry. Some
2,000 quotations from over 500 great writers on such all-important (and often
ri( he'>t 1,>land in the New World. By the time the Negro emperors had taken
OYf'r, every ngle white wloni'>t, together with his wife and children, had either
neglected) topics as National ism, Parasitism, Dominance, Shame, Sexual Se
lection, Migration, the Nature of Conflict, and "all the ideologically hot sub
fled or been md'>"dued. The end result wa'> Haiti, today the poorest and most
rundown of the We'>t Indian i,>land,>. Softcover, 410 pages, $7.
jects of our day." Softcover, 251 pages, illustrated, index, $7.25.
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